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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Gangwer, Kristin Elizabeth (M.A., Geography) 
 
Dryness and Desperate Measures: The Implications of Land Tenure on Rocky Mountain  
 
Ranchers’ Drought Experiences and Behaviors 
 
Thesis directed by Associate Professor William R. Travis 
 
 
 
Ranchers in the Rocky Mountain West navigate a complex land-tenure system 
comprised of deeded, leased, and public grazing lands. Droughts create management 
challenges for ranchers across their land holdings and impose physical, social, and 
economic impacts on the ranching system. However, while some studies have explored 
western ranchers’ drought experiences and management strategies, none have looked 
specifically at the role land tenure plays in their drought responses, and most literature on 
the relationship between land tenure and drought has thus far focused outside the United 
States. The goal of this study, then, was explore the implications of land tenure on 
ranchers’ drought coping behaviors and adaptive capacity. What adjustments and 
adaptations do ranchers deploy to cope with drought? How do ranchers’ drought 
experiences and management strategies differ across land holdings? What role do 
institutions play? And what factors influence the future adaptability of the system, 
particularly to potential climate change?  
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Chapter I. 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Rancher F is a fourth generation livestock operator living in northwest Colorado. 
He runs a “desert operation,” so he is “always in drought to some degree” and thus 
“doesn’t stock to the highest rate” (Rancher F, interview, August 16, 2010).1 In 
discussing his drought experiences, Rancher F described a range of actions he has, or 
would like to have, taken in response to drought, as well as the emotional toll drought can 
take on livestock operators: 
Maybe we haven’t learned as much as we should have from past droughts. 
I have put a lifetime into developing this herd. I have a strong affinity for 
these cows. These cows are adapted to this environment. We come second 
to our cows. I sold the old, lazy ones. But I bought expensive feed to keep 
this herd. I found more feed supplies. I leased neighboring ranches. 
Though, if I’d known how long the drought would last, I would have just 
sold the cattle and kept the money in the bank… It’s hard because you do 
everything you can do, and it just isn’t enough. It takes a toll. It’s flat 
depressing. There’s nothing you can do, and it’s very painful. You don’t 
know when it’s really over. The generational impact of my family’s 
decisions have been burned in my memory… Drought is worse than any 
other disaster. It’s more like cancer. 
 
In response to the most recent drought, which he said lasted from 1995 to 2008 in 
his country, Rancher F reduced stocking on his public range before the BLM asked him 
to, noting, “Any good rancher should pull back before the BLM tells them to. For us, it’s 
our livelihood, versus being something that the agencies just think about.” Rancher F’s 
operation is “wholly dependent on public lands,” with private and state lands comprising 
only a small percentage of his total land holdings – though he’s quick to point out that 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!$!Subsequent quotes and references from Rancher F are all from this interview. With all interviews, full in-
text citations will only be listed after the initial interview reference. A comprehensive list of interviews is 
included in the Literature Cited section at the end of this thesis. !
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these lands “are very important because they are where they water is.” So when Rancher 
F reduced stocking on federal ground during the most recent drought, he sold 20 percent 
of his herd in the first couple of years and brought in hay from Idaho to feed the 
remaining cows (after his entire hay stockpile was depleted in the first drought year). 
While the heterogeneity of ranchers has been well established (Smith and Martin 
1972, Gentner and Tanaka 2002), Rancher F’s drought-related responses, considerations, 
and sentiments were echoed by ranchers interviewed across northwest Colorado, 
northeast Utah, and southwest Wyoming. Drought imposes physical, social, and 
economic impacts on the ranching system in the Rocky Mountains, and ranchers like 
Rancher F exhibit a range of strategies for coping with these impacts and adapting to dry 
conditions. Historic land settlement patterns in the western U.S., a result of 19th century 
homesteading policies, coupled with the large land area necessary to sustain livestock in 
an arid environment, lead modern ranchers to navigate a complex land tenure system 
comprised of deeded, privately leased, state, and federal lands for grazing. The goal of 
this study, then, was to explore drought responses among Rocky Mountain ranchers, and 
especially to study the implications of land tenure on these ranchers’ drought coping 
behaviors and adaptive capacity. To do this, the following broad questions were explored: 
• What adjustments and adaptations do ranchers deploy to cope with drought? 
• How do ranchers’ drought experiences and management strategies differ across 
land holdings?  
• What role do institutions play?  
• What factors influence the future adaptability of the system, particularly to 
potential climate change? 
 
In order to explore the relationship between ranchers’ drought behaviors and the land 
tenure system in the western United States, this study necessarily draws on multiple 
bodies of literature (Chapter II). These include work on western U.S. land use and 
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settlement, common-property management, property rights, land tenure, public-lands 
grazing, natural hazards, adaptation to climate variability and long-term change, 
pastoralism, ranch management, and drought impacts. This literature provided the 
foundation for this study’s research and interview questions, and it also contextualizes the 
research and augments the findings of this study. 
The research questions were explored through semi-structured, in-depth interviews 
conducted with 21 ranchers across northwest Colorado, northeast Utah, and southwest 
Wyoming – an area hit particularly hard by the 2000s drought (Chapter III). Eight federal 
range management specialists with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the U.S. 
Forest Service (USFS) were also interviewed. Their responses were used to expand on 
the sentiments and themes raised in the rancher interviews and to provide insight into the 
key land institutions. Qualitative methods were employed in this study in order to ensure 
a detailed and nuanced understanding of how ranchers characterize, experience, and 
respond to drought across their land holdings. 
While projections of human-induced climatic change remain relatively uncertain at 
regional and local scales, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) 2007 
Summary for Policy Makers stated that in the United States, “warming in western 
mountains is projected to cause decreased snowpack, more winter flooding and reduced 
summer flows, exacerbating competition for over-allocated water resources” (Bernstein 
et al. 2007, 11). Other studies have projected increases in drought severity and frequency 
(as well as other extreme events) across parts of the western U.S. (U.S. Global Change 
Research Program 2009). Thus, an understanding of how ranchers respond to, and 
prepare for, drought across their land holdings – as well as the ways in which the current 
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land tenure system may inhibit or support adaptation on these lands – will be important 
not only for recognizing the ways in which individual ranchers may respond to long-term 
climate change, but also for anticipating the overall adaptability of the ranching system in 
the western United States. 
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Chapter II. 
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE 
 
 
RANCHING IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS 
 
Origins 
 
The origins of the modern North American ranch date back to southern Texas in 
the 1860s (Worster 1992), though its pastoralist roots “are stunningly ancient, extending 
back to practice in the Iberian Peninsula, North Africa, and the Mediterranean realm” 
(Starrs 2002, 5). In the thirty years after the Civil War ended, “profit-driven range cattle 
production swept north and west out of Texas and across the Great Plains, the 
intermountain region, and the southwestern deserts” (Sayre 2005, 30). However, before 
Columbus, North America had been without domesticated grazing animals, and the 
introduction of cattle, sheep, and goats has had long-lasting social and ecological 
implications (Limerick 1987).  
How the Ranching System Works 
 
In his book, Private Grazing and Public Lands: Studies of Local Management of 
the Taylor Grazing Act, geographer Wesley Calef (1960) described the western ranching 
system in great detail; and though he wrote in 1960, surprisingly, much of the system 
(and all of the information presented here) remains relevant today. In the Intermountain 
West, livestock (primarily cattle, sheep, and horses) are used to harvest range forage. And 
range livestock operations are distinguished by the use of “dry, unirrigated range land as 
pasture for at least part of the year” (Calef 1960). Though some ranchers do graze their 
livestock exclusively on irrigated land, this study will focus only on those that utilize 
non-irrigated rangelands for all or most of the year.  
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Western ranchers primarily produce calves for sale. As such, “the range lands are 
breeding grounds for the commercial beef cattle industry” (Calef 1960, 20). A typical 
ranch in the Rocky Mountains, called a cow-calf operation, consists of a large herd of 
mother cows, their calves, and a small herd of bulls. When asked about the size of his or 
her cattle herd, a rancher will typically give the number of mature, or “mother,” cows on 
the ranch (Calef 1960). Calves are usually born in the late winter or early spring, fed on 
the open range through summer, and then sold to feedlots in the fall or winter, where they 
are fattened for slaughter. Ranchers will sell all of their calves on a yearly basis, except 
for those needed to replace any of the cow herd that has died or been culled (due to age or 
infertility) or to increase herd size (as happens after drought).  
Some operations also run yearlings (year-old cattle), either in addition to their 
cow-calf operation or as their primary venture. In this case, ranchers will most often 
purchase year-old cattle in the spring (or carry over their own), graze them through the 
summer, and then sell them in the fall. These cattle can be termed yearlings, stockers, or 
summer pasture cattle.  
Sheep ranchers, on the other hand, sell wool in spring and lambs in the fall. 
Lambing occurs in the spring, either on the range or in sheds, and in the fall lambs may 
be sent directly to the packers, but are more often sent to the Midwest for “finishing” 
before being sent to market (Calef 1960).  
Some ranchers raise both sheep and cattle, and they may graze both types of 
livestock together on the same range at the same time, on the same range at different 
times, or on entirely different range (Calef 1960). “If grazing management is good, range 
types containing grass, weeds, and shrubs will produce their maximum returns if they are 
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grazed by both cattle and sheep,” because cattle graze primarily on grass; sheep on shrubs 
and weeds (Calef 1960, 34). 
Feed for livestock may come in the form of range forage, irrigated pasture, or 
purchased feed. Ranchers in the Rocky Mountains use different combinations of feed 
throughout the year, depending on location, weather conditions, and land holdings. Some 
ranchers are able to keep their livestock on the range year round, while others, often due 
to harsh winter conditions, bring their animals in for feeding in the winter months. 
Ranchers who bring their cattle in during winter often grow their own irrigated hay or 
alfalfa; however, the supply of these crops can be affected by inclement weather, causing 
operators to have to purchase much of it in some years.  
When pastures are available, ranchers typically summer animals at higher 
elevations, where greater precipitation and lower temperatures produce land with a high 
carrying capacity (Calef 1960). Mid-elevation lands are usually used for spring and fall 
pasture (as well as summer, if no higher land exists), and lowlands or “desert country” 
are used during winter, if livestock graze year round. Sheep, unlike cattle, can graze 
ranges where little water exists (Calef 1960). Cattle require water daily and will not walk 
further than four or five miles from water in search of food.  
Ownership and control of the range used for grazing lies not only with individual 
ranchers, but also with a number of federal and state agencies and corporations. And as 
Calef (1960) noted, “Lands held by these diverse owners and administering agencies are 
interspersed in a complex fashion so that the pattern of land tenure in many areas forms a 
veritable geographic jigsaw puzzle. The land tenure pattern greatly affects the range 
livestock industry…” (35).  
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The Historical Use, Distribution, and Management of Public Lands 
 
The history of land ownership and distribution in the western United States has 
implications for the land tenure system ranchers navigate to this day. The original public 
domain lands were acquired by the United States government from 1780 to 1867, through 
cessions and purchases like the Louisiana Purchase (Dana 1956). These lands were 
subject to complete control by Congress and excluded private lands and “land acquired 
for specific purposes such as post-office or customhouse sites, military reservations, or 
national forests purchased under the Weeks Act” (Dana 1956, 20; Foss 1960). The public 
lands (a term used synonymously with “public domain”) contained “agricultural, forest, 
range, wildlife, and mineral resources of incalculable value” (Dana 1956, 20). 
Early debates over the public domain centered on its disposal. Should the lands be 
used to increase settlement or to drive revenue? In an effort to increase both settlement 
and revenue, the Land Ordinance of 1785 established the rectangular structure of public-
land surveys that still exists today. Under this rectangular system, townships were 
established as squares of land thirty-six square miles in size. These township squares 
were then divided into 36 sections of 640 acres each (Dana 1956). To this day, ranchers 
will often reference the size of their land holdings in terms of the number of townships. 
The Homestead Act of 1862 created the impetus for much of the privatization of 
public lands. Under the Act, household heads and individuals over the age of 21 could 
apply for 160 acres of land that, after five years of proven residence and cultivation on 
the land, would be theirs free of charge (Muhn and Stuart 1988, Dana 1965). However, 
the 160-acre size limit was determined based on experience in the eastern part of the 
country and proved insufficient on drier western lands (Dana 1956), so later policies 
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increased this acreage. Millions of acres were also obtained under the Timber and Stone 
Act and the Desert Land Act, but the total number of acres privatized under these acts 
was only a fraction of the amount acquired under the Homestead Act (Calef 1960). 
In 1862, President Lincoln approved a law meant to assist the construction of the 
Central Pacific and Union Pacific railroads by granting them “every alternate section of 
public land, designated by odd numbers, to the amount of five alternate sections per mile 
on each side of said railroad, on the line thereof, and within the limits of 10 miles on each 
side of said road” (Muhn and Stuart 1988, 21) In 1864, the number of alternate sections 
for each mile of track was increased to 20. Though criticized in the late 1860s, the 
creation of these multi-million acre “checkerboard” empires established a land pattern 
that is still in existence in the western U.S. (Muhn and Stuart 1988). All in all, 94 million 
acres of land were transferred to railroads, most of it in a checkerboard pattern (Loomis 
1993). 
Beginning with ordinances in 1785 and 1787, the federal government also granted 
lands to states to help support schools (Foss 1960). These grants typically equaled around 
five percent of the total area of the state, and were the 16th and 36th section of each 
township. Though much of this land was originally intended for education, some states 
sold large amounts for profit and others traded land “on an acre-for-acre” basis with 
private landholders (Calef 1960, 37). From 1828 to 1869 over three million acres were 
granted to the states for wagon road construction, and an 1841 act provided 500,000 acres 
to each public land state for more general internal improvements (Foss 1960). Overall, 
the eleven western states received 71 million acres, much of which is also still in a 
checkerboard pattern and is associated with “school sections” (Loomis 1993, 22). 
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With time, the continual influx of settlers to the public domain meant that little 
good agricultural land remained. After World War I, only slightly more than 200 million 
acres of vacant and unappropriated public land existed in the contiguous 48 states. Much 
of this remaining land, found in the 11 western states, was described by the General Land 
Office as “arid, broken, mountainous, or grazing in character” (Muhn and Stuart 1988, 
35).  However, though no one had rights to this land, many western ranchers depended on 
this remaining public land to maintain their herds. These ranchers, uncertain of their 
ability to use the same range from year to year, overcrowded and overgrazed these public 
ranges (Rowley 1985, Roberts 1963, Muhn and Stuart 1988). As the Forest Service’s 
Chief of Grazing, Will C. Barnes stated in 1926, it was “ ‘a clear case of first come, first 
served and the devil take the hindmost’ ” (quoted in Muhn and Stuart 1988, 35). 
This over-use of public grazing lands was, however, not a new problem. Since the 
1870s, more livestock than the range could accommodate had been grazing on the public 
domain. Ranchers, who found that their 160-acre homesteads were not large enough to 
sustain their herds, first advocated for a public-land leasing system around the turn of the 
century, a concept that was supported by Theodore Roosevelt’s Public Lands 
Commission in 1905. Congress, however, decided to address the problem by increasing 
the size of homesteads to 640 acres under the Stockraising Homestead Law of 1916. 
Soon, though, agricultural economists realized that 640 acres was still not enough land to 
support enough livestock to sustain a family ranch. Thus, discussion of a leasing system 
resumed (Muhn and Stuart 1988). 
The Taylor Grazing Act, passed in 1934 by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
sought “ ‘to stop injury to the public grazing lands [excluding Alaska] by preventing 
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overgrazing and soil deterioration; to provide for their orderly use, improvement and 
development; [and] to stabilize the livestock industry dependent upon the public range’ ” 
by leasing the public domain to ranchers (quoted in Muhn and Stuart 1988, 37; Calef 
1960; Foss 1960; Borman and Johnson 1990). To that end, the Secretary of the Interior 
placed eighty million acres of public grazing and forage land into grazing districts 
(Figure 1). Land that had already been reserved for national forests, national parks, 
reservoirs, and reclamation projects were excluded (Calef 1960).  
Figure 1 
 
Map of the original Taylor Grazing Districts, 1937 
Source: Muhn and Stuart 1988, 39 
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Section 3 of the Taylor Grazing Act allowed for the land in grazing districts to be 
leased to landowners and homesteaders in or adjacent to the reserves first, as well as the 
issuance of one to 10 year leases. “Public lands outside grazing districts could, under 
Section 15, be leased to ranchers with contiguous property” (Muhn and Stuart 1988, 37).  
Private lands within the grazing reserves could be exchanged for public lands outside of 
them. In an effort to facilitate district administration by consolidating federal and private 
land holdings, isolated and disconnected tracts of public land no larger than 640 acres 
could also now be sold. 
A Division of Grazing (renamed the U.S. Grazing Service in 1941) was created 
within the Department of Interior to oversee the 50 established grazing districts, which 
covered 142 million acres – 62 million more than initially authorized under the Taylor 
Grazing Act. Congress approved this higher acreage, and eventually eliminated the 
acreage limitation altogether (Muhn and Stuart 1988, Foss 1960). Outside of the grazing 
districts, the Secretary of Interior granted the General Land Office responsibility for 
administering rangeland leasing and managing resources. “In granting grazing permits to 
ranchers, the first priority was to those who had adequate private land to support their 
herds when not using the public range and who had a history of range experience” (Muhn 
and Stuart 1988, 39). Others would be given permits using standards that weighed 
property ownership and traditional use. Ranchers and sheepherders were charged five-
cents per animal unit month (AUM), which was judged to be the cost of feeding one cow, 
one horse, or five sheep for one month, for the privilege of using the public lands (Muhn 
and Stuart 1988, Foss 1960).  
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Alternately, many of the national forests in the Intermountain West were created 
in the late 1800s and early 1900s, after the General Land Law Revision Act, passed in 
1891, authorized the president to set aside forest reserves from the unreserved public 
domain (Rowley 1985). By 1900, some 40 million acres in the western states and 
territories were included in such reserves (Roberts 1963), and the Bureau of Forestry 
within the Department of Interior was charged with management and administration of 
these new forests (Calef 1960). Sheep and cattle ranchers had long been grazing on these 
newly-designated forest lands, as on all public domain lands, so early Division of 
Forestry staff worked to establish an administrative system to control grazing, finally 
instituting one around the turn of the century (Calef 1960). Similar to the Taylor Grazing 
Act, which came about three decades later, a key element of this system was the 
requirement that ranchers own base property in order to obtain grazing permits, thus 
giving priority to established local landholders.  
In 1905, responsibility for the forest reserves was transferred to the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the management agency was renamed the U.S. 
Forest Service (USFS) (Rowley 1985, Roberts 1963). In 1946, the Grazing Service and 
the General Land Office together became the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), still 
housed within the Department of Interior (DOI) (Muhn and Stuart 1988). These two 
agencies still manage the majority of public-lands grazing that occurs today. 
Modern Agencies and Grazing Management 
 
Agencies 
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While grazing does occur in national parks and on other federal lands, this study 
will focus primarily on the federal grazing lands managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management and the United States Forest Service. 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
 
Today the BLM manages 256 million acres of public land and administers nearly 
18,000 permits and leases for livestock grazing on 160 million acres (which are divided 
into more than 21,000 allotments). Permits and leases are usually granted for a 10-year 
period and are renewable “if the BLM determines that the terms and conditions of the 
expiring permit or lease are being met” (BLM, “BLM Fact Sheet”). The amount of 
grazing that takes place on BLM lands each year can be affected by “drought, wildfire, 
and market conditions” (BLM, “BLM Fact Sheet”). BLM lands are often scattered and 
“take on checkerboard, jigsaw, and patchwork patterns.” However, this is less common in 
the Great Basin, the desert Southwest, and Alaska, where solid blocks of public land 
proliferate (Muhn and Stuart 1988, 2).  
Over time, the BLM has seen a gradual decrease in the amount of authorized 
grazing on agency lands (declining from 22 million AUMs in 1941 to 12.5 million AUMs 
in 2008; an AUM is the amount of forage required to sustain a cow-calf pair for one 
month). Actual use varies from authorized use due to natural and economic factors; for 
example, in 2008, the actual number of AUMs used on BLM lands was 8.6 million. 
Under the current permitting system, an individual or business can apply for a 
permit or lease provided they buy or control a base property that either: 1) already has an 
accompanying lease or permit (which that individual can then apply for), or 2) that has 
the capability to serve as base property (this occurs in cases when an existing permittee 
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transfers his or her grazing privileges to another rancher) (BLM, “BLM Fact Sheet”). To 
this day, Section 3 and Section 15 of the Taylor Grazing Act govern the types of leases 
and permits administered. Section 3 concerns permits within the original grazing districts.  
Section 15 leases are granted on public lands outside the original districts. Both are 
authorized for 10 years (BLM, “The Taylor Grazing Act”). Section 15 leases typically 
involve a small land area surrounded by private land. As such, they are very important to 
private landowners; they are often unfenced and may control water or some other 
resource critical to the surrounding private land (Greer 1995). These permits and leases 
“convey no interest in the land, but only in the forage growing thereon in that a permittee 
is allowed to graze a certain number of animals for a specific period of time” (Greer 
1995, 4). 
The BLM manages livestock with the goal of “achieving and maintaining public 
land health” (BLM, “BLM Fact Sheet”). In order to do so, the agency uses rangeland 
health standards and guidelines developed internally (with input from public Resource 
Advisory Councils across the western U.S.), which determine desired rangeland 
conditions and describe the management techniques necessary to achieve or maintain 
those conditions. 
As is typical of many natural resource agencies, decision-making in the BLM is 
decentralized (Miller 1987). The agency currently operates through a national office, 12 
state offices, district offices within each state, and, at the most-local level, field offices, 
where most management decisions are made. This decentralized organizational structure 
has implications for natural resource management. For example, “The continued 
emphasis on decentralized organization in the administration of the public lands has 
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probably resulted in a lower level of efficiency than would otherwise have been possible” 
(Foss 1960, 98).  
United States Forest Service (USFS) 
 
Livestock grazing is permitted on more than 81 million acres of national forest 
land. The Forest Service administers approximately 6,200 paid permits for 6.8 million 
head months (HMs) of authorized livestock grazing (an HM is the amount of time in 
months that an animal spends on national forest lands). Broad areas of nearly all national 
forests are exclusively federal land, but other land-tenure categories are also commonly 
included within national forest boundaries. In sections of some national forests in the 
intermountain region, a complex mix of federal, state, and private holdings exists (Calef 
1960, 41). The Forest Service has a national office, nine regional offices, and numerous 
ranger district offices within each national forest. Most rangeland management occurs 
within these ranger district offices. 
Grazing use is administered through a permit system that includes three types of 
permits: Temporary Grazing Permits, Livestock Use Permits, and Term Grazing Permits.  
Temporary Grazing Permits are granted on a year-by-year basis, often during years of 
abundant forage (Greer 1995). “They are often issued to allow livestock to remain on the 
national forest, while a Term Grazing Permit is being processed for issuance to a newly 
qualified applicant” (USFS, “How Do I Get a Grazing Permit?”). Livestock Use Permits 
are issued for “incidental use,” not for commercial livestock production. And finally, 
Term Grazing Permits are long-term contracts between the USFS and an individual 
ranch, which grant that ranch the right to graze on agency land (Greer 1995). 
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As with BLM permits, Term Grazing Permit applicants must be U.S. citizens 
(individuals or legal entities) and must own base property and livestock in order to 
qualify (USFS, “How Do I Get a Grazing Permit?”). The base property ownership 
requirement is most often met through the purchase of existing base property that is 
already recognized under an existing Term Grazing Permit. Without purchasing or 
acquiring base property, the only other way of acquiring a term grazing permit is to 
purchase permitted livestock and then provide a parcel of land that meets base property 
requirements. In either case, the current permit holder (who sold either the base property 
or the permitted livestock) must relinquish their grazing rights.  
National forests are divided into “units,” and then further divided into 
“allotments,” the “basic unit of forest grazing administration” (Calef 1960, 41). Grazing 
leases in national forests contain details about the number livestock and time allotted for 
grazing, grazing start and end dates, arrival and departure routes and timing of 
movement, specified allotments, and fees to be charged (Calef 1960). 
Policies 
 
Over the past sixty years, policy changes and legislation have influenced both 
BLM and USFS grazing management. The following measures, in particular, have 
influenced how the agencies prioritize activities on public lands, make management 
decisions, monitor, and make improvements.  
Multiple-Use Doctrine 
 
Today, both the BLM and the U.S. Forest Service incorporate multiple uses of 
federal lands in their planning. The concept of ‘multiple-use’ management implies that 
“any one resource use is not to dominate” (Loomis 1993, 33). The Forest Service’s 
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Multiple Use, Sustained Yield Act of 1960 and the BLM’s Classification and Multiple 
Use Act of 1964 made multiple-use management mandatory for both agencies (Loomis 
1993, Miller 1987). For the BLM, this meant that wildlife, recreation, and water 
resources would be included in planning, in addition to the agency’s traditional focus on 
livestock, mining, and land disposal (Loomis 1993).   
NEPA 
 
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 applies to all federal 
agencies, and was intended to “ensure that environmental issues receive consideration in 
federal agency decisions” (Loomis 1993, 45). In order to comply with NEPA, federal 
agencies much follow what has been termed the NEPA process, which requires potential 
human and environmental impacts be evaluated before an agency takes action. First 
federal agencies must complete an Environmental Assessment (EA) to evaluate potential 
impacts. If potential impacts are considered to be significant, a full Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) must be developed (Loomis 1993). NEPA also greatly increased the role 
of public involvement in agency decision-making and “made possible additional grounds 
for suing an agency for failure to follow the procedures spelled out in the regulations. 
This was a common weapon of conservation groups during the 1970s. Agencies had to 
take NEPA seriously or run the risk of the courts finding their EISs inadequate for the 
decisions made” (Loomis 1993, 46). 
Management 
 
Monitoring 
 
“Historically, range monitoring is a technology that has been guided by ecological 
models” (Lidov 1995, 2). In 1994, the National Resource Council noted the lack of 
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“current, comprehensive, and statistically representative” field data on rangeland health 
(National Research Council 1994, 3). And the authors of that assessment argued that, 
“Soil stability, watershed function, nutrient cycling, energy flow, and the mechanisms 
that enable recovery from stress should be assessed on rangelands. Established criteria 
are needed to determine, based on the suite of indicators that are sampled, whether the 
ecosystem is healthy, at risk, or unhealthy” (National Research Council 1994, 7). Today, 
federal range management specialists and individuals use transects, photo points, and 
enclosures to monitor rangelands for both utilization and trend analysis. 
Range Improvements 
 
Livestock operators make improvements on public lands in order to “enhance or 
improve livestock grazing management, improve watershed conditions, enhance wildlife 
habitat, or serve similar purposes” (BLM, “Investing in Range Improvements on Public 
Lands Fact Sheet”). Improvements can be structural (e.g., fences, wells, water pipelines) 
or nonstructural (e.g., seeding, prescribed burns). On BLM lands, either half of the yearly 
grazing fees paid by operators or $10 million (whichever is greater) are provided to the 
BLM to fund range improvements (BLM, “Investing in Range Improvements on Public 
Lands Fact Sheet”). Operators and other parties interested in facilitating grazing 
management are also able to contribute funding. Lenders often provide the funding for 
operators’ contributions to improvements, and “the ability to obtain funds from a lender 
is a key factor in whether an operator can contribute to or fund an improvement” (BLM,  
“Investing in Range Improvements on Public Lands Fact Sheet”). 
Ranchers may hold the title to authorized removable range improvements, such as 
livestock handling facilities like corrals, creep feeders, and loading chutes, and to 
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temporary improvements, such as troughs for hauled water. Typically, these kinds of 
improvements are authorized by a Range Improvement Permit (RIP) (BLM, “Investing in 
Range Improvements on Public Lands Fact Sheet”). However, if a range improvement is 
not one of these types of improvements and was constructed under a Cooperative Range 
Improvement Agreement (CRIA) before March 1984 or after August 1995, then the title 
to the improvement is held by the United States. The operator holds title to any 
improvement constructed under an RIP between March 1984 and August 1995. 
Whenever a grazing permit or lease is cancelled (in whole or in part) in order to 
convert the lands to another public purpose, the permittee or lessee is legally entitled to 
receive “a reasonable compensation for the adjusted value…of his interest in authorized 
permanent improvements placed or constructed by the permittee or lessee on lands 
covered by such permit or lease” (BLM, “Investing in Range Improvements on Public 
Lands Fact Sheet”). If an operator’s permits are reduced or canceled as a penalty for 
regulatory violations, however, he or she is not entitled to compensation for interest in the 
authorized range improvements because the lands would still be eligible for a BLM 
permit. 
Property Rights, Land Tenure, and Studies of Public-Land Grazing 
 
Property Rights, Common-Property Management, and Tenure Security 
 
Garrett Hardin’s (1968) seminal essay, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” 
popularized an argument first put forward by William Forster Lloyd in an 1833 lecture on 
population. Both argued that, “When individuals reap the full benefits of their 
exploitation of a limited resource, and society and other resource users all share in the 
costs, tragedy results. Phrased another way, an individual will overuse other people’s 
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resources when it’s in her best interests” (Baden and Noonan 1998, Preface). Common-
property resource management has received extensive coverage in the literature (Baden 
and Noonan 1998, Ostrom 1999, Bish 1977, Feeny et al. 1990), and the theory of the 
unmanaged commons has often been applied to grazing on the public domain before the 
Taylor Grazing Act. However, while much of the discussion of common-property 
resources has traditionally focused on the destruction of a given common-pool resource, 
more recent literature has introduced numerous counterexamples (McCay and Acheson 
1987, Ostrom 1999, Berkes 1989). These discussions hinge on both the property rights 
intrinsic to different tenure systems and theories of resource management and investment 
behavior as related to tenure security and property rights.  
Property rights are often described in discussions of common-property resources 
as a ‘bundle,’ which consists of the privileges and restrictions attached to ownership and 
use of common property (Scott 2008, 5). The strength of these rights, then, can be 
determined by “the extent to which an owner’s decision about how a resource will be 
used actually determines the use” (Alchian and Demsetz 1973, 17). If the owner’s choice 
governs the actual use, “that owner can be said to own absolutely the particular right 
under consideration” (17). 
Scott (2008) outlined six characteristics of a property right: exclusivity, duration, 
flexibility, quality of title, transferability, and divisibility. And the concepts of 
exclusivity, duration, flexibility, and quality of title are particularly important when 
considering the land tenure system ranchers employ in the Rocky Mountains. Exclusivity 
“can refer to the right-holder’s degree of independence or freedom from government 
regulations that restrict the ways in which he can use the resource in order to promote the 
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public good or the government’s own ends” (Scott 2008, 6). Duration is the length of 
time the property right allows the holder to control the resource. And flexibility is 
described as the extent to which the rights of the holder can be adjusted without 
weakening the title. With no flexibility, a rights holder is unable to make decisions about 
management, disposal, and receipt of income/enjoyment of the property and must limit 
his or her activities to one set kind of use, sale, and mode of payment (Scott 2008). 
Quality of title refers to the extent to which a right is secure against any other claims to 
possession. “Good quality of title is commonly assumed to be essential to the sustainable 
management and improvement of land, because it allows the property owner to be sure 
that he will in fact receive the payoff from his improvements” (Scott 2008, 7). Similarly, 
Schlager and Ostrom (1992) also noted that, “Different bundles of property rights… 
affect the incentives individuals face, the types of actions they take, and the outcomes 
they achieve” (256).  
Feeny et al. (1990) delineated four categories of property rights within which 
common-pool resources (including range, fisheries, wildlife, surface and groundwater, 
and forests) are held: open access, private property, communal property, and state 
property (Feeny et al. 1990, Ostrom 1999). Though ranchers in the Rocky Mountains no 
longer utilize the open-access public domain, the current pattern of land holdings on the 
western U.S. range still draws from three of these types of property rights (primarily state 
and private property, though in some instances, forms of communal property are used as 
well). As the authors note, “In practice, many resources are held in overlapping, and 
sometimes conflicting combinations of these regimes, and there is variation within each” 
(Feeny et al. 1990, 78). Private property rights allow individuals to exclude others from 
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using the resource and to regulate the use of the resource as desired. They are generally 
recognized and enforced by the state. Under communal property, “the resource is held by 
an identifiable community of interdependent users. These users exclude outsiders while 
regulating use by members of the local community” (Feeny et al. 1990, 79). With state 
property, rights to the resource are held exclusively by the government. State rights, then, 
permit government formulation of appropriate regulations for resource use; however, 
“one of the oft-mentioned problems of state ownership is the proliferation of such 
regulations” (Feeny et al. 1990, 86). 
Schlager and Ostrom (1992) distinguished between owners, who hold a complete 
set of rights, and all other users, who do not. In particular, they noted that the right of 
alienation (the right to sell or lease management and/or exclusion rights) is “believed 
crucial for the efficient use of resources” (256). Owners of natural resources often invest 
in the physical structure of the resources in order to increase productivity. As an example, 
Schlager and Ostrom (1992) presented the case of the fishermen of Ascension Bay, who 
place artificial habitats on the sea floor in each of their campos to attract lobsters. 
Alienation rights, combined with rights of exclusion (the right to determine who has 
access), “produce incentives for owners to undertake long-term investments in a 
resource,” much as these fishermen do (256). Through the sale or lease of all or part of 
their property, owners can reap the benefits of long-term investments. And since they can 
also decide who has access to the resource, they can be assured of their ability to capture 
the benefit of investments in the resource for themselves and their offspring. 
Another way of framing this discussion of property rights and willingness to 
invest in improvements is by looking at the security of tenure experienced by resource 
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users. This is frequently done in discussions of land titling (the granting of formal 
property rights to individuals and families who have previously occupied the land 
informally) in developing countries, but the implications of tenure security are also 
pertinent to Rocky Mountain ranchers. The idea that land titling might incur 
environmental protection (which has been endorsed by major institutions) comes from 
the more general “property rights paradigm,” which argues that “the lack of secure land 
tenure means that farmers cannot be sure that they will reap the benefits of their own 
restraint and investment” (Wood and Walker 2008, 3). On the flip side, if rights to 
property are clearly defined and fully and exclusively assigned, then individuals are 
thought to experience the incentive to maintain and invest in the given natural resources 
(Wood and Walker 2008). Such investments might also become longer-term with tenure 
security, including “the construction of fences, the choice of crops to be planted (annuals 
vs. perennials) and the methods to be used…as well as the investment of labor and capital 
in land conservation, such as the construction of terraces, windbreaks, drainage, facilities, 
irrigation works and reforestation efforts” (6). The results of the Wood and Walker’s 
(2008) work in Brazil indicated that, “other things being equal, titled farmers were more 
likely than untitled farmers to use credit and fertilizers, and to refrain from exploiting 
timber. They were also more likely to purchase cattle, and to deforest at a higher rate” 
(Wood and Walker 2008, 2). So while, in this case, titling did lead to behaviors in line 
with those predicted by the property rights paradigm, it should be noted that the resulting 
actions were not necessarily beneficial for the environment.  
Feder and Nishio (1999) presented a similar argument regarding tenure security 
and investments. Land productivity, they argued, is dependent on investments like 
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“drainage, structures, clearing of stones and trees, and other improvements” (26-27). 
Such investments yield benefits over time, yet the expense of implementation is borne 
up-front. “The incentive to undertake these investments is thus affected significantly by 
the expectations regarding the length of the horizon over which the investor might reap 
the benefits. These expectations, in turn, depend on the risk of challenges to the investor's 
possession of the land, whether through ownership disputes, eviction, or expropriation by 
government. These risks are referred to commonly as "tenure insecurity'” (Feder and 
Nishio 1999, 26-27). 
Today, pressures on public lands (from other users and environmental groups) 
have increased, and a greater number of court cases challenge grazing permits. This has 
affected the perceived and real security of grazing permits and of public-land tenure 
among ranchers. As Borman and Johnson (1990) noted, one of the results of the evolution 
towards multiple use, and the increase in nontraditional users, on public lands “has been 
an erosion in the security of tenure for traditional users” (203). And Lambert (1995) 
argued that though property rights to forage resources were relatively secure and stable 
until the early 1960s, uncertainty over the nature of the property rights contained in the 
public land grazing permit has increased, which has had an impact on the value placed on 
the permit. Lambert (1995) notes, 
A decline in permit values has resulted from changes in the property rights 
accompanying the grazing permit. Changes have affected ranchers' access 
to the land use decision making process, the property rights associated 
with the animal unit month exchanged with the permit, and rancher 
transaction costs associated with protection of formerly undisputed aspects 
of the grazing permit. Combining these changes with the perceived 
uncertainty regarding future access to the rights represented by the permit 
likely will lessen present value of the rents accruing to the holder of the 
public land grazing permit (21-24). 
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Of course, changes in tenure security can have implications beyond permit values and can 
also affect the ways individuals manage their resources and respond to external forces 
like market and climate variation.  
Ranching on Public Lands 
 
Previous research has explored the possible impacts of policy changes on public-
lands ranching operations, primarily focusing on how hypothetical policy changes would 
influence ranchers’ decisions to stay or sell (Tanaka and Gentner 2001; Rowe et al. 
2001). Such studies reveal the broader implications of the public-private interactions that 
are fundamental to western ranching, and which clearly have direct consequences for the 
system’s functioning.  
When questioned about how they would respond to three different public-land 
grazing policy changes (relating to AUM reductions, grazing fee increases, and changes 
in season of allowed use), ranchers across the western U.S. indicated that given the 
degree of the policy change, at some point they would have to make changes in their 
ranching operations (Tanaka and Gentner 2001). For example, in the case of a 
hypothetical fifty percent AUM reduction, less than twenty percent of respondents 
indicated that they would be able to ‘continue’ (i.e., “You think your current operation 
will work in the future or do not have the resources to change.”) and most indicated that 
they would ‘reduce’ (i.e., “You will cut back on livestock production, pass the operation 
down to next generation, reduce your herd, or sell your ranch.”). In this study, the policy 
options given to respondents were hypothetical, and thus reasoning for them was not 
discussed.  However, drought could quite possibly be a driving factor in AUM 
reductions.  
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Similarly, in Colorado, Rowe et al. (2001) looked at why ranchers in two counties 
(one with a more traditional agricultural base and one experiencing greater development) 
chose to stay or sell, and how tenure length, economic dependency on ranching, and 
public lands factored into their decision. When asked why they would sell their ranch, 
forty-nine percent of interviewees in the study indicated that public policy regulations 
were one of the primary factors (second only to having no one to pass the ranch on to). 
The study also found ranchers moderately dependent on public lands (14-34 percent of 
their total forage) to be the most likely to sell due to public policy regulations (Rowe et 
al. 2001). Using methods and questioning similar to Rowe et al.’s (2001), Sulak and 
Huntsinger (2007) explored the relationship between private and public grazing lands, 
and the implications for conservation potential. The authors interviewed over 50 public-
land permittees in two study areas in California and found that, when asked about how 
they would respond if they lost access to their public leases entirely, one-third of ranchers 
in the central Sierra study area said they “would likely sell all or part of their ranch.” In 
the San Francisco Bay Area, over half of interviewees said they would sell (Sulak and 
Huntsinger 2007, 11).  
Arthur Greer (1995) took a close look at public lands grazing in southeastern 
Oregon – at the types, sizes, and distribution of permits and leases, the individuals 
holding permits, and the expenditures made by permittees. In his study area, the size of 
permits and leases varied widely, and during the study period (1987-1992), the average 
permit size decreased, while the number of active permits increased. Such reductions in 
average permit size, he explained, can occur due to non-scheduled AUM reductions 
(temporary) or permit suspension (permanent), permittee non-use, change of ranch 
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ownership, or a combination of these reasons. In this case, southeastern Oregon was at 
the end of a long drought period, and thus “much of the reduction in AUMs during those 
years were quite possibly the result of severely decreased forage and water” (Greer 1995, 
5). Greer (1995) also considered the costs of grazing on public lands, including fee and 
non-fee costs, but focused primarily on capital expenditures, which he said had been 
afforded minimal attention in the literature. These investments included water 
development, division fences, lay-down fences, cross-fences, seeding, brush eradication, 
and other improvements. Importantly, Greer noted that,  
Economic theory and common sense suggest that in order to fully enjoy 
the benefits of a capital expenditure, tenure in the improved resources 
must be sufficiently secure, and of sufficient length, to fully depreciate the 
improvements made. Thus, if a permittee has the perception that the 
Federal range will not be available long enough to fully use or depreciate a 
contemplated capital improvement to a permit, the investment will 
probably not be made (Greer 1995, 5).  
 
As a result of 19th century homesteading policies, ranchers in the Rocky 
Mountains navigate a complex land tenure system to this day. Distinct forms of tenure 
signify different property rights, which in turn have implications for the ways ranchers 
choose to manage and invest in their lands.  In order to understand the role land tenure 
plays in ranchers’ responses to climate variability and change, the discussion will now 
turn to drought. 
THE DROUGHT HAZARD 
 
Drought in the United States 
 
Drought is often classified into three types: meteorological, hydrological, and 
agricultural. Meteorological drought is characterized by a period of months to years with 
below-normal precipitation. This type of drought is often accompanied by above-normal 
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temperatures, and precedes and causes other types of droughts (Dai 2011). Agricultural 
drought is distinguished by dry soils resulting from “below-average precipitation, intense 
but less frequent rain events, or above-normal evaporation, all of which lead to reduced 
crop production and plant growth” (Dai 2011, 45). Hydrological drought occurs when 
streamflow and storage levels fall below long-term mean levels (Dai 2011). To these 
three drought categories, Mortimore (1989) added ecological drought, “which occurs 
when the primary productivity of a natural or managed ecosystem (such as unimproved 
rangeland) falls significantly owing to reduced precipitation” (Mortimore 1989, 11). 
Drought can operate on different time scales (lasting from days to years) (Kallis 2008), 
and is often difficult to determine, given its slow onset and variable spatial scale.  
A handful of indices are commonly used to quantify drought through measures of 
intensity, duration, and spatial coverage. Such indices include the Palmer Drought 
Severity Index (PDSI), Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI), Computed Soil Moisture 
(CSM), Palmer Hydrological Drought Index (PHDI), and the Surface Water Supply 
Index (SWSI), among others (Dai 2011). Though it has its limitations, the PDSI is the 
“most prominent index of meteorological drought used in the United States” (Dai 2011, 
46).  
When reviewing the history of drought in the United States, Riebsame et al. 
(1991) noted droughts of the 1890s, 1930s, 1950s, 1976-1977, and the late 1980s. Since 
their writing, the western United States experienced another major drought episode in the 
early 2000s, often referred to as the ‘2002 drought.’ “In terms of its spatial extent, the 
2002 drought affected over 40 percent of the nation with severe to extreme conditions, 
comparable to the 1988 drought” (Wilhite 2003). In Colorado, although precipitation 
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deficits were not exceptional in all areas of the state, “evaporation losses, hot 
temperatures, and higher than average municipal and irrigation demand, resulted in a 
drought event that severely impacted many economic sectors in Colorado, and provided a 
‘wake-up call’ for many Colorado water management agencies” (Pielke, Sr. et al. 2005, 
1478). 
Though the history of drought in the U.S. provides useful context for this 
discussion, it is also important to consider the drought periods that have affected this 
study’s area of focus specifically: northwest Colorado (Figure 2), southwest Wyoming 
(Figure 3), and northeast Utah (Figure 4). In the figures, drought years are those with 
substantial negative values. While the 1930s, 1950s, late 1970s, and 2000s show up, these 
figures indicate drought periods in the early 1960s and 1990s as well. 
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Individuals, communities, and institutions respond to the impacts of physical 
drought episodes in a variety of ways. These actions range from those in preparation for 
drought, to those in immediate response, and even to other, longer-term actions meant to 
minimize the effects of drought or increase harmony with the environment. 
Coping, Buffering, and Adapting 
 
Terminology 
 
Fundamental to an understanding of drought impacts and responses is a clear 
delineation of the terminology used to describe different actions. Adjustments, 
adaptations, coping, and buffering are all terms commonly used in natural hazards 
research, and to a growing extent in climate-change literature, both of which deal with 
climate variability.  
Climatic conditions are inherently variable from year to year, decade to 
decade, century to century and beyond. Hence, variability goes along with, 
and is an integral part of, climate change: a change in mean climatic 
conditions is actually experienced through changes in the nature and 
frequency of particular yearly conditions, including extremes; and it is to 
this variability that adaptations are made. Thus, adaptation to climate 
change necessarily includes adaptation to variability (Smit et al. 2000, 
227). 
 
Furthermore, as Smithers and Smit (1997) note, “The concept of adaptation relates as 
much to current climatic variability as it does to long term climate change” (Smithers and 
Smit 1997, 131).  
In 1978, Burton, Kates, and White argued that responses to natural hazards range 
from “immediate actions in the face of danger” to “long-term actions” (36). The authors 
distinguished between “adjustments” and “adaptations,” arguing that adjustments 
(whether purposeful or incidental) start as short-term changes in behavior – though they 
may in time become “an integral part of the adaptive fabric of the culture” (Burton et al. 
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1978, 40). According to the authors, purposeful adjustments, or intentional efforts to 
minimize losses, can occur at different time-scales, and they differentiated individuals 
who accept losses (within this category, some may bear the impact on their own or share 
the loss burden), those who seek to reduce losses (through attempts at event prevention or 
prevention of its negative effects), and those who choose to change (whether they change 
use or location) (Burton et al. 1978, 49). Cultural adaptations (distinguished from 
biological ones) include human activities that may reduce “the damage from extreme 
natural events” (Burton et al. 1978, 39). Likewise, Burton et al. (1993) distinguished 
adaptations from adjustments according to the continuance of the response.  
According to Smit and Wandel (2006), “Some authors apply the term ‘coping 
ability’ to shorter-term capacity, or the ability to just survive, and employ ‘adaptive 
capacity’ for longer-term or more sustainable adjustments” (287). As defined by Blaikie 
et al. (1994), coping is “the manner in which people act within existing resources and 
range of expectations of a situation to achieve various ends,” usually during “unusual, 
abnormal, and adverse situations” (62). Coping strategies can fall into eight categories: 
preventive strategies (avoiding the disaster at all), impact-minimizing strategies 
(mitigation), creation and maintenance of labor power, building up stores of food and 
saleable assets, diversification of income sources, development of social support 
networks, and post-event coping strategies (Blaikie et al. 1994, 67).  
Davies’ (1996) discussion of coping centered around food insecurity in the 
Mahalian Sahel. In this context, she defined coping strategies as “the bundle of producer 
responses to declining food availability and entitlements in abnormal seasons or years” 
(Davies 1996, 45). In other words, “Coping is therefore defined as a short-term response 
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to an immediate and inhabitual decline in access to food. Adapting, in contrast, means a 
permanent change in the mix of ways in which food is acquired, irrespective of the year 
in question” (Davies 1996, 55). Importantly, Davies noted that while coping strategies are 
useful in the short term, “they may be bad for development in the long-term” (Davies 
1996, 53).  
Vásquez-León, West, and Finan (2003) used Davies’ definition of coping in their 
discussion of ranching on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border; however, they also add 
the concept of buffering to the discussion: 
Buffering refers to the dynamic interaction of technology adjustment and 
social restructuring that links public policy, social institutions, and private 
decision-making in such a way that rural residents perceive that climate 
risk has been reduced to the point where they may no longer see 
themselves as vulnerable to climate (161).  
 
Glantz (1992) differentiated adaptations from other responses in terms of the timing of 
the response relative to the event. To him, adaptation referred to the “unplanned reactive 
response to an event or condition which has already been experienced, as distinct from 
what is termed ‘mitigative’ actions which seek to avoid negative impacts through 
anticipatory actions” (quoted in Smithers and Smit 1997, 134).  
Smithers and Smit (1997) proposed a conceptual model in which adaptations 
could be differentiated by intent, scale, timing, form, duration, and effect, as well as their 
sectoral origins (i.e., the role of government). Adaptation strategies, they argued, may 
differ according to their intended outcome or effect. Therefore, a “fundamental 
distinction exists between strategies or actions which seek to buffer a system from an 
environmental perturbation, and those which attempt to facilitate a shift or evolution to a 
new state” (Smithers and Smit 1997, 142). Actions intended to buffer a system “aim to 
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protect current activity in the face of environmental change (enhancing stability), while 
the latter might be described as changing to meet altered conditions (enhancing resilience 
or flexibility)” (Smithers and Smit 1997, 142). The authors gave the example of 
developing an irrigation system to sustain production in the face of water shortages as a 
structural buffering strategy and the “use of various insurance or compensation packages 
to spread the financial costs of climate related losses” as an example of a non-structural 
one. Adaptation strategies, in contrast, are seen as purposeful transformations of the 
status quo. Such strategies attempt to alter the nature of human activity in order to 
achieve a desired or better “match with environmental conditions” (Smithers and Smit 
1997, 142). Smithers and Smit (1997) also pointed out that the temporal properties of a 
climatic event (including frequency, duration, and suddenness) have the potential to 
influence adaptation.  
Smit et al. (2000) further delineated types of adaptations by introducing an 
“anatomy of adaptation” based on three questions: “(i) adapt to what? (ii) who or what 
adapts? And (iii) how does adaptation occur?” (223). Researchers like Vásquez-Leon, 
West, and Finan (2003) have since then used this framework to distill and organize their 
studies on ranchers’ adaptations to aridity. Smit et al. (2000) defined adaptation as 
“adjustments in ecological-social-economic systems in response to actual or expected 
climatic stimuli, their effects or impacts” (Smit et al. 2000, 225). However, they also 
presented others’ conceptions of adaptation. For example: “The term adaptation means 
any adjustment, whether passive, reactive or anticipatory, that is proposed as a means for 
ameliorating the anticipated adverse consequences associated with climate change” 
(Stakhiv, 1993, quoted in Smit et al. 2000). Or: “Adaptation can be spontaneous or 
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planned, and can be carried out in response to or in anticipation of change in conditions” 
(Watson et al. 1996, quoted in Smit et al. 2000). 
Two additional terms will also be relevant to this discussion of land tenure and 
drought response: perception and environmental entitlements. The concept of perception 
is often invoked in studies of the ways people choose to cope with hazards. As Whyte 
(1985) explained, “Environmental perception is the means by which we seek to 
understand environmental phenomena in order to arrive at a better use of the 
environmental resources and a more effective response to environmental hazards” 
(Whyte 1985, 404). Individuals arrive at these decisions through processes that include 
direct experience of the environment (through the senses of taste, touch, sight, hearing 
and smell) and indirect information from other people, science, and the mass media 
(Whyte 1985). Risk perception, perception of impacts, and attribution of causality are 
also important to understanding human response (Whyte 1985). Direct and indirect 
information sources, media coverage of disasters, the credibility of information, and 
historical patterns also play an important role in perception and decision-making (Whyte 
1985). 
Blaikie et al. (1994) put forth a similar idea on the importance of historical 
patterns and experience in understanding behavior: “Such coping strategies depend on the 
assumption that the event itself will follow a familiar pattern, and that people’s earlier 
actions will be a reasonable guide for similar events. Most disasters have such 
precedents, particularly in hazardous physical and social environments” (Blakie et al. 
1994, 64). David Diggs (1991) looked specifically at Great Plains farmers’ perceptions of 
long-term climate change. While he found that approximately 75 percent of all farmers 
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believed that the climate is, or is possibly, changing, the certainty of the belief was much 
stronger in North Dakota, where drought had been more prevalent in recent years. Diggs 
argued that, “Drought experience, while perhaps not initiating concern for climate 
change, can solidify peoples’ perceptions of the certainty and nature of the change” 
(Diggs 1991, 129).  
According to Adger and Kelly (1999), “The extent to which individuals, groups or 
communities are ‘entitled’ to make use of resources determines the ability of that 
particular population to cope with and adapt to stress” (256). First developed in the 
context of food insecurity and famine (Sen 1990), the concept of entitlements can be 
applied more broadly to environmental resources, natural hazards, and climate change 
(Adger and Kelly 1999, Leach and Mearns 1991, Mearns 1996). Unlike food 
entitlements, Leach and Mearns (1991) defined ‘environmental entitlements’ as “the 
combined outcome of both (a) the environmental resource bundles that people have 
command over as a result of their ownership, their own production, or their membership 
of a particular social or economic group; and (b) their ability to make effective use of 
those resource bundles” (quoted in Mearns 1996, 111). Management of environmental 
resources, then, is a central element of environmental entitlements (Mearns 1996). And 
“the focus on management, in turn, shifts attention towards the conditions that both 
enable and constrain the ways people manage and use their local environment. Again, 
these conditions refer to prevailing rule sets or configurations of institutions” (Mearns 
1996, 111). Thus institutions play an important and diverse role in individuals’ abilities to 
make use of their resource bundles and navigate uncertainty (Leach and Mearns 1991, 
Mearns 1996, Mehta et al. 1999).  
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The Agricultural Sector 
 
The impacts of, and responses to, both drought and climate change have been 
given more coverage in the context of crop agriculture than ranching. For example, 
Wilhelmi and Wilhite (2002) developed a drought-vulnerability map for Nebraska’s 
agricultural sector, and they found that the key factors (of those available for their 
assessment) influencing drought vulnerability included “probability of seasonal crop 
moisture deficiency, soil root zone available water-holding capacity, land-use types, and 
irrigation” (Wilhelmi and Wilhite 2002, 53). The authors noted that data limitations did 
not allow them to include all applicable biophysical and social factors into their analysis. 
And they suggested that including socio-economic data and crop insurance participation 
information could improve the understanding of agricultural drought vulnerability in 
Nebraska. 
In their study of farmers’ adaptations to climatic variation in Canada, Smit et al. 
(1996) found that while variations in climate can have serious effects on the agricultural 
system (seen through changes in yields and revenue streams) and can prompt farmers to 
make conscious decisions about how to both cope in the near term and adapt 
strategically, only a small percentage of the farmers they interviewed “were sufficiently 
influenced by climatic stimuli over a 5-year period that they responded with strategic 
changes in their farm operation” (Smit et al. 1996, 25). The authors noted that their 
findings indicate a need to “review assumptions that farmers do not adapt to climatic 
variation or that seasonal production effects represent the essence of agricultural impacts” 
(Smit et al. 1996, 25-26). The study also raised questions about assumptions that farmers 
spontaneously or autonomously adapt to changes in climatic conditions. Certainly, they 
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argued, evidence indicates adaptive behavior (20 percent of farmers adapted in some way 
to dry years over a 5-year period), but there is less certainty about the climatic conditions 
that stimulate a response, and what those adaptive responses may be (Smit et al. 1996, 
25-26). 
Later, Smit and Skinner (2002) reviewed the range of agricultural adaptation 
options proposed in the literature and developed a typology of adaptation to climate 
change among agriculturalists. The authors argued that agricultural adaptation options 
fall into four main categories: technological developments, government programs and 
insurance, farm production practices, and farm financial management. Technological 
developments may include crop development and improved weather prediction, while 
farm production practices cover diversification of crops and changing irrigation practices, 
among other activities. They noted that adaptation in agriculture involves multiple 
stakeholders, including government, private industry, and individual producers. 
“Governments and industries need to be aware,” they argue, “how public initiatives (such 
as increased investment income stabilization or crop insurance) and private initiatives 
(such as the development of new crops or crop insurance) relate to producer decisions” 
(107). Agricultural adaptation is part of a continuous decision-making process, they 
argued, so “those seeking to promote adaptation need to recognize that producers, in 
particular, consider climate change, if at all, as part of their on-going management 
decision-making” (Smit and Skinner 2002, 107).  
In his study of agricultural activities in Saskatchewan, Canada, John Bennett 
(1982) conceived of farm management itself as an “organized adaptive system” (3). And 
he argued that the factors influencing adaptive decision-making in small-scale, family-
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farm agriculture fall into three categories: “physical resources; microsocial phenomena 
(family, community); and macrosocial phenomena (national institutions, markets, 
government regulations)” (4). In this adaptive context, farmers acquire information on all 
three types of factors, which then informs their behavior. Under what he termed the 
paradigm of “relative resource utility,” when coping with their physical resources, 
farmers use the information they possess to choose the strategies they perceive to be the 
least risky; however, the information they receive may be faulty or inapplicable to the 
given conditions, particularly in a system that is constantly undergoing fluctuation (59-
60). 
Drought and Ranching 
 
Pastoralism and Drought  
 
A number of studies have focused on the role of drought in pastoral societies. And 
pastoralism itself can even be seen as a societal adaptation to an arid climate: “Studying 
the impacts of climate on pastoralism is complicated by the fact that pastoralism is 
essentially – but not solely – a form of adaptation of human societies to hazards and 
hardships induced, and imposed on them, by climatic constraints” (Le Houérou 1985, 
156).  
Le Houérou (1985) discussed the ways pastoralists have traditionally attempted to 
moderate variability in forage production. “The high variability in primary production is 
effectively dampened by the drought-resistant breeds of livestock raised by pastoralists as 
described above, by the mix of livestock held, and by various sociocultural relationships 
in addition to the basic nomadic movement” (173). Today, he said, pastoralist adaptation 
in Africa goes further (and often outside of the system), including settlement of formerly 
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nomadic populations (for crop agriculture), work for wages, shop-keeping, government 
employment, and emigration to cities. Mortimore (1989) noted that in Nigeria, “the 
agricultural and pastoral systems were (and still are) exposed to a number of variables 
whose movements were beyond the control of the farmers and herders themselves. The 
six following are among the most important: prices, rainfall, population, land supply, 
technology, and government intervention” (29). 
In Zimbabwe, Ian Scoones (1992) explored the responses of herders and livestock 
to short and long-term droughts in two different savanna ecosystems. He found that local 
drought coping ability was dependent on a range of socioeconomic factors, including: 
“herding labor availability, kin support networks, cattle loaning and sharing relationships, 
cash income for labor hire or fodder purchase, and tenurial restrictions on herd 
management”  (Scoones 1992, 298). A number of biological factors also contribute to the 
system’s resilience during drought. These include: “the availability of a spatially diverse 
grazing landscape, the existence of a range of browse trees in both clay and sandy soil 
savanna types, and the hardy physiology of local cattle breeds and crosses” (312). 
Scoones (1992) also noted that herd management strategies (namely mobility) are also 
very important, and government policy and institutions need to “facilitate flexible and 
opportunistic patterns of management,” though currently they do not (312-313).  
David Western conducted a long-term research project on wildlife and Maasai 
livestock in southern Kenya, and a 2003 summary of this work highlighted two distinct 
hazards faced by these (and other) pastoralists who move their livestock in response to 
rainfall in an attempt to maximize herd size, meat production, and milk yields: 1) climatic 
uncertainty and drought, and 2) environmental changes driven by shifts in land use 
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patterns (Western and Manzolillo Nightingale 2003). The authors noted, “Whereas the 
Maasai have well developed and intricate strategies for coping with the first type of 
environmental hazard, the impact of the second set of hazards has seriously diminished 
their ability to cope using traditional strategies” (Western and Manzolillo Nightingale 
2003, 1). Western and Manzolillo Nightingale argued that, “The most adaptive feature of 
pastoralism is undoubtedly the tracking of seasonal rainstorms and grass production, an 
adaptation that directly mirrors wildlife migratory strategies in the savannas” (Western 
and Manzolillo Nightingale 2003, 2). However, current changes in land use and 
fragmentation “add up to a major loss of land, a disproportionate loss of drought refuges 
and therefore an increased vulnerability among the Maasai to ecological change and 
drought” (4).  
O’Farrell et al. (2009) discussed the responses and adaptations to drought among 
pastoralists in southern Africa. The authors noted, “Choosing appropriate livelihoods in 
these arid areas is the first of numerous human responses to climate” (34). In this area, 
seasonal movement of livestock has long been a method for avoiding negative climate 
impacts and is still practiced today. Some farmers on communal land still use herding 
strategies to manage environmental variability in conjunction with other goals. Though 
communal farmers generally have to move short distances between resource areas in 
normal years, in drought years, movement is likely to be on a much larger scale. “In 
reality, however, extended movement to evade drought may be constrained by land 
availability, animal health and social issues, and large numbers of livestock starve to 
death” (35). Movement related to climate and vegetation also occurs in the commercial 
farming sector. Commercial farmers in this area employ other methods for enduring 
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drought that are similar to those used by ranchers in the western United States (e.g., herd 
reduction, farm-level diversification, improving water efficiency, purchasing fodder). 
Livestock producers in the western United States are less able (though not entirely 
unable) to move their livestock based on climatic conditions, though they still mimic this 
pastoral movement to some degree.  
Ranch Management During Drought 
 
In 2005, Nagler et al. (2006) surveyed beef cattle producers across the state of 
Wyoming in order to identify current production practices, management strategies, and 
attitudes towards new production and industry trends. In the survey, they also questioned 
the producers specifically about their drought management strategies and practices. The 
respondents all indicated that, due to drought, reductions in grazing capacity, winter feed, 
and irrigation water had impacted them from 2000-2003. Respondents also listed an 
increased presence of grasshoppers and weeds, an inability to plow hay fields, a need to 
reseed grass killed by drought, problems with heat-stressed plants, an inability to produce 
hay, and increased grazing costs as difficulties associated with the drought. Other 
ranchers mentioned having to reduce cow numbers, calve earlier, and feed more. And 
five respondents mentioned the need to haul or develop water for stock (Nagler et al. 
2006, 45).  
When asked about the management strategies ranchers employed from 2000-
2004, “the three most frequently checked management strategies across years were 
purchasing additional winter feed, partial herd reduction, and participating in a 
government feed assistance program. The least common response was total herd 
liquidation” (Nagler et al. 2006, 47). Other management strategies included: changes in 
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grazing, pasture, or other feed sources; herd reductions (e.g., culling cows or not keeping 
replacement heifers); pasture rotation; moving herds off of pasture early; not 
backgrounding calves; and hauling water or changing irrigation practices in response to 
water availability. Respondents reported that negative impacts from the recent drought 
lasted an average of five years, and though “there was a wide variation in responses, 
overall the severity of impacts increased over time” (Nagler 2006). Five respondents 
indicated that they had not experienced any drought-related impacts (Nagler et al. 2006, 
48-49). 
Miller (2005) also discussed the ways ranchers responded to the 2002 drought, 
though she focused her discussion on southeastern Colorado. In 2002, she stated, the 
mother cow herd decreased by 60 percent, with ranchers selling or moving livestock to 
other states in record numbers. Some people took jobs off the ranch or sold their entire 
herd and left ranching altogether (Miller 2005). Decisions, she noted, were made based 
on individual rancher’s personal situations. Miller (2005) interviewed a couple of 
ranchers whose primary concern during drought was the grass: “ ‘You have to take care 
of the grass first. In the end, you can always buy genetics; you can’t buy grass,’ ” said 
one rancher (Miller 2005, 17). Other ranchers discussed the number of cattle they had to 
move to feedlots for feeding and noted the importance of deferred rotational grazing. The 
grazing specialists Miller interviewed “believe that those ranchers with an established 
rotational grazing system in place minimized the drought’s effects, were better prepared 
to weather drought, and came out of the drought in better shape to restock the rangeland 
resource” (Miller 2005, 18). One rancher argued that, in order to prepare for tough years, 
operators need to “be proactive in lowering stocking rates even in the early stages of a 
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drought and need to be flexible within their grazing management system” (Miller 2005, 
18). Another rancher noted that going forward he will “improve his rotational grazing 
system, monitor his rangeland more, and just understand that this part of the country is 
always on the verge of a drought” (Miller 2005, 18). 
In 1996, Jerry L. Holechek wrote about ranchers’ prospects and management 
strategies during the mid-1990s drought in New Mexico.  At that time, ranchers were 
faced with the dilemma of whether to destock or hold onto cattle – a decision that is made 
easier with information about precipitation, cattle prices, and feed prices. Forage recovery 
was also of concern, because as he noted, “About five to seven years are required for full 
rangeland recovery from severe drought. Rangelands grazed conservatively or 
moderately produce more forage during drought than those heavily grazed. Their 
recovery is also much more rapid after drought” (Holechek 1996, 225). Thus, ranchers 
were cautioned to not increase stocking rates too soon. The USDA Emergency Feed 
Program (which was discontinued in May of 1996) provided ranchers with “50 percent of 
the range forage deficit in cash reimbursements or harvested feed during drought” 
(Holechek 1996, 226). However, Holechek noted that his economic analyses for 
southwestern New Mexico showed “that ranchers who held most of their livestock and 
used the Emergency Feed Program since summer 1994 would have severely accentuated 
their financial losses, compared to ranchers who quickly destocked their rangeland in 
accordance with range forage and did not use purchased feed” (Holechek 1996, 226).  
Holecheck (1996) suggested that the best strategy for New Mexico ranchers 
during both the mid-1990s and the 1950s droughts would have been to reduce their 
breeding herds by 35-50 percent when drought became evident. 
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This is because forage production has typically been reduced 50-75 
percent during drought compared to pre-drought periods. Reducing 
livestock in accordance with forage availability rather than holding 
livestock and providing them harvested feeds has been the best drought 
strategy financially and biologically because harvested feed costs have 
increased and cattle prices have declined as drought increased in severity. 
The more ranchers invest in purchased feed and the lower livestock prices 
become, the more reluctance there is to sell livestock (Holechek 1996, 
226).  
 
He noted that increasing calf carry-over and purchase of yearlings during years of 
average or above-average rainfall, and complete sale of calves and culling cows during 
severe drought, is the most profitable way to adjust to fluctuating forage resources 
(Holechek 1996). Conservative stocking before, during, and after drought seems to be the 
key to drought survival, for both vegetation and finances.  
Ritten et al. (2010) examined the economic consequences of two common drought 
management strategies employed by Wyoming ranchers: (partial) herd liquidation and 
purchasing additional feed. The authors looked specifically at long-run and short-run 
outcomes of the two different strategies and analyzed each within different combinations 
of drought and price cycles. They found that “there is potential for greater long-term 
profits if purchased feed is used to address forage shortages, but this can be a risky 
strategy to pursue as producers may incur increased borrowing and costs in the short run” 
(Ritten et al. 2010, 3). Thus, producers who are “unable to accept more risk would be 
better off foregoing the feeding strategy and culling deeper. Likewise, a producer who 
either has little cash reserves or little ability to acquire additional financing would do 
better with liquidation” (7). The authors noted that producers unable to plan beyond a few 
years should not consider feeding a viable option.  
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Thurow and Taylor Jr. (1999) discussed the role of government in drought 
response. In particular, they noted that the USDA’s Emergency Feed Program (which 
was replaced by the Noninsured Crop Disaster Assistance Program) was a prime example 
of the negative impacts that can be incurred through government responses to drought on 
rangelands: “These kinds of programs, by any name, enable ranchers to stock at higher 
rates than would be prudent if they were vulnerable to the full downside risk associated 
with drought” (Thurow and Taylor Jr. 1999, 417). In this way, feed assistance programs 
can be considered a moral hazard.  
Ironically, government programs to provide ‘drought relief’ feed subsidies 
enable managers to retain livestock on rangelands longer into a drought, 
thereby increasing the potential for degradation of the soil and vegetation 
resource which will actually increase the frequency and consequences of 
an agriculture drought. Rather than subsidize feed, government policies 
should focus on providing incentives for early destocking in response to 
dry conditions (Thurow and Taylor Jr. 1999, 417). 
 
In terms of ranchers’ responses to drought, the authors argued that drought planning must 
focus on “things that the manager can do to reduce risk (uncertain consequences) 
associated with climatic variability” (418). Changing stocking rates in response to 
weather and forage conditions was presented as an important way to do this, and also to 
minimize long-term damage to the range. The authors also advocated for adoption of 
grazing strategies that provide “a cushion of ‘reserve forage’ ” and lowering stocking 
rates to allow for the use of fire as a management tool (418). Wait-and-see management, 
they said, “has a high long-term cost, especially in terms of the irreversible costs of 
erosion” (418). 
Drought Impacts and the Vulnerability of the Ranching Sector 
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In 2003, Vásquez-Leon, West, and Finan performed a comparative vulnerability 
assessment of ranching in two adjacent states: Arizona in the United States and Sonora in 
Mexico. By looking at two regions with similar semi-arid climates and long histories of 
agriculture and ranching, the authors tried to distill the differential effects that access to 
resources, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, and the state have on vulnerability. “Since its 
beginning, ranching has been particularly impacted by drought” (Vásquez-Leon, West, 
and Finan 2003, 167). So, according to the authors, the ranching industry has undergone a 
process of adaptation – both to aridity and to rainfall variation – that has reduced its 
vulnerability over time. Technical advances, as well as social improvements, like cost-
sharing programs for improvements and disaster aid have played a part in the decreased 
vulnerability. The complex land-tenure system, through which most ranchers graze cattle 
on a combination of private and public lands, increases their flexibility in the face of 
rainfall variability and thus “mitigates the effects of drought” (Vásquez-Leon, West, and 
Finan 2003). Individual systems, they argued, are vulnerable in varying degrees based on 
their exposure to climate variability, their sensitivity to socioeconomic impacts, and their 
adaptive capacity for adjustment and recovery (Vásquez-Leon, West, and Finan 2003).  
Eakin and Conley (2002) also studied the relationship between drought and the 
ranching system in Arizona, but came to different conclusions about the role of public-
lands grazing. According to the 16 respondents in this pilot study, the impacts of drought 
can be seen through reduced productivity of rangeland vegetation, poor forage quality 
and quantity, reduced water supplies, delayed breeding, and lower cattle weights (Eakin 
and Conley 2002, 274). The authors also briefly mentioned some ways in which public 
land agencies influence a rancher’s response to droughts: often they require destocking 
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and actively discourage supplemental feeding on leased land. These and other measures, 
according to the interviewed ranchers, can “constrain the management flexibility of 
ranchers in times of drought” (Eakin and Conley 2002, 279).  
In Finan et al.’s (2002) exploration of climate vulnerability in the southwestern 
U.S., the authors raised two important issues: 1) the notion that through investments in 
social and political capital, new decision-making institutions have been created, which 
changes the adaptation process, and 2) a consideration of the future implications of 
current adaptations:  
There is no assurance that adaptation generates a positive response in a 
systemic or evolutionary sense. On the contrary, Brooks and Emel’s 
(1995) excellent study of the Llano Estacado demonstrates that some 
adaptation strategies (such as deep aquifer irrigation) have endangered the 
long-term viability of livelihoods, in part because farmers have failed to 
perceive their underlying vulnerabilities (301).  
 
The authors also noted that local perception of climate variability and vulnerability are 
important to consider. Adaptation strategies are implemented as a way of responding to 
climate variability and reducing vulnerability; however, they may also reduce the impacts 
and perception of severity enough to cause communities to make decisions that could 
increase their vulnerability in the long run. Furthermore, Finan et al. (2002) discussed 
specifically how the ranching system in Arizona’s Middle San Pedro River Valley is 
impacted by drought:  
The success of a ranch is largely dependent, although not exclusively so, 
upon the annual quality of the range, itself a function of the quantity and 
distribution of rainfall. When summer or winter rains fail to provide the 
necessary moisture for pasture development, ranchers are forced to move 
their herds, sell them, or purchase supplemental feed, all of which increase 
significantly the economic vulnerability of the operation. Ranchers 
especially fear extended drought because of the more long-lasting impacts 
that can degrade the range (by favoring less palatable, but more drought-
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resistant species), dry up water ponds and wells, and depress market prices 
(305-306).  
 
Finan et al. (2002) noted that ranchers try to “distribute their pastures over diverse 
parts of the range, set stocking rates that maintain vegetative cover, use rotational 
grazing, and scatter wells and ponds so as to mitigate the impacts of highly variable 
temporal and spatial climate regimes” (306). They also discussed federal programs 
through the Range Conservation Program and the Natural Resource Conservation 
Services, which can share the cost of water development; however, they did not discuss 
some of the difficulties of implementing such projects on different types of land. Finally, 
the authors presented the use of outside employment to diversify income sources and help 
“mitigate climate-based crises” (306). “While any drought is painful, the ability to access 
feed markets, rent farmland, and even to obtain public disaster assistance provides the 
necessary buffers against the most devastating of consequences” (306).  
Tronstad and Feuz (2002) outlined the impacts of the 2002 drought on western 
ranches and public land policies. The authors noted that the intensity of the 2002 drought, 
in conjunction with federal land management policies, meant that some ranchers were 
forced to remove all of their cattle from public lands. For example, in Tonto National 
Forest in Arizona, approximately 95 percent of cattle were removed. Mandatory removal 
from the public range, in addition to hay prices exceeding $100 a ton, meant that, “Many 
ranches in the intermountain states were forced to liquidate most if not all of their cow 
herd” (Tronstad and Feuz 2002, 20). Other ranchers secured pasture in states less affected 
by the drought in an attempt to retain genetics and her knowledge. And higher cattle 
prices in the first few years post drought could be an added impact for ranchers trying to 
rebuild their herds, they noted (Tronstad and Feuz 2002).  
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Some ranchers, the authors noted, “have used geographic diversification to better 
withstand drought impacts by purchasing multiple ranch operations that are located over 
100 miles apart and usually have different seasonal rainfall patterns” (Tronstad and Feuz 
2002, 22). The drought of 2002 has had varied impacts on western ranches, and the 
authors argued that ranches that rely heavily on public lands for grazing were likely the 
most negatively affected. In many cases, they had few options other than to liquidate 
most, if not all, of their cows (Tronstad and Feuz 2002). “In spite of federal disaster 
assistance and potential new legislation, the drought of 2002 may simply have hastened 
the exodus of ranching that has been gradually giving way to recreational and 
environmental interests on public and private lands in many areas of the West” (Tronstad 
and Feuz 2002, 23). 
In 2005, Dunn et al. also looked at the reasons behind the differential drought 
impacts ranchers face and questioned why some ranchers fail to take action during 
drought. The authors found that the following factors play into ranchers’ responses to 
drought and the different impacts they experience: historical knowledge of weather 
patterns, personal drought experience, mental models (viewing cattle as the primary 
factory rather than forage), a move away from stocking a variety of livestock age classes 
(i.e., running yearlings), access to stored feed, reluctance to destock, government 
programs, and the scale (duration, severity, extent, and seasonal pattern) of the drought 
episode. They found that from a rancher’s perspective, a number of factors serve as 
incentives against liquidating livestock, including: “investments in livestock genetics, 
market considerations, public policy, and an inherent positive attitude that negative short-
term conditions will be buffered by long-term trends” (Dunn et al. 2005, 14).  
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Dunn et al. (2005) also noted that though the sale of a large portion of a ranch’s 
cow inventory will increase income for the fiscal year affected by the drought, it can have 
negative impacts on income in the following years. Ranch net income can actually 
increase during a drought, generating a tax liability, while decreasing net income in 
future years that may be needed for debt service or family needs like education. Cattle 
sold during the drought are often sold at discounted rates due to increased supply, 
decreased demand, and poor livestock condition. “Market value of livestock may be 
depressed below book value or balance-sheet values, which causes problems with net-
worth statements and potentially with lenders” (Dunn et al. 2005, 15). These authors, too, 
pointed out the unintended consequences of government polices: “One unintended 
consequence to these policies is to encourage overuse of already stressed pastures and 
rangeland resources by encouraging livestock owners to hold livestock during drought 
rather than sell them. This encouragement has come in the form of cash subsidies, direct 
feed assistance, and transportation assistance” (Dunn et al. 2005, 15). They argue that an 
alternative to the counter-productive assistance tied to livestock numbers could be 
“rewarding farmers and ranchers for timely implementation of comprehensive drought-
response strategies,” which “would have positive benefits to ranchers, rangeland and 
pasture resources, and society in general” (Dunn et al. 2005, 15). 
Drought and Land Tenure 
 
As mentioned in the discussions of both pastoralism and U.S. commercial 
ranching, land tenure has diverse implications during drought. For example, Scoones’ 
(1992) discussion of livestock herders in Zimbabwe included a section on tenurial 
conflict. For these herders, movement between grazing areas is controlled by tenurial 
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arrangements. However, during drought, established rules governing communal areas 
were not sufficient to stop an influx of unregulated livestock for grazing. Similarly, 
movement outside communal areas is difficult and often involves illegal trespassing. 
Though local institutions usually manage local movement, institutions at this level prove 
inadequate when large-scale movement is required. The permitting and land access 
negotiation required for large-scale movement often result in a reduction of options for 
movement and thus limit herders’ flexibility during drought (Scoones 1992). 
Similarly, Western and Manzolillo Nightingale (2003) highlighted the 
implications of land loss and fragmentation for pastoral mobility. In Kenya, loss of land 
to agriculture, parks, and forest reserves, as well as subdivision, disrupt livestock 
migration routes and limit access to drought reserves. Subdivision of pastoral lands 
results in a loss of mobility, particularly when it is done in units that are too small to 
facilitate movement of animals, and thus viable livestock operations. The subdivision and 
subsequent granting of land titles on arable lands has “increased productivity, improved 
welfare and allowed landowners lower environmental risks. Individual land titles also put 
pastoralists on par with other sectors of society in being guaranteed the sole returns of 
their efforts. This lengthens planning horizons and increases investment in the land” 
(Western and Manzolillo Nightingale 2003, 24). However, on non-arable rangelands, the 
benefits of subdivision are less understood, and may create small, non-viable holdings.  
Diana Liverman (1990) looked at the relationship between technology and land 
tenure when exploring drought impacts and agricultural vulnerability in Mexico. 
Controlling for irrigation use, she found that drought losses from the 1969 drought were 
higher on communal ejido lands than on large private farms, even though these lands do 
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not seem to be exposed to greater climatic risk. Under the ejido system, which was 
established after the Mexican Revolution, a group of families holds communal land, but 
the plots are usually farmed individually. Nearly half of Mexican agricultural land is held 
in ejidos, so their seemingly greater drought vulnerability (which was also found in 
previous studies) is important to consider.  
In Brazil, Toni and Holanda Jr. (2008) also looked at the effect of land tenure on 
agricultural drought vulnerability. Specifically, the authors considered two different 
ranching systems – one based on common pasturelands and one on private lands – when 
exploring agricultural production and income generation. The authors found no 
significant differences between the two types of land tenure for either measure. They did 
note, however, that communal-lands ranchers employ more diversified systems, use small 
animals that are better adapted to the arid environment, and consume more animal 
protein. Thus the authors argued that these communal grazers are less vulnerable to 
drought than private landholders because they “raise animals that are adapted to very dry 
conditions, satisfy their subsistence needs, and provide nutritional requirements (i.e. 
protein) as well as engage on production activities that are less costly and easy to 
maintain” (Toni and Holanda Jr. 2008, 579). 
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Chapter III.  
METHODS 
 
 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
 
Qualitative research is a “means for exploring and understanding the meaning 
individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem,” and researchers who engage 
in qualitative methods thereby apply an inductive style of inquiry, focus on individual 
meaning, and recognize the importance of presenting the complexity of a situation  
(Creswell 2009, 4). Creswell (2009) outlines nine characteristics of qualitative research, 
most of which can be applied to this study: 1) data is collected in the field, often at the 
site where topic of focus occurs; 2) researchers personally gather the information; 3) 
studies do not rely on a single source of data (e.g., researchers conduct numerous 
interviews); 4) researchers build patterns, categories, and themes from the bottom up; 5) 
researchers focus on understanding the meaning of individuals interviewed; 6) research 
design may change throughout the research process; 7) studies are viewed through an 
analytical lens; 8) researchers interpret what they see, hear, and understand; and 9) 
researchers develop a complex picture of the issue being studied (175-176). Dey (1993) 
adds that the “core of qualitative analysis lies in these related processes of describing 
phenomena, classifying it, and seeing how our concepts interconnect” (31). In these 
ways, qualitative research differs from quantitative research, which focuses more on 
“testing objective theories by examining the relationship among variables” and mixed 
methods, which combines the two (Creswell 2009, 4). 
Qualitative research can be conducted using either secondary data (e.g., 
documents or audio-visual materials) or primary data produced through a variety of data-
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collection procedures. These procedures for collecting primary qualitative data fall into 
two main categories: interviews and observations (Creswell 2009, Kitchen and Tate 
2000). Interviews can be distinguished by their setting and mode of interaction, structure, 
and number of participants. This study relied solely on in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews, which can also be referred to as an interview guide approach (Kitchin and 
Tate 2000). This type of interview is less controlled than a structured, open-ended 
interview in that the topics and issues to be discussed are outlined in advance; however, 
the researcher can vary the wording and sequence of questions. Semi-structured 
interviews, then, allow interviewers greater freedom to follow the different lines of 
discussion that may arise and to close gaps in understanding. With this freedom, though, 
comes the need for interviewers to work to keep the conversation centered on the topics 
at hand and to pose questions in a way that will allow for comparability (Kitchin and Tate 
2000). Semi-structured, in-depth interviews are the most common interview format for 
qualitative research, and they often last between 30 minutes and several hours (DiCicco-
Bloom and Crabtree 2006). Such interviews seek “to foster learning about individual 
experiences and perspectives on a given set of issues” (DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree 
2006).  
Traditional ranching literature has primarily employed quantitative methods, 
using surveys to classify different types of ranchers and to explore ranchers’ motives for 
ranching, willingness to stay or sell, and responses to hypothetical policy changes, among 
other topics (Smith and Martin 1972; Bartlett et al. 1989; Gentner and Tanaka 2002; 
Rowe et al. 2001; Didier and Brunson 2004). In his 2004 opinion article, geographer 
Nathan Sayre called for more qualitative research in ranchland management. He asserted 
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that “qualitative methods are necessary to understand the management of rangelands by 
ranchers” because they are more flexible and thus capable of allowing for unanticipated 
findings, incorporating longer time scales, and understanding ranchers’ “mental models” 
(668-672).  
Some studies of rancher behavior have indeed utilized qualitative methods in 
more recent years. Sulak and Huntsinger (2007) interviewed public land permittees in 
California about their use of public lands, and Eakin and Conley (2002) conducted in-
depth interviews with 16 Arizona ranchers, focusing on drought impacts and responses. 
Furthermore, Yung and Belski (2007) used qualitative interviews with landholders and 
other community members in Montana to explore the cooperative practices of private 
landholders. And Knapp and Fernandez-Gimenez interviewed Colorado ranchers to 
document the types of local knowledge they possess and the ways they apply that 
knowledge (2009a), and also to explore how local knowledge can be used in state-and-
transition models (2009b). 
INTERVIEWS 
 
Primary data for this study was collected through in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews with ranchers, federal range management specialists from the BLM and USFS, 
Farm Service Agency employees, and other experts knowledgeable of the study area. 
Qualitative methods were used in order to gain a detailed and nuanced understanding of 
how ranchers characterize, experience, and respond to drought across their land holdings.   
Twenty-one ranchers in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming were interviewed in 
person between July 2010 and January 2011. Initial interview subjects were recruited at 
state cattlemen’s association meetings and through personal contacts, and recruitment 
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was then continued through ‘snowball sampling,’ with interviewees providing names of 
other potential contacts. An interview guide was used during each interview, which 
included questions on the following topics: ranch and ranch operator characteristics; 
experiences with, and definitions of, drought; drought impacts and responses; the use of 
insurance and/or disaster assistance; state and privately leased land management; federal 
land management; range improvements; recovery; future dryness; predictive information; 
water; and climate trends (Appendix A). Each interview lasted approximately an hour-
and-a-half on average, and most took place in the individual’s home, ranch, or town of 
residence. Three interviews, however, did take place at the 2010 National Cattlemen’s 
Beef Association meeting in Denver.  
Detailed, hand-written notes were taken during each interview and transcribed 
immediately after. After all of the interviews were completed, responses were first 
categorized by topic (based both on the initial categories set forth in the interview guide, 
which were developed through background research, and other topics introduced by 
interviewees), then comments expressing similar views were grouped together and the 
overarching sentiments described. These descriptions were then used to answer the initial 
research questions. 
Interviews with USFS and BLM range management specialists were conducted on 
the phone and via email. Thus these interviews were more structured and followed a 
predetermined set of questions; however, the respondents were still able to include 
information outside of the listed questions if desired. These interviews covered the 
following topics: range management during drought, management during the 2002 
drought, mandatory AUM reductions, interaction with ranchers, decision-making 
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thresholds, monitoring, range improvements, and planning for climate change (Appendix 
B). Responses were used to flesh out the sentiments and themes discussed in rancher 
interviews, as well as to improve understanding of federal regulations and procedures. 
Though the operations included in this study are located in Colorado, Utah, and 
Wyoming, cow-calf producers in other parts of the arid West navigate comparable land 
tenure arrangements and variable climates (Gentner and Tanaka 2002). Thus, while this 
study’s small sample size does not allow for full generalizability, these ranchers’ self-
reported drought responses can be viewed in a broader context. 
FIELD AREA 
This study focuses on ranching in northwest Colorado, northeast Utah, and 
southwest Wyoming, an area hit particularly hard by the 2000s drought. This area 
exhibited D4 (Exceptional) drought on the U.S. Drought Monitor’s severity index in 2002 
(Figure 5); thus interviewees in this area should have had at least one recent severe 
drought experience to reference during questioning.  
Figure 5 
 
U.S. Drought Monitor July 16, 2002 
Source: The Drought Monitor, National Drought Mitigation Center 
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Funding for this project was provided by the Western Water Assessment (WWA), 
a joint effort between the Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences 
(CIRES) at the University of Colorado and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration’s (NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratory. WWA works throughout 
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming, which also influenced this study’s geographic focus. 
Due to the snowball sampling method employed, the ranches included in the 
study were not confined to predefined sites, but instead spread across the study region. 
Figure 6 shows the study area (outlined in red); interviewees’ home ranches were located 
within eleven counties centered on the junction of the borders of Colorado, Utah, and 
Wyoming.  
Figure 6 
 
Map of field area 
Source: U.S. Census and USGS Land Cover Institute 
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Though a range of climate conditions exist in this area, most ranchers described 
their surroundings as a “high-plains desert” or “desert country” and estimations of annual 
precipitation ranged from 4 to 9 inches. Some of the ranchers interviewed, however, do 
have access to higher-elevation summer pastures in forest and woodland settings that 
receive more moisture. According to the United States Geological Survey’s (USGS) 
National Land Cover Dataset, most of the land in the study area can be characterized as 
shrubland, steppe, and savanna, interspersed with forest and woodland ecosystems 
(Figure 7). 
Figure 7 
 
Land cover map of the field area. Most of the land in the study area can be characterized as shrubland, 
steppe, and savanna (orange), but some land is also considered forest and woodland (green). 
Source: USGS GAP Analysis Program 
 
The type and size of ranching operations in the field area are also quite varied. 
However, industry summaries for each of the primary study counties (counties where 
ranchers’ home ranches are located) are presented here in order to contextualize the 
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ranches included in the study and convey the relative importance of the ranching industry 
in each state and county. 
Utah  
 
The average farm/ranch size in Utah is 664 acres, and livestock products make up 
74 percent of the market value of agricultural products sold. The land in farms is 
categorized as 77.53 percent pasture, 16.57 percent cropland, and 5.91 percent in other 
uses (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
Carbon County: Farms and ranches in Carbon County average 733 acres in size. 
Livestock make up 84 percent of agricultural products sold and 76.65 percent of 
the land is in pasture (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
 
Uintah County: Farms and ranches in Uintah County average 1,835 acres in size. 
Livestock make up 75 percent of agricultural products sold and 91.01 percent of 
the land is in pasture (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
 
Rich County: Farms and ranches in Rich County average 2,177 acres in size. 
Livestock make up 95 percent of agricultural products sold and 71.81 percent of 
the land is in pasture (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
 
Wyoming 
 
The average farm/ranch size in Wyoming is 2,726 acres, and livestock products 
make up 82 percent of the market value of agricultural products sold. The land in farms is 
categorized as 89.53 percent pasture, 8.54 percent cropland, and 1.93 percent in other 
uses (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
Carbon County: Farms and ranches in Carbon County average 7,570 acres in size. 
Livestock make up 97 percent of agricultural products sold and 93.42 percent of 
the land is in pasture (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
 
Sweetwater County: Farms and ranches in Sweetwater County average 6,092 
acres in size. Livestock make up 70 percent of agricultural products sold and 96.6 
percent of the land is in pasture (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
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Uinta County: Farms and ranches in Uinta County average 2,159 acres in size. 
Livestock make up 97 percent of agricultural products sold and 84.02 percent of 
the land is in pasture (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
 
Colorado 
 
The average farm/ranch size in Colorado is 853 acres, and livestock products 
make up 67 percent of the market value of agricultural products sold. The land in farms is 
categorized as 56.42 percent pasture, 36.34 percent cropland, and 7.25 percent in other 
uses (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
Rio Blanco County: Farms and ranches in Rio Blanco County average 1,356 acres 
in size. Livestock make up 89 percent of agricultural products sold and 75.9 
percent of the land is in pasture (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
 
Moffat County: Farms and ranches in Moffat County average 1,663 acres in size. 
Livestock make up 87 percent of agricultural products sold and 80.12 percent of 
the land is in pasture (National Agricultural Statistics Service). 
 
It should also be noted that while many ranchers’ home ranches lie in one state or 
county, their land holdings often cross county and state lines.  
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Chapter IV. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
Tables 1 and 2 show the range of land holdings and operation characteristics 
among interviewees. Some ranchers chose not to answer all of the questions for various 
reasons, so the tables include only the available information.  
Size and type of land holdings, as reported by interviewees. “-“ indicates no information.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Private Acres Leased Acres State Acres Federal Acres Percent Public Total Acres AUMs Agency Easement?
Rancher A 700 9,000 Insignificant 110,300 92% 120,000 - BLM No
Rancher C 2,000 6,000 Insignificant 185,000 96% 193,000 - BLM No
Rancher D Yes Yes Yes 115,000 60% - 800 BLM No
Rancher E 39,000 None None 250,000 87% 289,000 - BLM No
Rancher F Yes Yes Yes Yes
"Wholly 
dependent" - - BLM No
Rancher G 25% 25% - - 50% - - BLM, USFS Yes, on part
Rancher H 50% 5% Insignificant - 45% - - BLM No
Rancher I 320 7,900 Insignificant 7,305 47% 15,525 - BLM, NPS No
Rancher J 5,000 None 3,000
Yes, on 
checkerboard - 384,000 - BLM No
Rancher L
2 Townships 
(him); 2 
Townships 
(wife) - -
Intermingled 
exchange of 
use, so 
technically no 
federal land - - 8,000 (wife) BLM No
Rancher M 5,000 - 880 - - - 2,000 BLM No
Rancher N 1,100 1,000 2,380 - 95% - - BLM No
Rancher O 65,000 15,000 15-20,000 300,000 75% 400,000 -
BLM (cattle), 
USFS (sheep) Yes, on part
Rancher P 10,000 320 Yes - - - -
BLM, USFS, 
Reclamation No
Rancher Q 22,000 35,000 5,000 45,000 42% 107,000 - BLM
Rancher R 850 400 4,000 -
On main 
allotment, it's 
82%; in 
another fenced 
area it's 50% - - BLM No
Rancher S 70,000 50,000 None 120,000 50% 240,000 - BLM No
Rancher T 17,000 16,000 5,000 -
At one ranch 
it's 75%, but 
he also grazes 
on RSGA 
lands in winter - - BLM No
Rancher U - - - - - - - BLM -
Rancher V 40,000 400,000 - 450,000 51% 890,000 -
BLM (cattle), 
USFS (sheep) No
Rancher W 15,000 - Yes - -
400,000 (on the range, 
which is intermingled 
BLM, private, railroad, 
and state partnership 
ground) - BLM No
Table 1: LAND HOLDINGS
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Operation characteristics, as described by interviewees. “-“ indicates no information. 
 
 
Ranchers interviewed own between 320 and 65,000 deeded acres. Additionally, 
they rely on different amounts of privately leased, state, and federal lands for grazing, 
with federal lands comprising between 42 percent and 96 percent of their land holdings. 
Owned Since In Family Since
In Business 
Since
Type of 
Operation
Type of 
Grazing Number of Livestock Other crops?
Other 
Employment?
Percent 
Income from 
Ag
Rancher A Father owns 1990 - Cow-calf Rotational -
Yes: alfalfa, 
small grains Dad is lawyer Negative
Rancher C 1986 1946 - Cow-calf
Rotational & 
Continuous 500-600 cows
Yes: alfalfa, 
grass hay, 
oats/corn Yes -
Rancher D 1975 1889 - Cow-calf Rotational - No No 99%
Rancher E - - - Cow-calf Rotational 1200 cows Yes: for feed Yes, on ranch -
Rancher F - 1885 - Cow-calf Rotational -
Yes: hay 
(native and 
alfalfa) No 90%
Rancher G - - -
Cow-calf and 
sheep - 600 cows - No 98%
Rancher H 1992
At this place 
since 1992
Dad been in 
business since 
1968 Cow-calf
Rotational (if 
enough water) -
Yes: hay (for 
feed) and 
wheat (to sell) No 100%
Rancher I 1985 -
Family been 
involved 
"forever" Cow-calf "Natural Dift" 175 cows No
No (yes 
during 
drought) -
Rancher J 1970 1905 - Cow-calf
Rotational & 
Continuous 400 cows No No 100%
Rancher L 1974 1974
Great 
grandfather 
homesteaded 
there, but lost 
business after 
Taylor 
Grazing Act
Cow-calf and 
sheep - 600 cows + 100 yearlings -
Sons help him 
but also have 
other jobs -
Rancher M - -
Been there his 
whole life Cow-calf - 500-600 cows
Yes: 1200 
tons of alfalfa No -
Rancher N -
Two of his 
BLM permits 
are 100 yrs old - Cow-calf
Deferred 
(alternates 
direction each 
year) -
yes: hay, 
alfalfa hay No -
Rancher O 1978 1920 -
Cow-calf and 
sheep Rotational 2700-3000 cows
yes: alfalfa 
hay, grass hay No 90%
Rancher P - - 1956
Cow-
calf/yearling Rotational 650 cattle + yearlings - No Majority
Rancher Q 1970 1917 -
Cow-
calf/stocker 
(used to run 
sheep) Rotational - No - 50%
Rancher R 1964
Family 
operation - Sheep Rotational 500 sheep No Yes
30% (was 
100% until 15 
yrs ago)
Rancher S 1974 1899 -
Cow-
calf/stocker Rotational
2700 cows (in summer, 
including stockers) No No -
Rancher T - - - Sheep
Rotational 
(migratory 
sheep) 2500 sheep
Yes: 800 
acres irrigated 
hay (alfalfa-
grass mix) 
that he sells No 60%
Rancher U - - -
Cattle and 
sheep - - - - -
Rancher V - 4th generation -
Stocker cattle 
and sheep Rotational
9500 stockers and 14,000 
ewes No No 100%
Rancher W - 1892 - Cow-calf Rotational 9000 cows (partnership)
Yes: irrigated 
hay No 90%
Table 2: OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS
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Most of the interviewed operators run cow-calf operations, though some run summer 
pasture cattle (yearlings/stockers) in addition to their cow-calf herd, a few run a 
combination of cattle and sheep, and two run only sheep. The rancher newest to ranching 
began in 1990, though many of these ranchers’ families have been in the business for 
close to 100 years. Ranchers run between 175 and 3,000 mother cows, and up to 9,000 
summer stockers. The percent of income from agriculture ranges from below zero to 100 
percent. A number of ranchers also grow hay for livestock consumption, with a few 
selling their excess hay for profit.  
The information gleaned through interviews with these ranchers, as well as BLM 
and USFS range managers and Farm Service Agency staff, will be used throughout this 
chapter to address the initial research questions and discuss six categories of key 
findings: drought actions and decision-making, the stocking conundrum, land tenure and 
drought behaviors, elements of land holdings, land management institutions and policies, 
and future adaptability. 
DROUGHT ACTIONS AND DECISION-MAKING 
 
Ranchers’ drought experiences are multifaceted. When asked how they define 
drought, some interviewees focused on forage, and others on water. A third group 
described two distinct types of drought (i.e., “feed droughts” and “water droughts”) 
resulting from variations in the timing and form of precipitation received and other 
climatic conditions. The impacts ranchers face differ by drought type and influence their 
actions and decision-making strategies. 
Defining Drought 
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According to Rancher A, “Drought means no grass. It means that even the 
sagebrush are dying” (Rancher A, interview, July 24, 2010). On the other hand, Rancher 
C defined drought as “below average snowpack and the loss of groundwater early, and 
also below average precipitation coupled with higher temperatures at the time the rain 
usually comes” (Rancher C, interview, July 29, 2010). Echoing that sentiment, Rancher J 
defined drought as “a lack of snow, and the springs not flowing” (Rancher J, interview, 
September 12, 2010).  
Other ranchers, however, explicitly distinguished between two types of droughts – 
“feed droughts” and “water droughts” – and explained their occurrence. As Rancher D 
pointed out, “Some years there’s grass, but no water, and others there’s water, but no 
grass” (Rancher D, interview, July 29, 2010). Rancher H explained this phenomenon in 
the following way: “There are two ways it can go. There can be lots of snow, with 
moisture that goes down deep in the soil, which leads to no water, but good grass. Or it 
freezes and there’s good runoff, and there’s water, but no grass” (Rancher H, interview, 
September 10, 2010). Explaining it another way, Rancher N stated, “Without good rain or 
snow in spring, it’s a feed drought. If there’s no more snow or water after that, it’s a 
water drought, which also affects hay production” (Rancher N, interview, October 17, 
2010).  
The timing of moisture, not just the quantity, plays an important role in the 
occurrence of these different types of drought. For example, Rancher L, who defines 
drought as a “vegetation shortage,” noted that that vegetation is dependent on 
temperature and moisture in March, April, and May (Rancher L, interview, October 16, 
2010). And as Rancher O, who considers both moisture and grass growth when defining 
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drought, noted, “The timing of rainfall is as important as anything. You need rain in 
spring for good grass growth. Rain in the summer doesn’t really matter” (Rancher O, 
interview, November 6, 2010). Rancher Q defines drought as “the amount of 
precipitation, and when it comes” (Rancher Q, interview, November 7, 2010). On 
average, his ranch receives six inches of precipitation a year, but they can get by on four, 
if those inches come in May or June. They just “need spring moisture.” For Rancher F, 
the growing season is 45 days in the spring, ranging from mid-April to mid-June. The 
entire year is made or lost during that period. “In 2005, the rains came on time. It’s all 
about the moisture coming at the right time. Spring makes or breaks you. Moisture that 
comes later is not going to make or break you.” Rancher T says, “If we get some rain, the 
range will usually be ok, but the timing is key” (Rancher T, interview, January 14, 2011). 
Reported Impacts 
 
The impacts ranchers face, and the ways they cope with these varied forms of 
drought, are quite diverse. For example, in a water drought, ranchers will be affected by 
limited drinking water for livestock and will likely have to haul water to cope; however, 
in a feed drought, a rancher might have to keep his livestock off the range and purchase 
feed to sustain them. Ranchers’ descriptions of their drought experiences revealed a range 
of primary and second impacts they face during drought, which are summarized in Table 
3. Primary impacts are those caused directly by the drought event, while secondary 
impacts come about as the result of ranchers’ drought responses. 
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Drought Actions 
 
The range of behaviors ranchers employ in response to, and in anticipation of, these 
impacts can be distilled into the following three categories: 
• Coping Tactics: Mostly short-term adjustments in operations that adjust to 
conditions like reduced forage or absorb and spread the loss burden (Table 4).  
 
• Buffering Mechanisms: Actions and tools that can reduce vulnerability in 
anticipation of a specific drought period, as well as in response to continual 
dryness (Table 5). 
 
Table 3: REPORTED IMPACTS 
Primary 
Lack of natural forage 
Loss of available pastures 
Lower hay (or other irrigated crop) production 
Lack of livestock drinking water 
Lack of water for irrigation 
Increased incidence of disease 
Lower conception rates 
Emotional toll 
Dry rivers and springs 
Lower groundwater tables 
Increased grasshopper threat 
Increased sagebrush growth 
 Secondary 
Poor cattle condition (weights, overall health) 
Increased feed prices 
Low cattle prices 
Cost of purchasing/retaining future cattle 
Loss of genetic pool 
Loss of climate-adapted cattle 
Speeding of industry aging 
Capital gains tax 
Loss of family ranches 
Changing structure of industry (less cow-calf) 
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• Long-Term Adaptations: Permanent, longer-term, and/or larger-scale operational 
and infrastructural changes (Table 6). 
 
These categories build on definitions of coping, buffering, and adapting found in 
traditional hazards and food security literature, and furthered in climate change research. 
Often, drought responses are described in terms of short-term ‘adjustments’ (also referred 
to as coping) and long-term ‘adapatations’ (Burton, Kates, and White 1978; Davies 1996; 
Vogel 1998; Burton et al. 1993). Anticipatory actions are commonly considered to be a 
subset of these adjustments and adaptations (Blaikie et al. 1994; Stakhiv 1993; Watson et 
al. 1996; Burton, Kates, and White 1978). However, Glantz (1992) differentiated 
anticipatory actions from other, responsive adaptations, terming them ‘mitigative’ 
measures. And Smithers and Smit (1997) also argued that a “fundamental distinction 
exists between strategies or actions which seek to buffer a system from an environmental 
perturbation, and those which attempt to facilitate a shift or evolution to a new state” 
(142). Improvements in irrigation and participation in insurance programs, they argued, 
are examples of structural and non-structural buffering strategies, while adaptations are 
actions that attempt to achieve a better “match with environmental conditions” (142).  
For ranchers in the Rocky Mountains, the three categories listed above neatly 
capture the range of drought behaviors revealed in this study. Actions within these groups 
can be differentiated through their timing (anticipatory or reactive), duration (short-term 
or long-term), and scale (small-scale or large-scale). Classifying actions this way allows 
for a more thorough understanding of how these ranchers prepare for, and respond to, 
drought. 
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Table 5: BUFFERING MECHANISMS 
Using fewer than maximum allotted AUMs 
Stocking below maximum capacity 
Storing extra feed or purchasing in advance 
Maintaining multi-year financial cushion  
Culling thoroughly 
Reducing supplementary products (e.g. 
, yearlings) 
Keeping fewer replacement heifers 
Taking out insurance policy 
Saving pastures as a reservoir 
Table 4: COPING TACTICS 
Purchasing feed 
Keeping cattle at home and feeding (not sending to federal range) 
Moving livestock to feedlot 
Shipping livestock to another region 
Reducing herd 
Borrowing money/restructuring loans 
Leasing extra pastures 
Hauling water 
Reducing time on range 
Working off the ranch (temporarily) 
Downsizing financially/reducing expenses 
Selling non-essential products (yearlings, etc.) 
Stretching hay with supplement 
Applying for disaster assistance 
Selling some property (often for development) 
 
Table 6: LONG-TERM ADAPTATIONS 
Purchasing additional property 
Diversifying products (e.g., yearlings) 
Developing water sources 
Improving fencing 
Vegetation treatments 
Working off ranch (long-term) 
Running different cattle (smaller, more suited to drier country) 
Implementing and/or improving rotational grazing system 
Purchasing semis and water tanks 
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Coping tactics include short-term actions like purchasing feed, leasing pasture, 
keeping livestock at home for feeding, hauling water, applying for disaster assistance, 
and reducing herd size. These actions are performed in response to drought’s primary 
impacts (e.g., lack of forage, water, pasture, etc.) (Table 3), and they may then cause 
secondary impacts for ranching operations. For example, a rancher who copes with a 
shortage of forage (primary impact) by reducing their herd size (coping tactic) may lose 
herd genetics that have taken decades to develop (secondary impact). 
Buffering mechanisms are performed in anticipation of drought or in response to 
continual dryness. Examples include using fewer than the maximum allotted AUMs, 
storing feed or purchasing it in advance, maintaining a multi-year financial cushion, 
culling thoroughly, and taking out an insurance policy. These behaviors are distinct from 
coping tactics in their timing (anticipatory) and from long-term adaptations in their 
duration (shorter-term) and scale (smaller-scale). 
Actions like developing water sources, improving fencing, implementing or 
improving rotational grazing systems, diversifying products, and purchasing semis and 
water tanks are considered long-term adaptations because they are more permanent, 
larger-scale infrastructural investments and operational changes. In terms of Smit et al.’s 
(2000) “anatomy of adaptation,” these adaptations are (i) made in response to, or 
anticipation of, both drought episodes and general aridity, (ii) are implemented by 
individuals, and (iii) are planned, deliberate acts.  
Complex Decision-Making 
 
These behaviors are then employed through a series of complex, tactical decision-
making pathways. Those decisions have related consequences, and the consequences in 
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turn affect ranchers’ future choices. Figure 8 depicts two such decision pathways. In 
particular, these decision pathways illustrate the different impacts individuals face (which 
are often related to the type of drought episode), the decisions they make, the actions they 
take in response to these impacts, and the subsequent results of those actions. In the first 
example, Rancher A reported experiencing a lack of forage as a primary impact. In 
response, he purchased semi-loads of feed, spending up to $40,000, and sold 150 mother 
cows. He received a bad price for the cows, which he described as “very detrimental to 
business” (secondary impact), and after the drought, he had to rebuild his herd with cattle 
that didn’t know the range (secondary impact). He is still 50 cows below his pre-drought 
level because he can’t afford to build back any faster. On the other hand, the second 
example illustrates Rancher M’s decision pathway in response to water shortage (primary 
impact). He decided to haul water and reduce his herd 30 percent. He was also hurt by 
low prices and poor cattle condition, and he is still in the process of building his herd 
back up by retaining 50-60 calves each year. In the future, he says he will always run 20 
percent below capacity (Rancher M, interview, October 16, 2010). 
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THE STOCKING CONUNDRUM 
 
Ranchers’ operations are comprised of varying quantities of private, privately 
leased, state, and federal ground. And with each of these forms of tenure come different 
levels of oversight on management. Pastoralists frequently destock in response to climate 
variability, and ranchers in the Rocky Mountains also use herd reduction as a coping 
tactic. However, their decisions about stocking rates are complicated by management 
policies, particularly on federal grazing lands. According to the ranchers interviewed, 
management on privately leased and state lands goes mostly unregulated during drought, 
and ranchers are free to manage these lands as they see fit. Grazing on federal lands, 
however, is more structured, both during drought and in “normal” conditions. And in 
theory, during drought, federal range management specialists may ask ranchers to reduce 
their AUMs (in terms of animal numbers or time spent on the range) in response to 
changing range conditions.  
Federal Lands 
 
During drought, ranchers’ reported interactions with federal agencies are wide-
ranging. Some employ techniques for avoiding forced AUM reductions, including 
stocking below their maximum allotted AUMs and proactively discussing management 
decisions with agency staff. For example, Rancher A only uses 65 percent of his AUMs 
on the winter country he leases in case he needs more during drought years. Because he 
uses such a small percentage of his AUMs, the BLM has never kicked him off. Similarly, 
Rancher E uses only 50-60 percent of his AUMs each year as a risk management 
strategy. He can do that, he says, because his grandparents bought more winter range 
(BLM land) than necessary to complement the summer range they had (Rancher E, 
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interview, July 29, 2010). Rancher N tries to stock for drought; the BLM only gives them 
so many AUMs, and they generally stock conservatively. Rancher T hasn’t ever been told 
to get off or reduce on public lands. During the last drought, he had already reduced his 
herd for reasons not having to do with drought (environmentalists, wolves, etc.), so the 
BLM didn’t ask him to reduce. He also doesn’t run anywhere near his total AUMs.  
Other ranchers report taking a more proactive decision-making role with the 
agencies. Rancher D tells the following story: “During the drought in 1997-1998, letters 
were sent to some people saying they couldn’t turn out their cows that spring. I didn’t get 
one. In 2002, some people got letters as well. But I was proactive; I went to the BLM 
with a plan for what we were going to do. I didn’t then get a letter, so it’s not on my 
record.” During the recent drought, Rancher I also tried to stay ahead of things. He made 
changes on his own. He found that the offices were willing to work with him if he went 
in and talked to them. “I’ve never gone in and said that I was going to cut 25 percent and 
had them say, no, you’ve got to make it 50 percent. But I’ve heard of people being told to 
cut 50 percent” (Rancher I, interview, September 12, 2010).  
Some ranchers describe their actions as “joint decisions.” In 2002, Rancher E only 
turned out 16 percent on his winter permit, which was a joint decision with the BLM. In 
the springs of 2003 and 2004, he gathered cattle from their winter BLM desert lands on 
April 1st instead of May 15th and put them in a feedlot and fed them hay, which wasn’t 
good (the calves got scours). The field office Rancher M works with “is super.” They 
have bent over backwards to help them out. He’s heard of people having more difficulties 
with other offices, though. In his opinion, “you have to be a complete ass hole to get 
kicked off BLM land.”  They really tried to work with him. The range cons come to the 
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house and discuss the plan every year. Rancher R has improved his grazing over time, but 
not really due to mandates from agencies. He hasn’t really experienced any mandates. It’s 
usually more of a mutual agreement, he says (Rancher R, interview, January 13, 2011). 
The BLM hasn’t ever asked Rancher S to reduce either. “They don’t put any management 
pressure on me. We do joint, cooperative monitoring and management. We do things 
together. Usually, if I go in with ideas, they’ll say yes. There’s a level of trust. They 
know I’ll make the necessary adjustments” (Rancher S, interview, January 14, 2011).  
For ranchers with a high percentage of private land, interactions with the federal 
agencies are somewhat different during drought. In Rancher H’s case, because they have 
so much private land (and Section 15 permits), he says, “The BLM pretty much just has 
to leave us alone.” The BLM has never asked them to reduce in drought. But they do it 
themselves. In general, they might run at the head count capacity, but they don’t often 
stay the full time allowed. Similarly, Rancher J reports that on the checkerboard the BLM 
controls 48 percent and Rock Springs Grazing Association holds 52 percent. It’s harder 
for the BLM there because they don’t have half the ground. It prevents the BLM from 
mandating reductions. There are no fences inside the allotment (checkerboard), so it is 
hard to control the grazing of the cattle. Rancher M also had this experience: one area he 
grazes is Section 15 land. It’s 70 percent private and 30 percent BLM. The BLM doesn’t 
tell him what to do because he’s the majority landholder, though if either of the lands 
show downturn, they have the right to come in and put a stop to it. The BLM has never 
asked Rancher Q to change his management. They’re a very cooperative group of range 
specialists. He’s in contact with them on a weekly basis. He takes their suggestions. 
They’ve never told them they had to cut numbers or graze differently. On both ranches, 
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the BLM only has 45 percent. They’re on the checkerboard, with state land. He has the 
majority. And he feels that the majority rules. He can cooperate if he wants, but doesn’t 
have to.  
Though many ranchers report taking steps to reduce stocking on their own, some 
do note that the BLM would have eventually asked them to do so. As Rancher F said, 
“The BLM would have taken action during the drought if we hadn’t.” Rancher F knows 
of only one operation that was forced by the BLM to reduce during the drought, and he 
says that it was appropriate. He also notes that, “any good rancher should pull back 
before the BLM tells them to. For us, it’s our livelihood, versus being something that the 
agencies just think about.” Rancher G agrees that the Forest Service is always two years 
behind operators. “Operators know and make changes all the time. Two years later the 
USFS realizes they’re in drought and does a study. They’ll request non-use, but most 
operators are already doing that” (Rancher G, interview, August 19, 2010).  Rancher E 
also says, “Sometimes the BLM will tell us not to send out 100 percent, but we already 
aren’t.”  
Though less common than reducing by choice or in conjunction with the agencies, 
six of the interviewed ranchers have faced mandatory AUM reductions. However, in 
some cases of agency-mandated reductions, ranchers were able to activate other unused 
AUMs and did not end up destocking at all. Figure 9 summarizes the drought-induced 
AUM reductions reported by the ranchers interviewed.!!!
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In 2002, Rancher C’s AUMs were reduced to 18 percent, and he brought his cattle 
off and fed them. Rancher N also faced mandatory reductions on one allotment. 
However, he agreed with the agency’s decision, and he had enough unused AUMs that he 
could activate that he didn’t have to sell any cattle. One year, the BLM also sent a letter 
to warn him that it looked droughty and that he might need to reduce. He also brought his 
cattle in 10 days early a couple of years. He’s never had to sell cattle, however, and he 
has always managed to get along pretty well. Rancher P has had some difficulties with 
the Forest Service, and he thinks they are extremely fickle. For example: On September 
5th one year, he was told he had to get off in five to seven days. Then the Forest Service 
said “never mind, stay as long as you want.” The next year a new range con told him to 
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move, and he had to. They also tried to take 20 percent of his AUMs. He had to use his 
video monitoring to prove he hadn’t even been using 20 percent of his allowed 
utilization, so it didn’t make any sense to cut him. One year, he was asked to reduce on a 
permit where three people were operating. One guy moved off entirely, so the other two 
could stay on (Rancher P, interview, November 6, 2010).  
Rancher U has come home early a number of times because the agencies forced 
him to. The BLM, in particular, makes him come in early. He’s had to reduce 10-30 
percent regularly, mainly with his cattle – often because they are on federal ground 
during the growing season, and they spend too much time near riparian areas. The sheep 
on the other hand are only in the area for a month and a half, and not during the growing 
season. He receives mandates to reduce or get off, particularly at the end of the season. 
“In dry times, you will impact the riparian areas faster, so you move through the pastures 
faster, and then you’re off faster. You can’t have just water, you must have forage too” 
(Rancher U, interview, January 14, 2011). In 2005, the BLM asked Rancher V to come 
off early with his cattle. He says the BLM will sometimes tell him to use one piece of 
ground over another because it looks better, and because he has so much ground. Overall, 
he agrees with the agencies’ management. He thinks it’s to his advantage to work with 
the agencies. And it has worked out well for him. They haven’t butted heads. The one 
time the BLM asked him to come off, he just moved the cattle to another part of the 
ranch. The market was ok, so he didn’t take a big hit (Rancher V, interview, January 15, 
2011). The BLM has also asked Rancher W to reduce. Last winter, they sent him a letter 
asking him to reduce if he could. “They’re always sending little memos asking us to 
reduce.” He’ll agree to go out and monitor and see if he’s meeting the goals set in his 
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Area Management Plan. He doesn’t always agree with what the BLM asks. If he comes 
off a week early, he’ll at least try to get more time on the other end. Before implementing 
rotational grazing, he more frequently had to reduce numbers because of what the BLM 
said (Rancher W, interview, January 16, 2011).  
Federal range managers describe similar variation in their management strategies, 
decision-making thresholds, and frequency of mandating AUM reductions. According to 
BLM staff, if it appears that they are going to have a “droughty year,” they will send a 
letter out early in the year, requesting that all permittees either consider “resting or taking 
less use on their allotments” (BLM5, interview, February 16, 2011). However, one 
manager notes, “very few ranchers typically do anything in response to this letter” 
(BLM5).  He has found that it works best to meet with the ranchers on their allotment and 
go around and look at the conditions together: “When I do this, they typically make the 
decision to move their cattle on their own.  This can also be a good time to educate them 
on the long term impacts of overgrazing during drought years” (BLM5). BLM1 explains 
that grazing permittees are required to fill out annual grazing applications outlining their 
planned livestock numbers, rotation, and on and off dates (BLM1, interview, September 
14, 2010).  So then in drought years, they generally plan reductions accordingly during 
that time, and also have had ranchers remove livestock early if range conditions warrant 
it.  
BLM3 also describes performing cooperative management during drought: 
Our office works annually to coordinate use with our permittees. During 
drought periods we coordinate numbers, turn in and removal dates, and 
whether water needs to be hauled and where. As part of the coordination a 
pre-use visit is set up and permittees are asked to come along for their 
input. After available forage and water is reviewed the lead range 
conservationist will usually make a determination on appropriate use and 
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then that can be negotiated with the permittees (BLM3, interview, 
September 15, 2010).  
 
BLM4 sees two ways of approaching drought management: he can work with people to 
develop more reliable water sources (because water is more of an issue for the ranchers 
he works with than forage growth), and he can support the conservative stocking rates 
that most ranchers he works with tend to use (BLM4, interview, November 9, 2010). He 
tries to advocate better management during drought, rather than mandating reductions.  
According to Forest Service range management specialists, USFS allotments “are 
stocked moderately, which allows for yearly fluctuations in precipitation” (USFS1, 
interview, February 10, 2011). Most of the allotments follow a rotational grazing system, 
“which allows the forage plants to either grow before grazing or regrow after grazing” 
(USFS1). Once a particular pasture has been grazed, typically to a moderate level of use, 
the animals are then moved to the next pasture. As there is less forage available during a 
drought period, pasture moves may come quicker than in a more “typical” year (USFS1). 
This may result in livestock coming off the forest before their scheduled off date. The 
allotments are handled on a case-by-case basis, as no two are the same and each allotment 
has numerous environmental variables that will effect how the area reacts to a drought. 
Other USFS staff said that during drought, they will send out a letter in the spring 
letting ranchers know about range conditions (USFS2, interview, February 2, 2011). 
They won’t usually tell permittees to cut a certain amount before they turn out; they’ll tell 
them to consider the drought. Then some will sell excess cattle and put on a lower 
number, based on their own operational situation. Others will turn out with full numbers 
and will have to go off early. During the most recent drought period, most of their 
permittees took action before they asked them to. Some took 100 percent non-use, others 
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ran lower numbers, and some ran their full numbers and saw how it went. The USFS tries 
to work with them up front. Then the ranchers will make the operational decisions, and 
the USFS monitors to make sure they don’t exceed standards. Though turnover varies by 
ranger district, the Forest Service tries to be consistent across districts. For example, 
USFS2 works in a national forest that has six ranger districts, and the range managers 
throughout the forest meet twice a year to make sure they’re being consistent. 
Privately Leased and State Lands 
 
For the ranchers interviewed, private land leases are held with either individuals 
or companies (primarily energy companies and railroads). Ranchers leasing from other 
individuals report greater management flexibility; however, overall, management 
restrictions on any leased lands are rare. According to Rancher A, with leased lands, it all 
depends on the lessor. He gets to manage his leased lands like they are his own. The 
owner lives outside the U.S. and has hardly ever seen the land. Rancher G’s leases also 
let him operate as if it’s his own land. Similarly, Rancher R has a “special situation” on 
his private leased lands. In order to expand, his father bought up a neighboring operation 
that was having financial difficulty in the 1950s. The family he bought the land from had 
a few parcels in their mother’s name that they couldn’t bear to sell. So they just lease 
those parcels of land to this day, but he keeps them as his own, and manages them as his 
own, and just sends the owners a check every year.  
Rancher S leases some private ground from a retired family who hardly want any 
money. They just want the land to be taken care of, so it’s an extremely reasonable lease. 
He gets to manage this leased land, plus the land he leases from a corporation, like his 
own. On Rancher I’s private leased land, the lessors, a ranching couple, are involved, but 
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they work well together, so it’s a joint management situation. They’ll take suggestions, 
but sometimes he’ll step back and look at what they’re doing because they’ve been there 
a long time.  
Rancher H has only had his AUMs cut on one lease, which was a lease with a coal 
company. In that case, when they renewed their lease, the company just automatically cut 
AUMs across the board; it wasn’t due to bad management. The coal companies, he says, 
just manage for status quo. With leased private land, the lessor is trusting that you’ll 
make the right choices and won’t abuse the land (Rancher H). The contract states that, 
“you’ll be a good steward – and that you won’t cost them any money.” Rancher Q has a 
private lease with another corporation. They negotiate a set of uses, but he can’t hurt the 
leased land without hurting his own, since it’s all intermingled. In his situation, 
negotiations with the corporation are done as a group: all of the people with leases get 
together. Rancher S reports that the corporation just charges a flat rate for his lease. He 
can make any improvements he wants; he just needs to clear it with them. 
Rancher V reports that the railroad he leases from now wants their ground to be 
managed like BLM ground, because “they’re running scared of the environmental 
groups.” So he has to manage that ground according to BLM guidelines. In the past, on 
railroad ground, the policy was called “use and abuse.” You just looked at it yourself, and 
you used it whenever you wanted. They didn’t have seasons of use or AUMs. Now, 
however, because of the drought and the environmental groups, they’re changing 
contracts and including season of use and AUMs. Rancher W has a railroad lease, as 
well, and he also notes that they have to follow BLM guidelines. The railroad has 
monitoring similar to the BLM’s and has instituted the same standards as the BLM on 
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everything else. Importantly, this move points clearly to the growing application and 
significance of federal land management policies. 
On state lands, too, few management restrictions exist. As Rancher J put it, the 
state “just wants their money every year for the lease.” He says he has never received any 
management feedback from the state; however, where state lands are intermingled with 
federal lands, ranchers point out that federal management guidelines must be followed. 
For example, though Rancher O thinks state lands are the most lenient, he also notes that 
when they are within the same pasture as BLM land, “BLM rules go.” Rancher K agrees 
that the state takes less of a role and relies some on the BLM. His state lands are not 
treated any differently than BLM or private lands. Rancher N also manages his state 
lands the same as any of his other lands. Rancher Q says that on state lands, there’s no 
regulation, and they leave the producer alone. However, he can’t hurt the state ground 
without hurting his own (and the same goes for BLM land). Rancher R also reports 
getting virtually no feedback on management from the state, though he has received a 
little bit in recent years. “In general, the state’s philosophy is that the lessees are the 
stewards of the land.”  
Stocking Rates and Complex Decision-Making 
 
Ranchers who destock their federal, state, or leased land (either by choice or by 
mandate) must then decide whether to sell part of their herd or purchase feed to sustain 
their livestock through the drought. The interviewees expressed a range of strategies for 
confronting this conundrum. For example, Rancher M thinks that reducing herd size is 
the best way to manage through a drought:  
In the third year, I decided to cut numbers back and try to maintain. I felt 
the country was 30 percent gone, so I cut cows accordingly. Instead of 
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buying extra feed, I reduced. It breaks people to pump money into cows 
during drought, instead of sitting back. After the drought, those people had 
their cattle numbers up, but they lost money by putting so much in. I 
gained 50-60 head last year, and I will do the same this year and the next. 
The best way to survive drought is to not buy extra feed and not lease 
land. You need to cut the herd and live on what the land allows (Rancher 
M). 
 
Rancher O, on the other hand, has put a great deal of time and energy into developing his 
herd’s genetic makeup, so he chose to minimize reductions at all cost: 
It takes a lifetime to get a cowherd to the spot you want [genetically]. 
Generational turnover takes so long. If you have to sell in drought, then 
you would have to replace later when it’s more expensive. You have to 
protect your core group of animals. You need to preserve your mother 
cowherd. It’s your factory. I’ve been working 25 years to get to this point 
with the herd. You need cows that know country and the trails – cows that 
are adapted to the country (Rancher O). 
 
These stocking decisions have important consequences for future choices and 
recovery strategies. For example, ranchers who decide to reduce their herd numbers 
during drought may receive lower prices (due to market dynamics and poor body 
condition) and will also incur the cost of either purchasing or retaining cattle after the 
drought ends. Others choose to keep herd numbers as high as possible in order to 
maintain herd genetics and knowledge, but these ranchers must then purchase very 
expensive feed and risk damaging the range. In this way, the stocking conundrum is a 
prime example of the aforementioned complex decision-making pathways ranchers 
navigate during drought. 
LAND TENURE AND DROUGHT BEHAVIORS 
 
Based on this small sample of Rocky Mountain ranches, the complex land tenure 
system utilized by ranchers appears to support their drought coping and buffering 
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strategies. It proves limiting, however, in terms of long-term adaptation to drought and/or 
general aridity.  
Coping Tactics 
 
Public lands are at this point a necessary component of ranchers’ holdings, both 
during drought and in “normal” conditions. And more often than not, management 
restrictions on public lands do not seem to constrain ranchers’ strategies for coping with 
drought. As discussed in the previous section, though the BLM and USFS do sometimes 
mandate AUM reductions, the ranchers interviewed more frequently decided to destock 
on their own or in conjunction with the agencies. Additionally, in some cases of agency-
mandated reductions, ranchers were able to activate other unused AUMs and did not end 
up destocking at all. Furthermore, the use of private, leased, and state lands allows 
ranchers to keep cattle at home and feed them, and to grow irrigated hay for supplemental 
feeding. Leasing extra private pasture, too, is both a key part of the land tenure system 
and a common coping tactic. Though two interviewees cited frustration with timing 
constraints on federal lands, it is unclear whether this actually limits coping ability or is 
just an operational annoyance. 
Buffering Mechanisms 
 
In general, the land tenure system seems to support the buffering mechanisms 
ranchers make use of. Public-land management does not limit such buffering actions as 
using fewer than the maximum allotted AUMs or culling livestock thoroughly. And one 
important buffering mechanism – saving pastures as a drought reservoir – is made 
possible through the land tenure system, which allows ranchers the land area necessary to 
set some aside. 
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Long-term Adaptations 
 
The land tenure system does limit the ability of the interviewed ranchers to 
minimize the effects of dryness in the long-term – namely due to range improvement 
processes, compensation policies, and tenure insecurity. Approval of structural and non-
structural range improvement projects like water development, cross fencing, and 
vegetation treatments, which would help ranchers adapt to drought by increasing 
drinking-water availability and spreading livestock more evenly, takes the agencies 
multiple years (as a result of NEPA process requirements). As Rancher H explains, 
If you propose a system to improve the range, you must follow their 
process. There’s a project we’ve been working towards for seven years, 
trying to get water to an allotment that would make things better for all of 
us. It’s a system that would go through both state and BLM land, so we 
have to work with both, and it takes a long time. If improvements occurred 
in a reasonable amount of time, it would be a big help. The delay leads to 
overgrazing near the only source of water, which negatively impacts 
everyone. Even grazing is beneficial to both wildlife and livestock. 
Rotational grazing is mandated, but we can’t rotate without water. So we 
can’t do all the rotations they require, but we also can’t get new water 
projects through. 
 
Thus, many ranchers admit to making improvements on their private land, and even 
privately leased and state land, when possible, because implementation is faster and 
easier. And even in cases where ranchers report not factoring in tenure, or treating 
improvements the same on all holdings, the speed of the range-improvement process may 
slow and/or inhibit adaptability. Rancher J argues that, “Getting range improvements 
implemented on public lands is like pulling teeth.” On BLM land, if he does the 
construction himself, Rancher J has been told that it will take three years to get a new 
well approved. So he says he seldom talks to the BLM about improvements; he just puts 
wells on his own deeded land, because “three years is too long.” Rancher S finds working 
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through the BLM office to be frustrating at times, but he works through it. With fences 
and wells, he puts them more on private property. He can develop two or three springs in 
a summer on his own property. “I can just pick them and do them as fast as I want.” He 
reports that the permitting with the BLM takes years (usually at least two). Right now he 
has a well on his private land that was approved in December, and he’ll start drilling in 
March. “It’s so fast on our own land.”  
Some ranchers argued that implementing range improvements has become more 
difficult and time consuming as the agencies face increasing pressure from environmental 
groups.  As Rancher E said, “The BLM is hard to deal with for range improvements. 
They’re always dealing with Indians, conflicts, southern Utah, environmental 
assessments, etc.” Because of this, he says, he barely got a fence line (boundary fence) 
approved. “Things like that slow down progress, and the cattle end up not grazing evenly. 
Similar changes can move faster on private range.” Rancher D also believes it takes a 
long time to get all the assessments made and that there are lots of lawsuits. Rancher F 
stated it slightly differently: “There’s so much money spent now on public policy and 
justification– instead of on rangeland improvements.” Rancher V says he’s finding it 
harder and harder to do range improvements through the agencies:  
In our case, range improvements are typically water development and 
fencing projects so that we can rotate the ground better. Pressure from 
environmental groups is making getting projects done harder, and they 
would help wildlife. Right now they’re about two years out from approval 
for a project. Things on the ground can change quickly, so that makes it 
bad. 
 
Ranchers report that approval and implementation of range improvements is much 
easier on state and privately leased lands. The state, according to Rancher J, “just wants 
their money every year for the lease. In the case of any improvements, they would want 
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to be in on it. But they’re far easier to deal with than the BLM. All projects are done in 
two to three months. You just send them some forms.” Rancher N agrees that it’s easier 
to make improvements on state lands. According to Rancher O, the state has some 
funding for improvements, and it’s not as long a process. It can take a couple of years for 
the funding to come through, however. On Rancher W’s state lands, he says they don’t 
drag improvements out “for forever and a day.” He thinks that state lands are managed by 
more range-friendly people (“people in the know”), and the state is not always under 
lawsuit pressure like the BLM. And as Rancher W put it, “For improvements, state and 
railroad land falls in with private lands. They’re lots easier to work with than the Feds. 
With them, you still have to apply, but it doesn’t take five years.” Rancher S reports that 
the corporate owner just charges a flat rate for his lease. He can make any improvements 
he chooses to, he just needs to clear it with them. If Rancher T develops water on 
corporate leased land, he’ll put the water rights in the corporate owner’s name, and then 
he’ll use the water. 
Ranchers often choose to make range improvements on private, state, or leased 
land in order to circumvent the lengthy improvement process on public lands. However, 
speed is just one element the interviewees consider when deciding which lands to 
improve and/or develop. The majority of ranchers report that they do, indeed, factor land 
tenure into their decision to improve certain rangelands, and, in addition to speed, tenure 
insecurity and compensation policies are cited as influential factors. As discussed in 
Chapter II, literature on property rights and natural-resource use holds that, 
The incentive to undertake these investments is thus affected significantly 
by the expectations regarding the length of the horizon over which the 
investor might reap the benefits. These expectations, in turn, depend on 
the risk of challenges to the investor's possession of the land, whether 
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through ownership disputes, eviction, or expropriation by government. 
These risks are referred to commonly as ‘tenure insecurity’ (Feder and 
Nishio 1999, 26-27).  
 
Therefore, ranchers’ reported hesitancy to invest in landscapes where they perceive their 
tenure to be insecure, where they do not hold title to their investments, or where the 
duration of the improvement-approval process is especially long relative to permit length, 
comports with theory.  
Rancher F, for example, feels permit insecurity due to pressure from anti-grazing 
groups, and he feels it’s “foolish” to continue to invest in the landscape. The way 
Rancher S’s land patterns are laid out means that improvements have to be joint 
private/public, though if he had the choice between BLM or private land, he would 
choose private. “I don’t feel secure with my BLM permits because of external pressure, 
though I think I’m safer than a lot of people because of my monitoring, etc. You never 
know about politics.” He says he would be very nervous about the new “Wild Lands” 
designations, but he thinks it will be difficult to implement on the checkerboard. If he 
operated in a solid block of BLM land, he would be very scared. Contrary to his public 
allotments, Rancher S’s private leases have been with the same people for 120 years, so 
he feels secure and makes improvements on that land.  
Along with permit insecurity, uncertain return on investment (due to 
compensation policies and length of improvement approval processes) is another reason 
ranchers report preferring to make improvements on private, state, and/or privately leased 
lands. Rancher P says, “Tenure is definitely a factor in improvements. I don’t put money 
into improvements on land that we might not have for too long. At the beginning of a 
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lease or permit, I think about how long I’ve got to improve the property. If I invest, I 
think about what I’ll get out.” Rancher H explains it this way:  
With the public permits, there’s no guarantee how long we’ll have them. 
With the BLM, we have 10-year permits. And there’s no guarantee that we 
can renew.  At the renewal time they ask us what projects we’d like to do. 
Fifty percent of the cost is on the ranchers. It usually take 4-5 years for a 
project to get completed, and then we only have four years left, and we 
still have to front fifty percent of the cost, so we’re cautious on 
investments.  
 
On private property, Rancher H knows he’ll be there a long time, so he can implement 
projects that will benefit both him and the pastures his livestock graze. Rancher T doesn’t 
want to spend money on public land because he doesn’t know how long he’ll have it.  If 
he puts money into improvements, he wants to put it into private or privately leased 
lands.  
Rancher R also says he factors the type of land holding into his decision to 
implement range improvements, and he has started to do so more. He thinks most 
ranchers would agree. He tries to make improvements on private or state land if feasible, 
not on federal ground. “For one reason, it’s a way to protect your investment. On your 
own ground it’s your investment. And on state lands, if someone else took over your 
grazing lease, they would have to pay you for the improvement.” Rancher S also noted 
that on BLM land, the improvement belongs to the BLM, even if he invested his own 
money. 
When considering the role of range improvements in long-term adaptation to 
drought, it is important to note that some research has questioned the long-term 
sustainability of certain improvements. For example:  
Development of wells provides a secure water source, thereby the natural 
controlling factor of drinking water availability is de-coupled from range 
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availability. As a result of the delay [in de-stocking] afforded by ranch 
improvements, decisions intended to reduce short-term losses can actually 
raise the stakes by increasing long-term economic and ecological risks, 
including the possibility for catastrophic damage (i.e., bankruptcy from an 
economic perspective and irreversible degradation from an ecological 
perspective), if the hoped-for rain does not occur (Thurow and Taylor Jr. 
1999, 418).  
 
While none of the interviewed ranchers addressed this point, these types of long-term 
considerations about whether certain actions and improvements are fundamentally 
adaptive or maladaptive are quite important to contemplate, and the current move 
towards studies of the resilience of social-ecological systems focus on such questions.  
ELEMENTS OF LAND HOLDINGS 
 
In addition to system-level implications of the land tenure system, certain 
elements of an individual’s land holdings – including length, spatial distribution, size, 
composition, and perceived and real security – play an important role during drought and 
help explain the unequal impacts ranchers experience. In this way, land holdings, then, 
can be seen as ‘environmental entitlements,’ which are described by Leach and Mearns 
(1991) as “the combined outcome of both (a) the environmental resource bundles that 
people have command over as a result of their ownership, their own production, or their 
membership of a particular social or economic group; and (b) their ability to make 
effective use of those resource bundles” (Leach and Mearns 1991; quoted in Mearns 
1996, 111). 
Length of Tenure 
 
As Rancher F stated, during drought, “Long tenure and knowledge of the area are 
helpful.” Length of tenure can have important implications for water rights and land 
quality, for the longer a rancher or family has been on the land, the better water rights and 
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more strategic land holdings they likely have. For example, Rancher P has territorial 
water rights, so he can “always grow a hay crop.” And Rancher R’s reservoirs are built 
into drainages, because his family has been on the same land for so long. 
Many of these long-tenure families also participate in ‘historical use’ 
arrangements or possess special rights within grazing associations – each of which confer 
certain advantages during drought. Rancher R’s family has been grazing on a section of 
the Red Desert since before the BLM existed, so when the BLM was first dividing the 
area into allotments, he explains, they recognized that grazing as a historic use. A number 
of the other operations that used to graze within this common allotment have now gone 
most or all of the way out of business, so Rancher R has access to excess forage and 
water, which provide an advantage during drought. “If everyone was still out there,” he 
notes, “it would be a different situation, so I’m lucky.” Rancher J’s family was 
grandfathered into a grazing association, so he is able to graze on the lands year round, 
whereas most people have to leave during summer months. 
Longer tenure, in the form of a lengthy family history in the ranching business, 
can afford advantages to ranchers entering the business, especially when drought hits 
early on. In Rancher I’s case, when the drought hit in 2001, he had just bought his current 
place. He explains, “If I had been in with the bank, I probably would have lost the place. 
But I bought it from my dad, and he worked with me to help me keep it.” Rancher P’s 
situation was similar: “My folks helped me get into the business. Otherwise I couldn’t 
have done it.”  
Length of tenure can also influence decision-making processes and perception of 
the environment. Studies of environmental perception explore the ways in which people 
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understand environmental phenomena. As Whyte (1985) explained, individuals arrive at 
decisions about resource use and hazard response through processes that include direct 
experience of the environment (through the senses of taste, touch, sight, hearing and 
smell) and indirect information from other people, science, and the mass media. 
Ranchers’ assessments of the continual nature and severity of drought, their personal and 
familial experiences with drought, the available climate information and the perceived 
reliability of that information, and their perception of climate trends are all important 
factors in decision-making, and length of tenure directly influences each of these 
elements. For example, during the 1976-1977 drought, Rancher F loaded up his cows and 
trucked them 500 miles away to feed on corn stalks. This experience, in turn, influenced 
his decision-making during the 2000s drought: “The 70’s drought showed us that 
trucking cows was a bad idea, so we bought hay, which had to be brought in from Idaho, 
and was actually hay for dairy cows that we fed to beef cows.” He also noted that, “How 
you respond to drought is made up of your window of understanding. It’s all part of a 
conscious and unconscious management framework.” The 2000s drought, he argued, was 
particularly difficult: “Family history wasn’t that helpful during the last drought, because 
they hadn’t ever experienced a long duration drought like that, even during the 30s or 
50s.”  
Size and Diversity 
 
Size and diversity of land holdings also plays and important role during drought, 
as ranchers with more land, or land across a diversity of climate zones, can move 
livestock either to unused pastures or to areas less affected by the dry conditions – the 
classic tactics of pastoralists. Because of the size of Rancher V’s land holdings, he is able 
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to let some ground rest each year. Rancher W is part of a grazing partnership, which is 
helpful during drought, because as he puts it, “Being big is easier.” He has access to 
enough land that he can usually find part that isn’t as dry. Rancher R, too, used to operate 
such a big area that usually only one portion would be affected by drought. And Rancher 
O’s operation is large enough he can move around to accommodate dryness: “The 
drought doesn’t usually affect all of our land area.”  
Given Rancher P’s location, he has some drought flexibility: “Our federal range 
goes up to 11,000 feet, and in drought, the calves can actually come back heavier than 
normal, because the grass can actually grow better due to warmer conditions.” Rancher Q 
has two separate ranches: one northwest of town and one 35 miles south of town. On the 
southern ranch (the summer country), water always runs, “so the impacts of drought are 
not so bad.” For Rancher S, only his land out west was affected by the most recent 
drought, whereas the far eastern portion was at capacity with standard weight gains. In 
this way, possessing ample land area and diversity allows ranchers to adopt pastoralists’ 
drought-coping strategies by moving their livestock to areas less affected by dry 
conditions. 
Spatial Distribution 
 
The spatial distribution of ranchers’ land holdings can have varied effects on land 
management and drought response. A number of ranchers note that when lands are 
intermingled with, or adjacent to (and unfenced), federal land, they manage all of their 
holdings in accordance with agency guidelines. For example, Rancher J says he manages 
his land the same across the board. He can’t manage the checkerboard differently on 
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private and public land, because “it’s all mixed together.” As noted earlier, this brings to 
light the broader importance of federal policies.  
Furthermore, when private and leased lands are intermingled with public lands, 
ranchers report experiencing greater tenure security (whether perceived or real). Others 
note that because of intermingling, they are more able to avoid making improvements on 
public ground, and can focus development on their private ground, thus further increasing 
their (perceived and/or real) security. Rancher T controls most of the water he uses on 
BLM ground because it’s on his private ground. For that reason, he argues, both the 
wildlife and the BLM need him:  
If I fenced my private ground, wildlife and other permittees wouldn’t have 
access to it, but my sheep could probably still survive. The BLM needs me 
for the water if they’re going to permit other grazers. Otherwise, they’d 
have to drill their own wells, which costs them a lot of money. 
 
Similarly, Rancher R feels like it gives him more security (though he admits it 
might just be his perception) to make improvements on his private and state land 
that is intermingled with BLM. It gives him more control, because if anyone else 
tried to get his permit, or if the BLM tried to sell it, they wouldn’t be able to use 
his improvements (like watering ponds) because it would be on his private 
ground, and they wouldn’t have access to water. Calef (1960) further explains this 
phenomenon: 
In some cases the local range property holdings of a rancher were potent 
sources of bargaining power. A man who controlled all sources of water 
on part of the range lands of a district (to take an extreme case) and who 
threatened, if his permit application were substantially reduced, to retire 
onto his private lands and simultaneously close off access for anyone else 
to his water supplies, obviously held a whip-hand over all the cattle 
ranchers who had formerly used that area and the applicants’ water. 
Ordinarily no individual rancher was in so strong a position as this, but 
usually certain ranchers, because of the size, nature, and location of their 
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holdings, were in a more powerful bargaining position than others. By 
threatening to close off water sources, or to string long fences on their 
private property (thus making long detours necessary for livestock to reach 
certain parts of the range) or to prohibit trailing across their lands, or to 
engage in other types of uncooperative activity, some ranchers could 
assure themselves more favorable and preferential consideration in the 
granting of permits and allotments than could their less favorably situated 
neighbors (66). 
 
Tenure Security 
 
As noted, ranchers are less likely to implement important range improvement 
projects on lands where they perceive their tenure to be insecure, and the ranchers 
interviewed report feeling tenure insecurity as a result of pressure from environmental 
groups. As Rancher S explained, “If I had the choice between BLM or private land, I 
would choose private. I don’t feel secure with my BLM permits because of external 
pressure, though I think I’m safer than a lot of people because of my monitoring. You 
never know about politics.” 
  As mentioned, spatial distribution (particularly intermingling) can increase permit 
security, thus increasing ranchers’ willingness to make range improvements on public 
ground. Rancher Q says he treats improvements the same on all lands. None of his public 
lands can be used by anyone else, because of how the land is intermingled. “It’s all 
intermingled with my deeded land. Some of my [privately leased] land doesn’t 
intermingle, but I’m the federal permit holder on adjoining property, so they can’t lease it 
to anyone else.” This also makes him feel more secure. And he says he’s “very confident 
about the security of his tenure.”  
Tenure security is also high on private-land leases that are held with individuals. 
For example, contrary to his public allotments, Rancher S says his private leases have 
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been with the same people for 120 years, so he feels secure and makes improvements on 
that land.  
Composition 
 
For ranchers with a high percentage of private land, interactions with the federal 
agencies play out differently during drought. In Rancher H’s case, because he has so 
much private land and Section 15 permits, he says, “The BLM pretty much just has to 
leave us alone.” The BLM has never asked him to reduce in drought. Rancher M has had 
similar experiences. One area he grazes is 70 percent private land and 30 percent BLM 
Section 15 land. “The BLM doesn’t tell me what to do because I’m the majority 
landholder, though if either of the lands show downturn, they have the right to come in 
and put a stop to it.” The BLM has also never asked Rancher Q to change his 
management. On both of his ranches, the BLM only has 45 percent. He has the majority, 
and he feels that the majority rules. He can cooperate if he wants, but he doesn’t have to. 
He’s heard, however, about other offices where numbers keep getting cut: “That’s one of 
the problems with being 90 percent on federal ground,” he says. 
LAND MANAGEMENT INSTITUTIONS AND POLICIES 
 
Bureaucratic institutions play an important role in the process by which ranchers 
experience and respond to drought across their land holdings. Though there are numerous 
points of interaction, the following were specifically discussed in this study: monitoring, 
insurance and disaster assistance, tax policy and banking, AUM reductions, and range 
improvements (both approval of and funding for). Interviewees reported particular 
frustrations with range improvement policies and insurance and disaster programs. Range 
improvement policies have particularly important implications for long-term adaptation, 
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and insurance and disaster assistance programs are described as rewarding bad ecological 
behavior and may not be set up to facilitate future adaptability. As Mehta et al. (1999) 
argued, “It is no longer possible to posit a simple relationship between institutions and 
uncertainty. Institutions can work to embrace, moderate or exacerbate uncertainty, and 
they are embedded in social relations that span temporal and spatial scales that are not 
self-evident” (7). In this case, understanding both institutional barriers to change and 
effective methods of support will be key to understanding both the way ranchers respond 
to drought, as well as the future adaptability of the ranching system in the Rocky 
Mountains, particularly given the increasing application of federal agency policies to 
other land-tenure types.  
Monitoring 
 
Ranchers report that range monitoring is carried out by ranch owners or their 
hired specialists, federal agencies, or as a joint project between the two. Furthermore, 
monitoring can occur solely on deeded land or public land, or across all land holdings. 
Ranchers present a range of experiences with BLM monitoring, with some saying they 
monitor regularly, and others not at all, and some finding fault with how consistently 
monitoring takes place or admitting uncertainty about what (if any) information is 
gathered on their federal permits. Understanding who is doing the monitoring, why they 
are doing it, and what information is being gathered is important, because, at least in 
theory, ranchers change their management practices in response to information gathered 
from monitoring activities. This type of active management, then, should improve the 
condition of the range and make these operators more prepared for drought.  
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Additionally, many ranchers indicate an operational focus on their livestock (for 
example, Rancher M states, “Animals are the best monitors; they’ll tell you what’s going 
on. Any good range con knows that.”), which is a lagging indicator. In theory, however, 
ranchers who monitor their rangelands would be better attuned to the grass, a leading 
indicator. The increased incorporation of leading indicators into drought management and 
response would likely have positive effects on the speed of ranchers’ responses to 
drought conditions.  
Ranchers report a range of experiences with BLM monitoring. The BLM 
performs grazing assessments on Rancher A’s permits, pasture by pasture. In the past, 
they didn’t monitor very often, but now their office “has a new guy who is young and 
ambitious and actually does the monitoring.” Rancher C says the BLM monitors his 
rangelands regularly, as well. The BLM monitors Rancher D’s allotments every five 
years, but he feels that’s too infrequent. Rancher H’s monitoring is done by BLM range 
cons, but he says that only happens around permit renewal time. If they found abuse, 
however, he thinks they would come back and address it with him.  
Others say the BLM doesn’t monitor their permits at all, or they find fault with 
how or how consistently the monitoring takes place. Rancher T doesn’t think the BLM 
monitors regularly, and sometimes when they do, he thinks they do it to find a specific 
result. Rancher R thinks the BLM does minimal monitoring. “They put up some 
enclosures, but they don’t seem to have made any major decisions based on the 
monitoring.” The BLM is supposed to monitor Rancher E’s utilization within two weeks 
of them leaving a pasture. However, because they are understaffed, this often doesn’t 
happen. “There’s just so much land and so few people.” He thinks they try to do a good 
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job, but the bureaucracy and politics slow down the system. Rancher P feels that the 
“stuff that’s highest priority gets the most monitoring focus from the agencies.” 
Some ranchers are unsure about whether monitoring occurs, and what (if any) 
information is gathered, on their federal permits. The BLM tells Rancher J that they 
monitor his permit, and he says, “They’ll put a fence around something, but I don’t know 
if they ever check. The staff is changing all the time. Maybe the fenced areas look good 
to their boss. I don’t know if they have people with the technical ability to read 
measurements.” As far as Rancher I knows, the BLM isn’t regularly monitoring. Five to 
seven years ago, during a very dry spring, they went and monitored his place and several 
other places, but he couldn’t ever get any info from them on what they’d seen. And they 
renewed his permit as it was and said he was meeting guidelines.  
Ranchers also report various efforts at monitoring on their private land. Among 
those who do monitor, defense against litigious pressure from environmental groups and 
agency mandates were cited as reasons for doing so. Rancher O says he monitors all of 
his land, in large part because of challenges from environmental groups. He monitors on 
private, state, and BLM land, and he has a range consultant out of the University of 
Wyoming who does the monitoring. He checks trends and change his management if he’s 
not doing a good job. Rancher P monitors, and for a while he monitored quite heavily. 
This was lucky, he says, because had to use his monitoring as proof to the USFS, so they 
didn’t decrease his numbers. They tried to take 20 percent of his AUMs, and he had to 
use his video monitoring to prove he hadn’t even been using 20 percent of his allowed 
utilization, so it didn’t make any sense to cut his AUMs.  Rancher L also monitors, 
looking for trends and using transects. He monitors for 5-10 year trend lines because he 
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thinks annual measures are a waste of time. He has a riparian demonstration zone, and 
he’s had people do research for their theses out there. He started all of this monitoring for 
“self-protection.” Similarly, Rancher V is starting to do more monitoring, mostly because 
of pressure from environmentalists. Good stockmen can look at the ground and see its 
condition, he says, but because of pressure from environmentalists, they are monitoring 
more. 
Rancher F has been monitoring his range since the early 2000s, and it has shown 
progress and sustainability through the drought. He does joint monitoring with the BLM. 
But with the BLM, he says, other priorities take precedence over monitoring, so those 
things get funded first. He knew the BLM didn’t have robust data on his ranch, and he 
was starting to get pressure from environmental groups. If the BLM wasn’t doing a good 
job monitoring, then he needed to start doing it for them, he realized. “After all, it was 
my neck on the line [with the environmental groups].” 
Insurance and Disaster Assistance 
 
Some ranchers in the Rocky Mountains use livestock and forage or feed insurance 
in anticipation of inclement conditions. They also apply for disaster assistance in 
response to drought (and other hazards).  However, in this small sample of ranches, 
participation in both programs falls around 30 percent. The ranchers interviewed 
provided assessments of both insurance and disaster assistance programs, and their 
comments reveal limitations resulting from poor program design, rewarding of bad 
operators, bureaucracy, slowness of support, and confusion about the system. 
Insurance 
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Insurance policies for livestock producers can be either animal or forage based, 
though offerings differ among the three states. The current policies administered by the 
USDA’s Risk Management Agency (RMA), which are applicable to the ranchers 
interviewed, include: Forage Production; Forage Seeding; Livestock Risk Protection 
(LRP) – Feeder Cattle/Fed Cattle/Lambs; Adjusted Gross Revenue Lite – (AGR-Lite); 
Vegetative Index – Pasture, Rangeland, and Forage (VI-PRF); and Livestock Gross 
Margin – Cattle/Swine (LGM). These policies protect against forage loss and market 
declines, among other conditions (Risk Management Agency).  
Additionally, to be eligible for assistance under several of the new disaster 
assistance programs, producers must have purchased insurance for all insurable 
commodities through the RMA. Coverage for noninsurable commodities is available 
through the Noninsured Crop Disaster Assistance (NAP) program, administered by the 
USDA’s Farm Service Agency (Hewlett 2010).  
Approximately a third of ranchers interviewed (as well as the Rock Springs 
Grazing Association) have participated in an insurance program at some point, though 
some report suspending participation after a couple of years. Rancher A used to insure 
bulls, but he discontinued participation after a few went over a cliff and they didn’t get 
any money. Rancher F said he tried an insurance program from 2007-2008, but only got 
his premium back because he “knocked on doors.” Rancher W used forage insurance for 
two years, and reported that the experience was alright. And Rancher D uses the NAP 
program and has “had fair luck with it.” 
Rancher J has also uses insurance “that he pays into through USDA.” Rancher N 
has used both crop and rangeland insurance programs, and they have helped in the past – 
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more so when he had to purchase supplemental feed. Rancher O has used some insurance 
through the Livestock Indemnity Program, and Rancher U takes part in the “feed 
insurance program.” Rancher P looked at fire insurance on the forest this year because of 
pine beetle. Other people in his area have bought fire insurance, so he’ll look closely at 
that next year.  
Disaster Assistance 
 
The 2008 Farm Bill created a permanent disaster aid program for U.S. farms and 
ranches. Five specific programs were created (four of which apply directly to ranchers), 
which were intended to replace the existing ad hoc disaster relief programs (Hewlett 
2010) and are administered by the USDA’s Farm Service Agency (FSA). These four 
applicable disaster programs include: the Livestock Indemnity Payments (LIP) program; 
the Livestock Forage Disaster (LFP) program; the Emergency Assistance for Livestock, 
Honey Bees, and Farm Raised Fish (ELAP) program; and the Supplemental Revenue 
Assistance Payments (SURE) program. These programs cover losses from cattle deaths, 
drought, and wildfire, among other causes (Western Risk Management Library). 
A third of interviewees also report receiving drought disaster assistance once or 
twice, usually in the form of supplemental feed (e.g., protein blocks, pellets) and not 
through any of the current programs. Rancher J received a bunch of cake pellets (made 
out of dried milk) that the government stored in old airplane hangars. “You could get as 
much as your numbers showed was necessary.” He also received money for drought 
assistance to buy hay. Rancher W also received drought disaster assistance in the form of 
dried milk, which he could then trade for pellets or a protein lick from the government. 
He did that for two years. 
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Rancher O received disaster assistance for fire and droughts in the form of water-
development programs and money for hay. Rancher P said he has used NRCS disaster 
cost-sharing for hay. Rancher A received disaster payments in 2002 and 2003. Also in 
2002, Rancher I received some supplemental feed – a protein block deal that helped 
cheapen hay costs. The process, he reports, was fairly easy. Rancher H, on the other 
hand, “did receive disaster payments for pasture land once, but found the process to be 
tedious.” Rancher D said that the year that USDA supplied protein blocks, it helped quite 
a lot.  
A couple of ranchers also mentioned receiving disaster assistance for severe 
winters (Rancher L, Rancher R, Rancher S). One year, Rancher S qualified for disaster 
assistance in two counties, one for drought, and one for snow. 
Program Limitations 
 
The ranchers interviewed discussed the drawbacks of both insurance and disaster 
assistance programs. Their comments reveal limitations resulting from poor program 
design, rewarding of bad operators, bureaucracy, slowness of support, and confusion 
about the system and available programs. Rancher C’s complaint about the Livestock 
Feed Program is that the program is designed as if ranchers can just go out and count the 
cows behind their barns, which is not the reality of ranching in the Rocky Mountain 
West. He has a problem with programs that are based on a “harvest.” He doesn’t harvest 
on public lands; putting cows out to feed is how he harvests, so he doesn’t get anything. 
He thinks the programs should be more flexible so that local committees could adjust 
policies as necessary.  
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Rancher C also pointed out that “federal programs tend to reduce the amount of 
forage, or feed and water, an animal needs to survive if a drought persists.” Somehow 
they have a formula that changes production levels in areas where continued drought 
seems to be the norm. They use that to determine how much feed a cow needs (Rancher 
C). As an example, he explained that in 1993, the Farm Service Agency determined that a 
mature cow needed 22 to 24 pounds of alfalfa per day to be healthy. By 1997 they had 
reduced the number to 18 pounds because the persistent drought reduced the average 
yield per acre. Rancher M thinks emergency assistance programs are unrealistic. As he 
explained it, in order to qualify, you have to have a loss of 50 percent or more of the 
national average. Even if his yield dropped by half, that wouldn’t be low enough, so they 
can’t qualify for assistance. And if he were at a 50 percent loss on feed, he’d basically be 
broke. The measure of 50 percent of available forage also doesn’t work for them, because 
if they get spring rains, but then it gets dry, the feed will break off and lay on the ground. 
The cows won’t eat that, but it still counts as available forage. He thinks that, “the 
government is running the West from back east. We need to run the West from the 
West.” Rancher S explained how, on their ranch, they ran into trouble with the process 
because they couldn’t measure their losses. They ship out their cattle every winter, so 
they couldn’t quantify the loss. On the flip side, as Rancher N explained, in “some places, 
if you’re in the drought area, you can get money, even if you’re not suffering.”   
Another major problem, according to Rancher F, is that “government programs 
make crooks out of honest people. They reward the bad operators who are overstocking. 
Those are the operators who can show real losses.” And they’re the ones who weren’t 
operating with that cushion like his family was. The programs penalize good ecological 
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operators: the bad ones get assistance, and the good ones don’t. The programs don’t 
encourage appropriate ecological sustainability. There are always some people who are 
going to push the edge of their environment (Rancher F). Rancher T also feels like the 
programs reward the less-prepared operators. For example, in winter, if you have your 
own grader (for roads), you can’t get any support, but if you have to pay someone to 
grade your road, they’ll give you money. Thurow and Taylor Jr. (1999) discussed the 
ecological drawbacks of insurance and disaster programs, as well: “These kinds of 
programs, by any name, enable ranchers to stock at higher rates than would be prudent if 
they were vulnerable to the full downside risk associated with drought” (417). While 
these appraisals of the system focus on different sources of the same ultimate problem, 
and while participation among interviewed ranchers is so small that large-scale negative 
ecological impacts seem unlikely, it is still important to consider the implications of 
participation in, and design of, these programs. 
Some confusion about programs does exist, as well: In one case, Rancher M 
explained that with disaster programs, Carbon County doesn’t get money if Sweetwater 
County is in a drought, but it works vice versa. He explained that it’s because of the 
number of sides of the county that touch. Additionally, when explaining how drought 
designations work, Rancher M stated that, “D4 means there were 4 weeks without rain. 
But we go without rain all the time.” However, both of these explanations are incorrect. 
Other ranchers, though they took part in programs, did not necessarily know the names or 
details of their participation. In some cases they relied on FSA and/or RMA staff to 
manage their participation for them. 
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One FSA staff member discussed a few of the problems he sees with current 
programs. For one thing, there are three USDA programs addressing drought losses, but 
each uses a different standard for measuring annual grazing losses, he pointed out, so “all 
three can’t be right.” He also noted that there is not uniformity among states in terms of 
implementing these programs. His state has not participated in RMA pilot programs for 
drought forage or pastures, because they have had significant problems trying to 
implement them from their side. “It’s difficult to assign value to the amount of forage that 
would typically come off one acre.” There’s no consistency as far as production per acre. 
Converting between AUMs and acres is difficult, and “DC” is looking at how to do that 
on an AUM basis.  
The Noninsured Crop Disaster Assistance (NAP) program has been pretty popular 
in his state, he says. “It started off with a bang,” because the program was first 
implemented during drought. At that time they made a considerable number of payments. 
Participation has tailed off because drought conditions have lessened, though he says they 
easily still have over 50 percent. At one point, it was probably 70-80 percent. In general 
he thinks the programs are too complicated, so ranchers don’t understand them and 
employees can’t understand and administrate them well.  
Furthermore, the Livestock Forage Disaster (LFP) program was created to 
supplement perceived deficiencies in NAP program, but it now has its own has 
deficiencies. The percent grazing loss is established on a local basis by FSA county 
committees, but it has to account for different types of pastures and different elevations. 
Additionally, the LFP is solely dependent on the Drought Monitor, which has its own 
problems, including: values are assigned over a wide area, they don’t apply to very well 
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to the desert ranges that many ranchers use, they don’t include data for some of the 
smaller areas where there are different climates in the same county, they don’t include 
local input, and there’s a time lapse problem (because of the water year calendar, there’s 
often already a D2 on January 1st).  
Tax Policy and Banking 
 
Two ranchers mentioned frustrations with current tax policy. Rancher F noted that 
the current tax and regulatory structure is not geared to allow ranchers to destock easily. 
For example, he thinks tax deference for only two years is too short. “If the government 
wants people to adapt, they first need to change tax policy.” He explains that if he had 
sold his cows at the beginning of the last drought, he would have paid capital gains tax 
and lost everything. Thus the “tax policy needs to change in a meaningful way.” He 
would like to be able to take account of the forecast, sell his cows, keep the money in the 
bank, and wait until it rains – with no tax consequences. Right now, the current tax policy 
prevents him from making correct environmental decisions. It penalizes him. If there was 
a longer tax deferment, or it was waived, then he could re-stock under normal tax 
conditions. He can’t deal with both debt and taxes. He thinks tax policy and climate 
forecasting are two key elements that need to be improved “if we’re really serious about 
climate adaptation.”  
Similarly, Rancher M explains that when you sell cows, you pay capital gains tax 
(if you don’t do something with the money): 
You can pay down debt, but you still have to pay tax. In drought, you 
don’t just lose cattle, you also have your banking world affected. You 
can’t put the money back into your cow herd. You have to pay tax because 
there’s nothing else to do with the money. If you have money borrowed, 
and you pay margin on capital gains tax, you set yourself back. 
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He also notes that there are no long-term banking loans for agriculture as a result of the 
current economic crisis. This is problematic because “our industry works in 30-year 
notes, but the current loans have to be rewritten every seven years.” Ranchers can’t stand 
to not know where they stand for a longer time scale, he said. And the banks want them 
to show cash flow, but they can’t cash flow during a drought. “The bank structure is 
backing agriculture into a corner.” He also argues that banks need to change the structure 
of loans so that you pay down principal from the beginning, then pay interest. 
AUM Reductions 
 
As discussed, while most ranchers report proactively avoiding AUM reductions, 
discussing management decisions with federal agencies, or making “joint decisions,” 
some of the ranchers interviewed have experienced drought-induced AUM reductions. As 
with voluntary destocking, the operational implications of forced AUM reductions can 
include the loss of herd genetics and knowledge, the cost of selling calves at lower 
weights or supplemental feeding, and the delayed cost of rebuilding the herd. For 
example, in 2002, when Rancher C’s AUMs were reduced, he brought his cattle off and 
fed them. “Any reduction of permits – either in amount or time for use,” he says, 
“increases our operation expenses. You still have the loan to pay off and permit payments 
to make, only now you also have to buy the feed that the permits were purchased to 
provide.” AUM reduction lengthens the time it takes to “get our selves in a stable herd 
health and financial health area.”  
Range Improvements 
 
Ranchers describe making range improvements like water development, fencing, 
and vegetation treatments across their land holdings, though the process for obtaining 
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approval and implementing these projects differs by land-tenure type. The implications of 
the range improvement-approval process and tenure insecurity have already been 
thoroughly discussed; however, it should be noted that institutions play another, more 
supportive role in range improvement implementation. Federal agencies cost-share on 
many improvement projects on agency lands. And even on private lands, public 
institutions often provide funding for projects. Rancher N receives financial help for 
improvements from the NRCS and the State Grazing Board. And Rancher C gets help at 
the local level to help him with pond reconstruction and other rangeland improvements, 
“which are the best way to deal with water shortages.” Rancher F says they received 
financial assistance for range improvements from returned grazing receipts, a system set 
up in the Taylor Grazing Act. They also use some of their own money. So they’re 
investing their own money into public landscapes. In their case, the money has been used 
for fences, reservoirs, and 3,000 livestock ponds.  
On public land, Rancher O uses cost-sharing to improve the landscape, and he 
says it’s easier to get money during drought. On private land they get funding from 
NRCS. They’re part of a habitat improvement program. State lands have some funding, 
and it’s not as long a process, though it can take a couple of years for the funding to come 
through. Examples of projects include water development, brush control and spraying, 
and cross fencing. Rancher L put in 22 artesian wells at $40,000 a piece, with financial 
assistance from oil and gas companies (he notes that he couldn’t recapture the cost of his 
improvements if he sold his allotments). He has three water facilities on public land. With 
the agencies, he couldn’t do today what he has done (in terms of improvements, primarily 
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water development), because he did it 20 years ago. Now he gets help from Ducks 
Unlimited and the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, but not the federal agencies.  
FUTURE ADAPTABILITY 
 
The future of the Rocky Mountain Ranching system, particularly in the face of 
climate change, will be affected by a number of factors, including: the implications of 
environmental perceptions about dryness, the lack of usable predictive information for 
management decision-making, disbelief in human-induced climate change, limited ideas 
for management under increased dryness, agency organization and approaches to climate 
change, the implications of drought frequency and duration on recovery and 
management, and the accelerated aging and changing structure of the ranching industry.  
Implications of Environmental Perceptions About Dryness 
 
When asked how they define drought, many of the ranchers first noted that they 
are “always in drought” (Rancher E, Rancher F, Rancher T). As Rancher O put it, “we’re 
in drought all the time. We have to plan for drought all the time. It’s a bonus if we don’t 
have drought.” Rancher K echoed the sentiment, stating, “Good years are what stand out. 
We expect drought.” Rancher M described the phenomenon slightly differently: 
“Wyoming is always 30 days from a drought.” And Rancher R recalled a recent 
conversation with an 83-year old rancher, who told him, “You’re always two years away 
from a drought.”  
The notion of continual dryness, or of perpetually being in drought, espoused by a 
number of ranchers, has important implications – both for ranchers’ strategies for 
preparing for, and responding to, drought, and for the related approaches they may take in 
the face of longer-term climatic changes. Ranchers who subscribe to such notions of 
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perpetual drought are more likely, it would seem, to manage their ranches for dryness, 
and thus be more prepared to deal with severe droughts and any worsening of future 
dryness. For example, Rancher N’s ranch receives a mere seven to nine inches of annual 
precipitation, so he’s always in a drought; thus, he argues, it’s “never the disaster like it is 
some other places.” However, it also seems possible that these ranchers might be more 
complacent in the face of projected increases in dryness, and thus less likely to undertake 
operational changes that would help them adapt to increased dryness.  
Lack of Usable Predictive Information for Management Decision-Making 
 
Additionally, the limited applicability and reliability of weather and climate 
information cited by interviewees causes them to be hesitant about incorporating 
predictions into their land management decision-making. This also explains, in part, these 
individuals’ reluctance to trust long-term climate projections and creates even greater 
barriers to their consideration of potential climate change impacts in planning.  
Ranchers consider most sources of predictive information to be of limited 
usefulness in management decision-making due to general unreliability and inaccuracy 
across large areas. However, they still integrate a variety of information sources in an 
effort to anticipate weather conditions. While some of these sources are television or 
print/internet publications or precipitation measurements (formal), others are based more 
on intuition and historical experience (informal) (Table 7). Ranchers combine these 
diverse information sources in order to account for different time scales, which is 
necessary when making a variety of operational decisions. 
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Rancher A uses the seven-day forecast, but no specific predictive drought 
information. And though Rancher F feels “there isn’t any information that’s helpful,” he 
currently looks at NOAA forecasts, the Drought Monitor, and CattleFax, which he 
doesn’t think is good on markets, but he does think is okay on weather (going back 30 
years). Similarly, Rancher K uses the Drought Monitor, CattleFax, and the 
“weatherman.”  Rancher Q gets the most reliable info – about three months out – from 
CattleFax. On the other hand, Rancher T gets his predictive information from CattleFax 
and the Almanac, but says “neither are very good.” 
Rancher V says he’ll look at the forecasts and at the Farmers’ Almanac. He’ll also 
look on the internet, but he hasn’t found any very good sites. He takes the forecasts into 
consideration, and if it doesn’t look good, they won’t bring in any outside cattle, they’ll 
Table 7: INFORMATION SOURCES 
Formal 
Seven-day forecast 
Conference and meeting presentations 
CattleFax 
Runoff measures 
Snowpack measures (SNOTEL) 
USDA 
NOAA 
Farmers' Almanac 
"Weatherman" 
Drought Monitor 
"Predict Your Own Weather" set 
National Cattlemen's Beef Association 
 Informal 
"Sun dogs" 
Intuition 
Historical experience 
Observations 
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just run their own. Rancher R, on the other hand, doesn’t think long-term forecasts really 
matter. He relies on short-term forecasts for management – for planning a gathering or a 
certain activity and deciding whether he should do it Tuesday or Friday. Rancher O 
doesn’t use any predictive information, but he reports looking at general yearly trends, 
just to see what to expect. Rancher D stated, “I use the NOAA site for week to week 
planning, and get long-term info from NCBA and/or the USDA, but it is hard to know 
what below normal is going to mean so you try to anticipate but can only wing it.” 
Some ranchers use a combination of formal and informal sources. Rancher E 
finds the national seven-day forecast to be the most reliable, though he also uses “sun 
dogs,” which are “little clouds in the sky accompanied by a rainbow.” He says a “sun 
dog” is a sign that it will storm five to seven days later. Rancher G listens to the weather 
forecast, but he mainly goes by feel or intuition. Similarly, Rancher I “doesn’t really use 
forecasts,” but instead looks at the mountain and gets an idea of what’s to come. There 
are SNOTEL sites on the mountain, he says, and the data is published weekly, but he 
doesn’t see it as often once the water conditions improve. He’ll look at the TV forecast a 
week out, or see forecasts for a tough winter. But none ever seem accurate enough to be 
of any good to him (Rancher I). Rancher P says he, too, looks at the mountains. “They’re 
the natural storage reservoir.” He looks at long-term flows, and he watches TV weather. 
The NRCS has nearby SNOTEL sites, which he uses, but he thinks they need more. 
When asked what predictive information he uses, Rancher M responded, “As far as I can 
see.” He doesn’t pay attention to long-term forecasts, but he does watch the weather 
channel. Rancher S looks at long-range (six months to a year) forecasts a little bit, but 
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only very little. He says he also pays attention to weather patterns and anecdotal 
information, because he’s been there so long.  
Some ranchers indicate that they do in fact make management decisions based on 
predictive information, though the over-riding response to forecasts is one of skepticism: 
the existing information is too unreliable to be used, there are not enough precipitation 
measuring stations, information is not at the appropriate time scale, and it is not specific 
to their locations, given the size and diversity of holdings and distance from urban areas. 
Rancher S looks at long-range (six months to a year) forecasts a little bit, but only very 
little. They aren’t reliable enough to make management decisions off of, he says, though 
he does admit to still making some. Rancher R agrees that forecasts are unreliable, 
arguing that increasing variability, despite improvements in weather forecasting abilities, 
has made it harder to get reliable forecast information than 20 years ago. Rancher W says 
he doesn’t use any predictive information, because forecasters can’t predict moisture well 
enough. And Rancher I explained that seven-day forecasts, or forecasts for a tough 
winter, aren’t accurate enough to be of any good to him. 
Other ranchers point out that a lack of measuring stations limits the applicability 
of information (Rancher H, Rancher P). And Rancher Q feels that the current information 
is “not far enough out to plan for drought.” On the flip side, Rancher U doesn’t think 
forecasts are very helpful because things change too quickly. For example, on May 25th 
of last year, they’d hardly had any snow at all, and then all of a sudden they got a huge 
snowstorm. They didn’t end up with any water in the reservoirs, because it all went into 
the ground, but they got decent feed. And he lost a lot of sheep to the snow. “The quick 
changes make it very hard to plan.” 
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For Rancher I, forecasts often don’t apply to his ranch, because they’re made for 
the Wasatch Front. Salt Lake City can get different storms, storms from the west, but his 
storms have to come from the south or southeast (Rancher I). Rancher J looks at the 
weather at night on the news, and they can predict for Rock Springs, but it’s always 
different out where he is. Rancher N thinks the weather is hardest to predict in mountain 
areas. Rancher U argues that within 130 miles, the climate/weather can be totally 
different. In some parts there’s no live water, and in other areas they depend on 
snowpack. He thinks forecasters can predict generalities alright, but he notes that there 
are always anomalies. And Rancher W pointed out that when he has his spring BLM 
meeting, they look at the snowpack, but it’s for the whole region. “It’s hard to manage 
the ranch based on information for such a large area.” When there’s a drought in the one 
river, it could be fine in another, and the two rivers come out of the same mountains. And 
other times, “it’s flip-flopped” (Rancher W). “Last year they said it would be dry, but it 
stormed in March, and we had more water than in a while. It’s hard to predict,” he added. 
Out of these critiques of available information come descriptions of types of 
information ranchers would find helpful, including information on longer time-scales, 
whether yearly or seasonal (Rancher V, Rancher Q, Rancher R, Rancher F), and 
information from a greater number of monitoring sites (Rancher P, Rancher H). Not 
surprisingly, a number of ranchers also indicated that they would like to have any 
information, were it more reliable. Rancher J stated, “If it was reliable, I’d like any 
information that is put out.” Rancher H would like to have better rainfall predictions, and 
Rancher I wishes there was a way for forecasts to be more accurate. Rancher D would 
like “something more accurate to our exact location.” And though Rancher S would 
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always welcome better predictive information, he says it would be difficult to trust. This 
is an important point, since accounting for the historical distrust of climate and weather 
information will be crucial to understanding ranchers’ responses to climate change 
predictions and willingness to act based on them.  
Disbelief in Human-Induced Climate Change 
 
Ranchers had mixed responses when asked about climate trends, with 13 saying 
that they had seen changes in the climate, and six asserting that they had not. 
Interestingly, many of the ranchers who discussed changes in the climate did so in terms 
of the severity of winters, which points to the importance of considering winter 
conditions when contemplating the future adaptability of the system. Furthermore, though 
questions did not specifically refer to anthropogenic climate change, many ranchers used 
the topic to discuss their thoughts on “global warming” (all interviewees used this 
terminology). When considering how these ranchers manage their lands in a variable 
climate (particularly if they use certain time periods as baselines), as well as how they 
will adapt to possible long-term changes, it is essential to understand how ranchers 
comprehend the climate around them – to see if they perceive any current changes or 
historical trends, and if so, what those changes and trends may be. 
Among those ranchers who state that they have seen climatic changes during their 
tenure, many focused on the changes in winter conditions. Rancher V doesn’t think the 
winters are as bad as they used to be 40-50 years ago. According to Rancher G, winters 
used to be colder and more severe (e.g., the 1940s).  They had severe winters in 1917-
1918, 1948, and 1977-1978, every thirty years or so. But the cycle has changed now. The 
old pattern used to be: “wet three years, average three years, low moisture three years.” 
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Now that pattern is off. The last 10 winters have been much easier on livestock, though 
they did have above average snowfall and rainfall last year (Rancher G).  
Rancher W has also seen patterns change: now he sees lots of alterations between 
wet and dry. For example, last spring was very wet, and then last fall was dry. A year 
ago, there was no snow all winter and then it snowed all March and April and the rivers 
had more water than usual. Rancher P has seen some changes in the climate, as well. In 
the last three years, he says, January only hit negative five degrees for a short while, 
whereas it used to be 25-30 degrees below zero for a while each winter. Winters have 
been warmer and milder (Rancher P). In the Rancher T’s area, there’s been a lot less 
snow recently, he says. This has affected the water table, though there hasn’t been that 
big of a change in vegetation. The streams from 40-50 years ago don’t run anymore. 
They don’t have the same winters anymore, or the same runoff (Rancher T).  
Rancher H agreed that they don’t have the winters and snowfall that they used to. 
And additionally, “Forty-five years ago, Junes were nothing but rain. Now if it rains in 
June we’re very lucky.” Rancher R agreed that it used to be that every year from June 
10th to July 15th, there would be a long period of slow rainfall or drizzle. This was good 
moisture for the plants, which were green at that point. But he hasn’t seen one of those 
periods in the last 15 years, and now they get more “hard streaks” coming through, 
“where it will be raining in one spot and not a mile away.” They also don’t get the early-
fall snows like they used to, but that’s not as critical. Spring moisture has been okay 
recently. In more recent years, he’s seen the snow gone earlier, but that might also just be 
because there’s less snow. So now he’s more dependent on spring moisture and isn’t 
getting the earlier snow packs. He has no doubt we’re in a drier time. The climate of the 
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last 20 years, he says, is very different in terms of moisture than the 30 years before that. 
“The moisture isn’t as general as it used to be. It comes more in spurts and paths. So 
predicting the weather a mile away might be different” (Rancher R). Rancher S agrees 
that he, too, doesn’t see the snow or rain showers, “the little random ones,” that they used 
to get in the area. Now they only get big storms, like the ones that come up from Denver. 
The 1970s (when he and his wife took over the operation) was the wettest decade they’ve 
seen. But that’s sort of their baseline. 
Rancher F thinks that his country must be drier today than it was in the past. For 
one thing, his family ran more cattle in the past, so he thinks carrying capacity was 
probably higher. Plus, the winters were killers, and there were relatively wet conditions. 
Native vegetation is dying out now, and the dry periods are probably getting drier, though 
the last two springs have been very cool. Rancher K agrees that they’re in a phase of 
more frequent and extreme drought periods right now. Today’s storms, he says, come 
from the West Coast, not the Gulf of Mexico like they used to. This is affecting the 
glaciers, and it’s warming the climate where they are. There’s no water in the drainages, 
and the winters are less severe (Rancher K). Rancher N also agrees that it’s drier, and that 
the winters are milder. As Rancher D put it, “Every few years has been a different trend. I 
have seen it hot and dry, cold and dry, hot and wet, cold and wet. If next winter is cold 
again I will think we are back to normal.” 
One-third of ranchers reported not noticing any changes in the local climate, and 
most of these individuals invoked the notion of variability and cyclicity when explaining 
this determination. As Rancher E said, “The weather is just variable. It’s not worse than it 
has been in the past. Mother Nature is never stagnant.” Rancher I noted that he hasn’t 
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seen any changes in the climate. “It has its ups and downs.” As a kid, he remembers 
really deep snow, and then again a couple of years ago there was deep snow. “Some years 
there is no moisture, and then there are some decent years.” Similarly, Rancher Q argued, 
“Everything goes in cycles. Right now we’re in a warm cycle. Ten years ago it was a cool 
cycle.” According to Rancher O, the 1990s were wetter than now. There was a huge snow 
in 1983-1984, and in 1987-1988 there was a drought. “It’s all cyclical. It’s long-term 
trends.” Rancher M mentioned that 1973-1974 was a long, cold winter. Then 1976-1977 
there wasn’t much snow. So he, too, sees no definite trend of any sort.  
Similarly, many ranchers raised these concepts of variability and cyclicity when 
discussing global warming. They also mentioned ocean currents, human-induced (e.g., 
cloud seeding, snow making) weather changes, time scales, human egos, politics, and 
sunspots. However, none of them reported a belief in human-induced climate change. 
Rancher N, who thinks that the climate is drier and winters are milder, also noted that, 
“There’s been change forever. Change is inevitable.” He believes the climate is warming, 
but that it is part of changes that have always occurred. And he referenced a quote 
referring to the fact that it is arrogant of humans to think they have an effect on the 
environment. Rancher K echoed that sentiment, stating that while he believes the climate 
is definitely warming, it has nothing to do with us. “We have a huge ego to think we have 
that much of an effect.” Rancher R has noticed changes in the climate, and he believes 
the climate is changing, but he thinks it may or may not be caused by human actions. He 
points out, though, that that doesn’t matter in terms of how we respond.  
Rancher Q believes that everything goes in cycles. In terms of global warming, 
however, he noted that now that glaciers are thawing, and artifacts are being found 
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underneath, we know it has happened before (Rancher Q). Rancher I also believes that 
global warming is just a cycle we’re going through. As he stated, “Who knows, maybe 
it’s one to two degrees warmer, but it’s hard to tell when it’s 27 below and there’s snow 
up to your knees.” Rancher O reported that 50-75 years ago, there were a lot more 
Aspens in the area, but that change, he says, is “not necessarily” due to global warming. 
The climate, he says, “just cycles, never stays the same.” According to him, Art Douglas 
of Creighton University prepares climate information for CattleFax, and Douglas does 
not believe in global warming, arguing instead that it’s just cyclical (Rancher O). 
Rancher P “doesn’t buy into climate change much.” Or, as Rancher L put it, 
“Climate change, my ass. It changes every year.” He thinks El Niños and La Niñas have 
more of an effect in his area. And he also thinks there haven’t been any droughts 
compared to conditions in the 1600s. Rancher U also thinks ocean currents (La Niña and 
El Niño cycles) have more to do with drought than anything else. 
Limited Ideas for Management Under Increased Dryness 
 
When asked about what they would do differently next drought, or what they 
would do in the face of increased future dryness, some ranchers had ideas for what they 
would do in the short term (during the next drought), but fewer had thoughts about long-
term increases in dryness. Some admitted that they didn’t know what they would do. This 
lack of ideas outside of the normal management toolbox may indicate a limitation on 
individual adaptive capacity. 
Rancher C said that next time he would try to restructure his operation to have 
more capital so he could better deal with the drought. In the case of more frequent or 
extreme droughts, he would reduce his production. “But that would mean getting out 
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from under debt.” Rancher D said, “We would try to think of something different, but it 
all worked out this time. The one thing we could have done was find a ranch to lease for 
the cattle we sold so that we could return to capacity sooner.” He doesn’t know what they 
would do given more severe or frequent droughts. Though Rancher F has put a lifetime 
into developing this cow herd, he says that if he’d known how long the drought would 
last, he would have just sold the cattle and kept the money in the bank. If Rancher P knew 
a drought was coming, next time he would stock up on cheap hay. Hay prices are 
cyclical, they go in boom bust cycles, so he would stock up during a bust period if he 
knew hay could become a problem.  If it gets drier, he says he would not run as many 
yearlings. He would line up pastures somewhere else. Rancher N said maybe he would 
put in one more pivot irrigation system for the next drought, because they’re an efficient 
way to irrigate.  
Next drought, Rancher J joked, “I’ll wish I would have studied harder in school.” 
There’s not much you can do, he said. “You’re at the mercy of Mother Nature.” If he had 
the money, he would drill more wells, but that doesn’t help the feed. If the drought 
continued to stay and get worse, he could cut down his cattle numbers. He’d hate to sell 
them all, though. He wouldn’t sell his place. He’d keep it and get a job somewhere else. 
Rancher H doesn’t know what he would do if it got drier steadily. He doesn’t think the 
federal agencies would help fix the situation. He thinks it would be more of a “you’re on 
your own” situation. They’ve tried distributing wood pellets, milk blocks, etc. But the 
programs they have right now just wouldn’t get the job done, he said. In the case of more 
dryness, Rancher R would reduce his levels of utilization through supplemental feeding, 
more permits, etc.  And Rancher W said that if it got drier, he would have to cut back his 
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operation, including the number of men he employees. If it got 20 percent drier for the 
next 10 years, he would have to look at cutting back the operation by 20-30 percent.  
In terms of a future drought, Rancher V says they haven’t sat down and discussed 
that topic, but right now, he’d say, “no, there’s nothing they would do differently next 
drought.” Next time, Rancher S doesn’t think he could or would do anything differently. 
He struggles with that every year. Rancher Q notes that next time he’ll “do what he has to 
do. No circumstances are the same, so it’s hard to answer the question.” 
Agency Organization and Approaches to Climate Change 
 
The decentralized structure of land management agencies, particularly the BLM, 
has implications for both range management and future adaptability. Because individual 
field offices are given so much management responsibility, monitoring and other 
practices are often not consistent across offices. And as a result, some ranchers face 
repeated requests for AUM reductions, while others never do, and some ranches are 
monitored much more consistently than others. On the other hand, the flexibility inherent 
in such a system is fundamental to the adaptive management of climate-dependent 
activities like ranching. 
  Ranchers also cite high staff turnover and a lack of historical knowledge as 
limitations to effective interactions with agencies. As Rancher I says, “One big problem 
with the BLM is that there is no continuity as far as grazers go.” In Colorado, he has dealt 
with 10-12 different range managers in the last 12-13 years. He also works with a Utah 
office, and he’s had similar experiences both places. Rancher L thinks historical 
experience is being lost, and that the agencies are precipitating that loss. “The agencies 
need a documented historical record of allotments on file.” This historical knowledge can 
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be vital during drought. Rancher F explains that the agencies tend to move staff on a 
frequent basis: Some people, he notes, came in during the drought and left in the drought. 
They didn’t see the recovery in 2005. “1983-1984 was a very wet period, and there have 
been many such swings from good to bad over long time periods, but the agency folks 
don’t see that. They don’t have a long enough window of understanding of the area.” 
Finally, high turnover rates undercut the relationship and trust formation that a number of 
ranchers note is fundamental to effective individual-institution interactions. 
Furthermore, when BLM and USFS staff were asked about how their agency is 
planning for climate change, as well as how management strategies might change if 
drought severity and/or length increase in the future, none of the staff members 
interviewed reported having received any guidance on planning for climate change, and 
they presented few ideas on how they might respond. For example, BLM1’s office “does 
not have any planning documents or management plans that specifically address climate 
change.”  He says their adaptive management strategy allows them to change their 
management as new information becomes available, or as objectives change; however 
there is nothing that specifically plans for environmental change. If drought worsened, he 
doesn’t have ideas about what they would specifically do, but he says they would 
certainly adjust management to meet the BLM mission. Similarly, BLM2 knows of 
nothing policy-wise that affects the work he does at his level, though he “hears it talked 
about at higher levels.” He says there’s “still nothing set in stone, no concrete position 
yet. There’s nothing we have to include with the NEPA docs” (BLM2, interview, 
September 20, 2010). 
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BLM3 notes that, “At this point we have been in essentially a drought situation 
for well over 10 years. I really doubt that the management strategy for dealing with 
drought will change much. As long as we keep an open line of communication with our 
permittees and the public, we should continue to deal with drought as needed.” And 
BLM5 says: 
No, the BLM really doesn’t plan for climate change.  However, we have 
tried to add flexibility into our grazing permit process, to allow for 
seasonal management of grazing in response to changing climate.  
However, the environmental groups oppose this approach to grazing 
management, and they have won a few court cases on the subject.  
Because of this, we have little to no flexibility in managing for climate 
change.It would be likely that we would have to start going through the 
legal process to require herd reductions on our allotments.  It’s also 
possible that such herd reductions would be made permanent (or at least 
semi permanent, i.e. 10+ years). 
 
At the state level, BLM6 says, “It’s more of an overall theory or policy.” It’s so 
difficult to figure out whether a variable being impacted is being done so by climate 
change or because of yearly variability. So it’s really more important for managers to see 
if there’s a change and address the change, and not necessarily put a label on it. They 
reduce numbers based on forage production and change management accordingly, so it 
doesn’t matter if it’s because of drought or climate change. “Only by looking backwards 
will we be able to come up with an idea if it is climate change. It’s impossible to assign a 
cause to a variable. Just recognize the change and adjust accordingly, and let history tell 
you what the cause was.” He also notes that it is hard to ask a rancher about change, 
likening the process to shaving every day, but not seeing yourself age. “It takes someone 
to point out the changes.” He doesn’t think ranchers pick up minute changes over time. 
“Climate change is least of what they would notice and pick up, unless it was a plant 
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moving or some other significant change. Minor changes, over the long term, they don’t 
pick up on” (BLM6, interview, November 22, 2010). 
USFS1 says his office will “continue to address the issues as they arise. Change is 
constant.” And USFS2 discussed the possible effects of climate change, saying that it will 
cause some problems for grazing. “Tree stands are used as fences, but the trees are dying. 
Snowmelt may be happening quicker than it used to, which may cause problems for late-
season grazing, as usually happens in a drought year.” He says that he, “doesn’t know 
how to answer about climate change.” But notes that with more frequent droughts, they 
might end up with different grazing seasons. Generally the season runs from July 1st to 
September 30th, but if the snow melts earlier, they might need to move the season up. 
Drier conditions could also increase the establishment and spread of non-natives. And it 
could create a niche for new species (USFS2).  
Implications of Drought Duration and Frequency for Management and Recovery 
 
Drought duration is as important as intensity (and sometimes even more so), in 
terms of impacts and coping, and longer droughts complicate management decision-
making for ranchers. Duration can also affect rates of recovery for both range vegetation 
and operations (in terms of herd size and other financial considerations), which has 
important implications moving forward. If droughts become longer or more frequent, 
given the amount of time it takes ranchers to rebuild their operations (often multiple 
years), some would likely find it necessary to make more permanent reductions, which 
may reduce the sustainability of their operation in the long run. Water tables and range 
vegetation also require time and precipitation to recover, so reductions in total 
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precipitation, or changes in the frequency and timing of precipitation, could limit the 
amount of recovery that occurs.  
Many ranchers stated that their operations have not fully recovered (in terms of 
animal numbers and water availability) from the most recent drought. For example, 
Rancher I reports that he is still not back to his total cattle numbers. He is still being 
impacted by drought in terms of his springs. A lot of problems still aren’t back to what 
they were in 1996. He would like to get back to the original total number of cows. This 
year and last, the grass was there for a full herd, but the economics weren’t there to 
justify buying extra cattle at the time. Rancher M gained 50-60 head last year, and he will 
do the same this year and the next.  
Rancher W thinks it takes three to four years to recover from drought, especially 
if he has reduced herd numbers. He doesn’t know if you ever totally recover from 
drought. “Once you borrow that much money, it takes a long time to pay back with 
interest.” Loans are usually for feed supplement or herd replacement. He doesn’t like to 
buy cattle, since “you’re buying what someone else doesn’t want.” When he reduces, he 
just retains more instead of buying new cattle. “It might take longer to rebuild that way, 
and it might even cost more in the long run. I don’t know for sure.” The number of loans 
and amount of debt are about the same for retaining and buying cattle, because if he 
retains, he doesn’t sell those cattle, and then he doesn’t make that money. He says it takes 
three years at least to recuperate by retaining. And if you buy, the bank gives you five 
years on the loan (Rancher W). For Rancher Q, it has taken four full years to get his cattle 
numbers back up. Financially, the margins aren’t great in a good year. He’s still ahead of 
where he was four years ago, but it hasn’t been great. Rancher S finds it difficult to 
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recover and build the operation back up when he’s destocked extensively. To that end, 
Rancher P prepares for recovery by not letting his cattle numbers drop. He says all he 
needs is rain to recover and that ability is governed by nature. He keeps livestock in 
concert with the amount of forage available during drought.  
In terms of plant growth, ranchers have different ideas about how long it takes the 
range to recover, and they also acknowledge that their opinions often differ from those of 
the BLM range management specialists. According to Rancher J, the BLM told him that 
one year of drought takes seven good years to make up for it. But he sees the desert as 
very dynamic, and he doesn’t think it takes that long to recover. “The plant roots go 
really deep. One good year, and they can recover.” It doesn’t even take that much water, 
he says, it just needs to be at the right time of year. Similarly, Rancher K thinks they’re 
always one very good rain away from recovery…one timely rain. They’re in a drought-
resistant area, so it recovers quickly. However he acknowledges that the BLM handbook 
doesn’t agree. Rancher N says, “A little moisture the right time of the year and the range 
recovers in one year. Desert plants evolved through dry periods. They go into a dormant 
stage when dry.” Rancher S thinks the forage only needs one wet spring to go from poor 
feed to record. Similarly, Rancher T says, “It only takes one good rainstorm to recover. 
The desert vegetation only needs one good rain to pop.” 
In terms of recovery, Rancher R thinks the range is very resilient. As long as you 
don’t graze it too heavily, in one wet year it will recover. Though after a long drought, 
the plants are less vigorous/resilient, and thus they’re more susceptible to damage. They 
might look like they’re back to normal, but you can’t utilize them normally. Desert areas 
recover more quickly than higher meadow areas (Rancher R). Rancher O, on the other 
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hand, thinks drier country takes longer to recover. “It can take 5-10 years. The more 
rainfall, the faster it responds.” Rancher V agrees, saying, “After a drought, the range 
won’t come back the following year. It’ll take a couple of years or longer.”  
Interviewed agency staff note that they have spoken with ranchers about the 
amount of time it takes the range to recover. One, in particular, said that he has tried to 
drive home the point “that drought is really not over when rain starts to fall. It’s bad to 
start stocking up once rain falls. I watched that in 2004, 2005, and 2006. Ranchers need 
to be gradual about rebuilding herds” (BLM2).  
Accelerated Aging and Changing Structure of the Ranching Industry 
 
Ranchers discussed two ways that continued, recurring, or more intense drought 
episodes might change the ranching industry: primarily through accelerating aging and 
inducing changes in operational structure and/or ranch sales. In terms of accelerated 
aging of the industry, Rancher N explained that because of his and his wife’s age, and 
because their sons-in-law aren’t interested in taking over the ranch, if the dry years 
continued, it might help them decide whether to cut down. He says it might help them 
make a decision they’ll have to make at some point anyways. If they have to reduce, they 
probably won’t replace, because they’re not saving for future generations.  
Though none of the ranchers interviewed seriously considered selling their entire 
operation during drought, some did consider changing the types of products sold, one had 
to seek employment off the ranch, and others reported knowing people who got into 
serious financial trouble. Rancher F has seen some operations change hands, but none 
that he knows of, failed purely due to drought. He does think, however, that they’ll 
probably see more ranches fail during the next drought. Rancher P saw some places sell 
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during drought.  One operation had decided to expand right before, and then the drought 
came along, so the timing was really bad. They ended up selling all their private summer 
range and the new land they’d purchased in the expansion – or else they would have lost 
everything. People in his area sell 20, 40, or 80 acres to subdivisions to make it through. 
He hasn’t considered selling, but he knows people who have. Rancher W knows two or 
three people who lost their places because they couldn’t recuperate. He had two 
neighbors that survived the drought by getting a last-resort government loan. 
Rancher M still doesn’t know how they made it through the 2000s drought. He 
thought they were broke. A few of their friends “got way too leveraged” and lost 
everything. During the last drought, Rancher S considered selling down and eliminating 
the cow-calf operation (and just running yearlings). He just hit his breaking point. He had 
“lots of idle ground or ground at 20 percent,” and then the cows were at a feedlot being 
fed. He knew he could only do that for a couple of years. He’s never considered selling 
the whole operation during drought; however, he did lay off their one employee. And he, 
too, knows some people who have gone to work in the oil fields or started running 
B&B’s. 
Rancher I had to go work in the oil fields to make ends meet during the drought. 
He had recently purchased his operation from his father and said that had he been in an 
arrangement with a bank, not his father, he thinks he would have lost the place. In 
response to a question about selling his ranch, Rancher D says, “Yes we have talked 
about it, but it is not like trading trucks. If my son had not wanted to take over someday 
we might have made that decision because we continually have offers.”  
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In terms of changing operational structure, Rancher R has known people who 
didn’t keep replacement heifers because they didn’t have the feed, and others have been 
more stringent in culling. “Some guys sold some bred cows so they didn’t have to buy 
hay for them.” But no one that he knows has gotten out of the business entirely. He hasn’t 
ever considered selling his operation during drought, but he has seen evidence of it 
happening. The drought coincided with record high land prices, he said, but it’s hard to 
tell if people selling during that time were doing it because of drought or mainly because 
of prices – it was probably at least partially due to drought. Similarly, he knew some 
people near Pinedale who sold all their cattle and went to work in the oil fields. But he 
isn’t sure how much of that was due to drought, or was really because they could make so 
much in oil at that point. Another secondary effect of drought he noticed is that those 
who had to reduce their numbers (and he has the sense that it was a significant number of 
people who did) aren’t coming back into the business. If they sold their livestock, then 
they were more likely to sell their ranches. (This may be more pronounced in the eastern 
portion of the state on private-land ranches, he says.) Also, people who reduced numbers, 
for some of them the drought went so long that they got gun shy, and kept being scared 
that it wasn’t really over, so instead they just started bringing in summer pasture cattle 
(yearlings). In that way, the drought has changed the face of the industry in Wyoming 
(Rancher R). 
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Chapter V.  
CONCLUSION 
 
 
Drought imposes physical, social, and economic impacts on the ranching system 
in the Rocky Mountains, and ranchers exhibit a range of strategies for coping with these 
impacts and adapting to dry conditions over the short and long term. Historic land 
settlement patterns in the western U.S., a result of 19th century homesteading and public 
land policies, coupled with the large land area necessary to sustain livestock in an arid 
environment, lead modern ranchers to navigate a complex land tenure system comprised 
of deeded, privately leased, state, and federal lands for grazing. These land types are 
draped across varied terrain, altitudes, and climates. 
The goal of this study was to explore drought responses among Rocky Mountain 
ranchers, and especially to study the implications of land tenure on ranchers’ drought 
coping behavior and adaptive capacity. To do this, the following broad questions were 
examined through semi-structured interviews with ranchers and federal range managers: 
• What adjustments and adaptations do ranchers deploy to cope with drought? 
• How do ranchers’ drought experiences and management strategies differ across 
land holdings?  
• What role do institutions play?  
• What factors influence the future adaptability of the system, particularly to 
potential climate change? 
 
In addition to the information gleaned through semi-structured interviews with 
ranchers and federal range managers, literature on western U.S. land use and settlement, 
common-property management, property rights, land tenure, public-lands grazing, natural 
hazards, adaptation to climate variability and long-term change, pastoralism, ranch 
management, and drought impacts was used to address these research questions and to  
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support the key findings discussed in Chapter IV (summarized in Table 8).  
Table 8: KEY FINDINGS 
Drought Actions and Decision-Making 
The range of behaviors ranchers employ in response to, and in anticipation of, drought can be 
distilled into the following three categories: coping tactics, buffering mechanisms, and long-term 
adaptations. Actions within these groups can be differentiated through their timing (anticipatory 
or reactive), duration (short-term or long-term), and scale (small-scale or large-scale). Under 
climate and economic uncertainty, ranchers make a series of complex and strategic ranch-
management decisions. These decisions have consequences, which, in turn, affect these 
ranchers’ future choices and strategies for recovery. 
The Stocking Conundrum 
Pastoralists frequently destock in response to climate variability. Ranchers in the Rocky 
Mountains also use herd reduction as a coping tactic; however these decisions about stocking 
rates are complicated by management policies, particularly on federal grazing lands. Most 
ranchers interviewed did reduce their herds during the most recent drought; however, they 
usually did so on their own or in conjunction with federal agencies. Ranchers who destock their 
grazing lands must then choose whether to reduce herd numbers or purchase feed (this is one 
important example of the complex decision-making process described above). In some cases, 
ranchers who decide to sell livestock during drought may receive lower prices (due to market 
dynamics and poor body condition) and will also incur the cost of either purchasing or retaining 
cattle after the drought ends. Others may choose to keep herd numbers as high as possible in 
order to maintain herd genetics, knowledge, and climate suitability, but these ranchers must then 
purchase very expensive feed and risk damaging the range. 
Land Tenure and Drought Behaviors 
The complex land tenure system utilized by ranchers in the Rocky Mountains appears to support 
their drought coping and buffering strategies. It proves limiting, however, in terms of long-term 
adaptation to drought and/or general aridity. Ranchers indicate a growing sense of tenure 
insecurity and frustration with institutional policies, which decreases future adaptability on 
public lands. 
Elements of Land Holdings 
In addition to system-level implications of the land tenure system, certain elements of an 
individual’s land holdings – including length, spatial distribution, size, composition, and 
perceived and real security – play an important role during drought and help explain the unequal 
impacts ranchers experience. 
Institutions and Policies 
Bureaucratic institutions influence the ways in which ranchers experience and respond to 
drought across their land holdings. Institutions can both support and limit ranchers’ methods for 
navigating climate uncertainty; however, interviewees reported particular frustration with range 
improvement policies and insurance and disaster programs. Range improvement policies have 
particularly noteworthy implications for long-term adaptation, and insurance and disaster 
assistance programs are described as rewarding bad ecological behavior and may not be set up to 
facilitate future adaptability. 
Future Adaptability 
The future of the Rocky Mountain Ranching system, particularly in the face of climate change, 
will be affected by a number of factors, including: the implications of environmental perceptions 
about dryness, the lack of usable predictive information for management decision-making, 
disbelief in human-induced climate change, limited ideas for management under increased 
dryness, agency organization and approaches to climate change, potential implications of 
drought duration and frequency for recovery, and the accelerated aging and changing structure of 
the ranching industry.  
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As shown, drought imposes physical, social, and economic impacts on the ranching 
system in the Rocky Mountains, and ranchers exhibit a range of strategies for buffering 
against and coping with these impacts, and for adapting to dry conditions. Ranchers’ 
operations are comprised of varying quantities of private, privately leased, state, and 
federal ground – and with each of these forms of tenure come different levels of oversight 
on management during drought. However, for the ranchers interviewed, the complex land 
tenure system appears to support their drought coping and buffering strategies. It proves 
limiting, though, in terms of long-term adaptation to drought and/or general aridity, 
particularly due to range improvement policies and tenure insecurity. In addition to these 
system-level implications of the land tenure system, certain elements of an individual’s 
land holdings – including length, spatial distribution, size, composition, and perceived 
and real security – play an important role during drought and help explain the unequal 
impacts ranchers experience.  
Interactions between individuals and institutions play an important role in the 
process by which ranchers experience and respond to drought across their land holdings. 63/!0nderstanding both institutional barriers to change and effective methods of support 
will be key to understanding the future adaptability of the ranching system in the Rocky 
Mountains, particularly given the increasing application of federal agency policies to 
other land-tenure types. A number of other factors must also be taken into account when 
considering the future of the ranching system in the western U.S.; however, this is 
particularly true in the face of projected climatic changes, which include more frequent 
and severe droughts. Neither agencies nor individuals seem to be planning for increased 
dryness; however, they are accustomed to adapting to climate variability, so where does 
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this leave them? Hopefully this analysis of how ranchers respond to, and prepare for, 
drought across their land holdings, as well as the ways in which the current land tenure 
system may inhibit or support adaptation on these lands, will facilitate a better 
understanding of both the ways in which individual ranchers may respond to long-term 
climate change and the overall adaptability of the ranching system in the western United 
States.  
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APPENDICES 
 
 
APPENDIX A 
 
Interview Guide – Ranchers: 
 
Section 1: Ranch Characteristics 
 
1) An overview of your land holdings:  
 
-Private Land: How many acres?  
 
-Leased Land: How many acres? What type of land?  
 
-Conservation Easement: Do you have one? If so, how large? 
 
-Public Land: Who administers permits? How many allotments? Which season?  
 
 2) Do you produce any other products on your ranch (alfalfa, irrigated wheat, etc.)? 
 
3) What grazing methods do you use (rotational, continuous)?  
 
4) What type of operation do you run (ex: cow/calf)? 
 
5) How many head of cattle do you usually keep? 
 
6) How long: 
 -Have you been a livestock producer?  
 -Have you or your family owned/managed this property? 
 
7) What percentage of your income comes from ranching? 
 
 
Section 2: Drought Experiences 
 
1) How many drought periods have you experienced while ranching? Which was the 
worst? 
 
2) How do you define a drought? What indicators/environmental cues do you use to 
determine drought? 
 
3) Do you use any predictive information (ex: forecasts)? If so, where do you get the info 
and what time-scale is most helpful (year, week, etc.)? 
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Section 3: Drought Impacts and Adaptation 
 
1) Do you do anything in anticipation of a drought?  
 
2) What drought impacts have you experienced on: 
 
 -Cattle? (Ex: How many head have you had to sell? Pregnancy rates? Deaths?) 
 
 -Vegetation? Feed? 
 
 -Water Availability? 
 
 -Economics/Family/Community? 
 
3) What do you do to cope with each of these impacts? 
 
4) What do you make your management decisions based on (finances, rangeland health, 
lack of feed, etc.)?  
 
5) Do you monitor your rangelands? 
 
6) How long does it take you to recover from a major drought (cite specific drought 
periods if applicable)? 
 
7) Would you do anything differently next drought?  
 
8) Have you participated in any sort of livestock insurance program? 
 
9) Have you ever received drought disaster payments? If so, through which programs and 
what was your experience? 
 
10) How would you cope with more frequent or extreme droughts, or a general move 
towards increased dryness?  
 
11) Have you ever considered selling your ranch during drought? Do you know anyone 
who has? 
 
 
Section 4: Public Lands 
 
1) How does your agency (BLM, USFS) manage lands during drought (herd reduction, 
timing changes, etc.)?  
 
2) Have you ever been asked to change your management on public lands during a 
drought? What were you asked to do? 
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3) If you’ve ever been asked to reduce or remove your herd, what did you do to cope?  
 
4) How did this affect your operation (financially, logistically, etc.)?  
 
5) How did it affect your ability to recover from the drought?  
 
6) Do you agree with this agency’s management decisions during drought? Do you 
typically agree during non-drought periods? 
 
7) What has your experience been when trying to make range improvements on your 
public lands? How does this compare to making improvements on private or leased 
lands? 
 
8) Could you withstand more frequent regulation by public agencies?  
 
9) Does the agency monitor your rangelands regularly?  
 
 
Section 5: Other Lands 
 
1) Do you factor land tenure (whether the land is private, leased, public) into your 
decisions to develop/improve certain rangelands? 
 
2) Are there any management restrictions on your leased or easement lands?  
 
3) Are your leased or easement lands managed any differently than your private lands 
during drought? 
 
 
Section 6: Climate and Water 
 
1) Where does your water come from? Do you have water rights? 
 
2) Have you noticed any changes in the local climate?  
 
3) Have you noticed any changes in the timing of spring snowmelt?  
 
4) Is there a type of drought/climate information that you don’t have access to now that 
you would find helpful? !!
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APPENDIX B 
 
Interview Guide – Federal Range Managers: !
1) Will you describe your grazing program (location, acreage, number of 
permittees/AUMs/allotments)? 
 
2) How do you manage grazing lands during droughts?  
 
3) Can you specifically describe how you managed grazing lands during the 2002 
drought? Other droughts you’ve experienced? 
 
4) How frequently do you mandate herd reduction or removal? 
 
5) How do ranchers respond to your management decisions/regulations? 
 
6) Are there particular thresholds (rainfall levels, vegetation condition, etc.) for making 
management decisions? 
 
7) How, and how frequently, do you monitor grazing lands? 
 
8) What is the process for making range improvements?  
 
9) Is your agency planning for climate change? How?  
 
10) How might your agency’s management strategies change if drought severity/length 
increased? 
 
11) Any other thoughts or comments? 
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APPENDIX C 
 
Ranchers’ Drought Experiences and Management Strategies 
 
As part of the interview process, ranchers described a range of drought experiences and 
ways of managing their operations during drought. This section, an overview of their 
stories, in their own words, is meant to convey the details of drought response for the 
individuals interviewed.   
 
Rancher A 
 
“After the haying season each year we have 1,000 tons of hay, and we use it all.  During 
the 2002-2003 drought we had to buy semi-loads of feed. We spent $40,000 on feed 
during that drought. During that time, there was no grass in the spring pasture, so we 
didn’t use it at all and had to keep the cows in the corral. In 2002, we sold 150 mother 
cows because of fire, lack of hay, and lack of rain. The price was really bad, but we just 
didn’t have the feed for them. This was very detrimental to business, but we had no other 
choice. After the drought, we had to replace the cows we sold with cows that didn’t know 
the range. Prior to the drought, we ran 500 mother cows; currently we run 450. To build 
back up, we retain around 75 female calves each year. We can’t keep more, or we would 
be broke. In 2002, I remember the reservoir being way down due to less runoff. Our goal 
is to store enough hay to get through the bad times and then play it by ear.” 
 
Rancher C 
 
“I experienced impacts like short grass, less production of irrigated crops, and less water 
available, which can lead to lower grass and crop production and also make it expensive 
to water cattle because you have to truck water to them. All of these impacts have 
economic consequences. The prices of feed increase and you will have to purchase feed 
because you are not growing enough. In 2002, there was no price on cows. My cows had 
Trichomoniasis at the same time, so it was a double blow. In response to drought, we sell 
cattle, tighten our belts, try to borrow money to survive, and restructure loans. I hope to 
have some assistance from government programs. I look for other places to lease and buy 
more hay.  Though if you put your calves on year-old hay, it’s not good. You’re not 
going to get much money. I try to keep some feed around, but I can’t store it long, and the 
money is too good not to sell it. In some places I had to water the cattle. Cow-calf 
operations can also experience lower conception rates. My operation is still recovering.” 
 
Rancher D 
 
“The BLM and myself thought the Western Wheat Grass and Blue Gramma had died on 
some of our winter range. It now appears to have just been dormant. A lot of sagebrush 
did die. The water got real short. In 2002, I sold half of my cows. Any cattle over seven 
or eight years old, or any cattle that weren’t perfect, were shipped out. Of the remaining 
cattle, I kept 125 at home, sent 110 to my cousin’s place, and sent 225 to a feedlot. The 
ones at the feedlot got too fat and were too weak, so I lost a lot of calves. In this, and in 
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other ways, shipping cattle to other places and feeding them can really affect our 
operation. I had no debt to start with, because I paid off my mortgage in 1993. And 
pipeline deals paid for extra feed costs. The winter country never got enough feed, 
though, and I kept the cattle at home three winters and shipped in hay. We had to haul 
water a couple of times, but mostly we moved the cattle to water. If we had not been out 
of debt going into the drought we may have not survived, but we did get by without a 
new mortgage. It did take all our reserves. In 2005 I kept 200 heifer cows for 
replacements. Since then I have just maintained numbers (and only replace what die or 
are sold). We’re still 100-150 short of what we’re permitted.” 
 
Rancher E 
 
“During the drought in 1977, we leased winter range in Nevada and Arizona. In 1990, we 
sold 500 mother cows because there was no feed and no place to take them. However, we 
kept every heifer calf, and it took three years to build back up. In 2002, we knew we were 
short of feed. Two hundred head of cattle were open that fall, so we sold those. In the 
springs of 2003 and 2004, we gathered cattle from our winter BLM desert lands on April 
1 instead of May 15 and put them in a feedlot and fed them hay, which wasn’t good. The 
calves got scours (diarrhea). We have three wells that we pump for groundwater. They’re 
on government ground, but it’s our water right. We have three water trucks, each of 
which can carry 2,000-5,500 gallons. In a bad year, we might have to truck in 50,000 
gallons a day, which gets expensive.” 
 
Rancher F 
 
“Maybe we haven’t learned as much as we should have from past droughts. How you 
respond to drought is made up of your window of understanding. It’s all part of a 
conscious and unconscious management framework. In 1976-77, we had a deep drought 
and the winter ranges didn’t grow. We leased corn stalks on the plains because of a 
shortage of hay and high hay prices. We loaded the cows up and drove them 500 miles 
away. We did this for two years with the cows and four years with the bulls. It was a very 
far distance to have to take them. Later we purchased additional winter pasture, which 
gave us some cushion. We were able to grow in size. We reached capacity around 1987 
or 1988, and that lasted until 1991. Then we went from fully stocked to half stocked 
because we bought another place. During the drought of the mid-1990s, we were close to 
fully stocked when the drought hit, but the pastures were in good shape. We sold 20 
percent down in the first couple of years. We voluntarily pulled back. A normal rate of 5-
8 percent open cows went to 10-12 percent during the drought.  
 
In 2002 the ranch in Wyoming country was at 50 percent. In desert country it was at 23 
percent. The 70s drought showed us that trucking cows was a bad idea, so we bought hay, 
which had to be brought in from Idaho, and was actually hay for dairy cows that we fed 
to beef cows. It was like buying a one-way ticket to hell. In general, we don’t use up our 
supplemental forage base each year, so we stockpile. Then we use the stockpile during 
bad winters and droughts. This drought, though, we fed all the supplement the first year. 
And there was no normal crop. So we had to buy hay for all the following years. We still 
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make decisions based on the ‘right thing to do.’ Most people tied to agriculture put 
themselves second in line to their land or their animals because they have a longer view. 
We know it’s the right thing to do. Sagebrush mortality during the drought was the one 
good thing to come out of the drought. In 2002, we had to haul water. I’m concerned 
about beetle kill, because I have patches of forest that help time when the water reaches 
the grass. 
 
I have put a lifetime into developing this herd. I have a strong affinity for these cows. 
These cows are adapted to this environment. We come second to our cows. I sold the old, 
lazy ones. But I bought expensive feed to keep this herd. I found more feed supplies. I 
leased neighboring ranches. Though, if I’d known how long the drought would last, I 
would have just sold the cattle and kept the money in the bank. We have a desert 
operation, so we’re always in drought to some degree. Thus I don’t stock to the highest 
rate. Plains operators stock more on an annual basis than we do here. The rains in 2005 
brought us out of the drought because they came on time. Moisture makes a good 
manager out of all of us. The forage is geared to our area. The vitality of the plants can be 
really great with moisture. It takes time for areas to regrow. I won’t stock fully 
immediately. It’s hard because you do everything you can do, and it just isn’t enough. It 
takes a toll. It’s flat depressing. There’s nothing you can do, and it’s very painful. You 
don’t know when it’s really over. The generational impact of my family’s decisions have 
been burned in my memory. Long tenure and knowledge of the area are helpful.” 
 
Rancher G 
 
“During drought, I cut down in fall. I’ll try to find extra leases or pasture to sustain my 
livestock, but it’s getting hard to find anyone to lease from because most of the local 
ranches are gone. In the most recent drought, we cut down our herd by 200 head. The 
1930s were hard on our country. The springs dried up. In the 1980s, we also reduced 
cattle numbers. We increased the winter range for sheep and spread them over twice as 
much as much area. Our land in the upper valley is not affected as much by drought. In 
the desert country, though, we get short of feed and need to supplement.” 
 
Rancher H 
 
“I don’t do anything in advance of a drought. It’s kind of too late already, once we realize 
we must be in a drought. We have downsized the number of pairs we run because the 
range won’t handle it, but we can’t change rapidly. Impacts include: much less hay 
production (which must then be purchased elsewhere) and pasture loss (which we 
sometimes can’t use as long as we’re used to, and other times can’t use at all because the 
pasture either can’t hold or doesn’t have the water). Calf weights are the ultimate check. 
When a calf comes in smaller, we lose money. 
 
We have hauled water, which costs money. We try to develop wells or other methods for 
water. We’re trying to produce more water. We sell off cattle at the end of the year. It’s 
more like we don’t maintain what we did that year than selling off mid-season. It’s still 
going to take a while to recover. We’re still not at the production level from before 2002. 
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We’re still 20 percent down on the herd size. And we also picked up a new lease because 
of the drought. We can’t keep the same number of cows on the same pastures since the 
drought. Now we have to lease new pasture to run the same number of cows.  
 
In 2002, we sent the cows out of state to feed in a penned area for the winter. Hay 
production was low, and the cost to feed was too high. We also sent the cows away in the 
early 1980s. Hay usually costs $60 a ton, and it doubled, so it wasn’t feasible to purchase 
the extra necessary to feed them. In the summer, we try to grow enough hay to get 
through the winter. So when we’re short, it effects the winter season. Everyone just 
downsizes financially and makes cutbacks to get by. We’re not out buying new 
equipment. This year we spent $40,000 more than usual hauling hay because of low hay 
production over the summer, which was minimal compared to 2002 and other drought 
years. In 2002, the calves came back 50 pounds lighter, which translates to $50 lost per 
calf. And that’s directly due to drought. 
 
It all depends on water. Stored water is our biggest handicap. We get our water from 
ponds filled from snow melt and a few wells. The river is nearby, but we can only use so 
much. We can’t overgraze, so we can’t leave the cattle their too long. We’ll haul water 
either from river to pond or from pond to pond – wherever it’s needed. In 2002, the river 
stopped moving. In 1976, the same thing happened, maybe worse. Sometimes springs 
will flow through a drought, and you won’t see the impact until after the drought when 
the water table drops. The impact continues until the water table can catch back up to 
produce again. Drought lingers longer here than in the plains, and it carries into the next 
year.” 
 
Rancher I 
 
“I started taking my cows to Colorado in 1996-1997. And I had a good first year there, 
then not quite as good a year the next year, and from then on it has been hell, with one or 
two decent years thrown in. The last two have been pretty good. Right out of high school, 
I managed another ranch for sixteen years. That ranch was irrigated, so it didn’t see as 
severe a drought impact. If there’s a good snowpack, the irrigation water will keep 
coming. But if there are no spring storms, we’ll end up with short grass through the 
summer. On my spring country in Utah, I need spring storms. Snowpack doesn’t even 
matter. There has been a year or two that I haven’t used that area at all. I reduced 50 
percent one year and 25 percent for two or three years. 2001 and 2002 were pretty tough 
years. At that point I was up to 200 head of cows. The impacts were a combination of 
drought and economics: In three years I was down to 100 cows. Instead of 540 to 550 
pound calves, I was down to calves weighing under 500 pounds. At the same time, the 
economics were bad: calf prices were down around the 60-cent range. And the two things 
combined were a major problem. A normal rate of 7-8 percent open cows went up to 20 
percent open. And really bad prices didn’t allow me to replace cows.  
 
I have a lease on winter country, and in a normal year I would stay out until the 1st of 
March, but in some tough years it was difficult to keep them out until the 1st of January 
before bringing them in and feeding them. A shortage of drinking water can also be a 
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problem. In the summer I’m dependent on runoff ponds. In bad years, I only had spring-
fed ponds.  The country I run is too rough to haul water. During the recent drought, hay 
prices went from $60 to $100. A few years ago, droughts elsewhere made it go up to 
$150-$200. There was a drought in Texas, and with the oil development in the area, it 
meant that there was lots of pipe and oil equipment being sent to UT, and then the freight 
could carry hay back to Texas cheaply. It had a huge impact on hay prices in my area.  
 
I’m still not back to my total cattle numbers. I’m still being impacted by drought in terms 
of my springs. A lot of problems still aren’t back to what they were in 1996-1997. I 
would like to get back to the original total number of cows. This year and last year, the 
grass was there for a full herd, but the economics weren’t there to justify buying extra 
cattle at the time. In 2001, things had been tough. I had been ranching full time without 
an outside job. But then the drought and the cow prices hit at the same time, so I bought 
oil field equipment and worked in an oil field for seven or eight years. I had just bought 
my current place, and if I had been in with the bank, I probably would have lost the place. 
But I bought it from my dad, and he worked with me to help me keep it. I don’t work in 
oil anymore; I’m back to just ranching. Drought is hard because you have no control over 
it. You just have to sit back and try to figure out a way to manage what’s thrown at you. 
Buy extra hay. Lease extra pasture. Find a way to deal with hand you’re dealt, and 
survive it, and go on.” 
 
Rancher J 
 
“We used to have running water through the meadows near our place, but not anymore. I 
don’t know yet if we’re coming out of the drought. The country is so big out here in SW 
Wyoming that I could be in a drought, but others around me might not be. To really plan 
for drought, we just make plans and if the weather shuts us down, so be it. In anticipation 
of drought, I’ll buy a little more hay or other feed, in case we have to feed a little. And 
I’ll cull cows as thoroughly as possible. The desert is really good cattle country. In bad 
years, the cows are a little smaller. I won’t go out and wholesale calves in advance; I’ll 
wait and see how things play out. All my cattle are homegrown. I don’t buy any. So I 
really don’t want to sell unnecessarily. I do my own ear tagging, and if a cow is dry for 
two years, I’ll sell her. I can see the drought by looking at the cows and in the weight of 
the calves – and by water availability. 
 
Drought made a major dent in the feed out there. Since the droughts, I have put in wells 
with solar pumps. My cows stay out year round. In the last 15 years, I have probably only 
had to bring them in and feed them three times in the winters. The longest span was for 
two months. The cows come home on their own if they’re hungry. There’s fresh water all 
the time down in the canyon (north of our place). I can feed them there, and they do well; 
it’s a little warmer. It’s a good situation. I haven’t downsized at all this drought. I don’t 
trust prognosticators. If it gets bad enough, I can do something later. There’s not much 
you can do with drought. You’re at the mercy of Mother Nature. 
 
If I had to reduce, I would never want to buy cows. Out where we are, cattle have to learn 
to eat brush. They learn to do it and are born into it. They mimic their mothers. If I 
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bought cows that were raised on hay in Nebraska, they’d probably starve out in the 
desert. To replace what he lost by downsizing, I would have to buy cattle, and they 
wouldn’t do very well out there. It would be a big pain and a challenge. I have learned 
everything I have by watching.” 
 
Rancher L 
 
“I make management decisions as the climate changes. The drought of 1976-1977 was a 
learning experience. There was plenty of feed, but not water. We pumped water. I wasn’t 
running as much country then. The hay crop was 30 percent of normal (winter feed), and 
there was no water storage. We bought additional feed to maintain the base herd. I didn’t 
carry any calves over into 1978, so I reduced in that way. In the 2000s drought, I had 
1,100 cows and 200 yearlings going in, and now I have 600 cows and 100 yearlings. And 
that’s after three good years.  Feed was the biggest issue in the 2000s drought, because 
water was well-developed by then (artesian wells). In an example bad year, I moved off 
my allotments in June or July and went to different pastures. I then held the cattle in a 
riparian zone through September. It’s all about learning from experience. When the feed 
starts hurting the cattle, I should have been out of there the month before. The amount of 
feed and the cost of hay were issues. I sold 300 pound calves for $174, but I managed to 
get them out. 
 
The range will never be better than it is this year. It all depends on how the moisture and 
temperature hits. But it’s getting dry now. We need moisture or we’ll be coming off soon. 
With the amount of feed we’ve got now, we can start restocking if no other drought 
comes. We need to make sure to not over-use the vegetation during good years. 
Utilization doesn’t matter during drought because the plants are dormant. Sandy soils 
take longer for the feed production to come back after drought. They don’t retain water as 
well, but also don’t compact as much.” 
 
Rancher M 
 
“1978-80 was very droughty. I didn’t reduce numbers, but conception rates and calf 
weights dropped. In 1996 I bought the ranch (from my parents), then in 1998 the drought 
started. It lasted from 1999-2009. 2009 was the first year of real back to normal 
conditions. I cut my AUMs after the first two years. I went from 600 to 500 cows. The 
cows stopped breeding, and the calves didn’t grow. My biggest issue was that there was 
nothing I could do. The pastures were dry, and there was no water. There was no place to 
go. It’s not the answer to lease pasture; that doesn’t work economically. All the country 
in the area was bad. In the third year, I decided to cut numbers back and try to maintain. I 
felt the country was 30 percent gone, so I cut cows accordingly. Instead of buying extra 
feed, I reduced. It breaks people to pump money into cows during drought, instead of 
sitting back. After the drought, those people had their cattle numbers up, but they lost 
money by putting so much in. I gained 50-60 head last year, and I will do the same this 
year and the next. The best way to survive drought is to not buy extra feed and not lease 
land. You need to cut the herd and live on what the land allows. 
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During the drought, I saw a lot more sickness, and a lot more problems with calving. The 
only plus side of drought is that I cleaned up the herd. I got rid of cows that weren’t the 
very best even faster than I would have before. We try to improve herd genetics and 
make sure every cow is a producing cow. It is still an economic hit, though. For us, water 
is the biggest issue, and forage is always the second. We can buy and haul hay, but in 
drought, hay becomes uneconomical. I hauled water, too. It’s an alternative in extreme 
situations, but it’s only a bandaid. Cows will drink it all up really fast (the freshwater). So 
it’s hard to justify. I survived the drought because I cut my numbers and maintained the 
ranch on the ground I had. I still had to buy some hay. To survive drought, you have to 
put cattle in small bunches and scatter them throughout the county. We try to spread 
cattle during drought, but the problem is there isn’t the water for them. That’s when you 
get into hauling water. During drought, we were under regulation on the river. Water 
rights became important. Even 1899 territorial rights didn’t have enough water. There 
was no water in the river.  
 
In the Medicine Bow Forest, drought has something to do with the beetle kill. It has 
enhanced the process. Grasshoppers also come during drought. It’s more of a problem 
farther north in Wyoming, but there were some here on this ranch. Sagebrush is taking 
over our country. That’s the war we’re losing in the west. It’s ruining lands. We burned 
off sagebrush in 1998-99, but now it’s all coming back. We thought a pond on our land 
was dry, but the sagebrush was keeping water up and it was evaporating. We burned it 
and the water in the pond came back. That’s how we found out. SPIKE is the chemical 
we use to spray sagebrush. It only works with moisture. Sagebrush kills the plants 
underneath. It pulls the moisture up. Sagebrush overtakes grasses during drought when 
the grasses are dormant. Sagebrush is never dormant; it’s always growing. 
 
Our ranch will run 650 cows on an average year. After the drought, I think a person 
should always run 20 percent less than they possibly could. The numbers will vary some 
each year, but I will only run 550-580 from here on out. When you go to rebuild a herd, 
and the price of cattle is up, you just can’t afford it. We can only keep replacement 
heifers each year, so we only increase 50-60 head each year. When you sell cattle during 
a drought, there are also market impacts due to flooding of the market and small cattle 
size. 
 
I don’t know how we made it through the drought. I thought we were broke. One year I 
got 59-cents a pound for heifers and 63-cents a pound for steers. I wanted to just sell. 
We’re still in financial trouble. We’re still refinancing everything today to keep going. 
There are so many different costs and variables during drought. In drought, you’re going 
to lose money, so you need to cut your losses as much as possible. A few of my friends 
ended up in bad situations. The profit margin dropped from $100 to $20. Then they 
needed more cattle numbers to pay the bills, which were the same or greater. Then they 
needed more land and feed to support the increased cattle. So they got loans based on 
equity. Some people got way too leveraged that way and went out of business. A few of 
our friends did that and lost everything. One neighbor sold all his cows and then bought 
yearlings. He didn’t get financially strapped. He was probably smartest of all. 
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The worst part of drought was that there was nowhere to move cows, and our hands were 
tied and we just had to live through it. There was no water in the creek. Corporate 
ranchers have come in and bought places that people put up for sale because of drought. 
We didn’t see corporate ranching in the area until the last five years. The drought 
hastened the transition. Corporate ranches aren’t good for communities or taxes. There 
used to be 20-25 ranches in the area with people running 200-225 head. Now there are 
five family ranches and two corporate ranches that leased or bought little ranches. 
Corporate ranchers have nothing to do with the community; they’re not neighborly.” 
 
Rancher N 
 
“The 1950s were very dry. The change to sprinklers meant more water was available in 
our community; otherwise, maybe this drought would have been the same. In this recent 
drought, the feed wasn’t there, so we saved even more to calve on. In years like this one, 
with little precipitation, we’ve developed mechanical water, so we survive. If it looks like 
a drought, I won’t keep so many replacement heifers. In one area, there’s concern about 
riparian areas, so we leased some AUMs to relieve pressure on river. I buy year-old hay if 
snowpack is bad. I’m hesitant to change livestock numbers because of the genetic pool. 
It’s hard to buy cattle to do well in the desert. We were into yearlings, but then it got dry 
and we ended up selling calves. In drought, calves are lighter. Typically, we wean calves 
and then market them after they’ve been on feed for 60 days. If irrigation water is short, 
we buy more feed to supplement. One year, about five years ago, we shipped the calves 
right off cows because we were short on winter hay. Then they were at 530 pounds rather 
than 650-700 pounds. We’ve never hauled water for drought, and we actually run more 
cows now than we did 10 years ago. Because of our age, and because our sons-in-law 
aren’t interested in taking over the ranch, if the dry years continue, it might help us 
decide whether to cut down. It might help us make a decision we’ll have to make at some 
point anyways. If we reduced, we probably wouldn’t replace. We’re not saving for future 
generations. With drought, we just pick up and keep on going. We deal with whatever 
happens.”  
 
Rancher O 
 
“We’re in a drought all the time. We have to plan for drought all the time. It’s a bonus if 
we don’t have drought. In advance of a drought, I would sell the yearlings to use the 
pastures for the cow-calf operation. I save pastures to have as a reservoir. And I have a 
reserve of hay. It takes a lifetime to get a cowherd to the spot you want (genetically). 
Generational turnover takes so long. If you have to sell in drought, then you would have 
to replace later when it’s more expensive. You have to protect your core group of 
animals. You need to preserve your mother cowherd. It’s your factory. I’ve been working 
25 years to get to this point with the herd. You need cows that know country and the 
trails – cows that are adapted to the country. 
 
I used to build reservoirs and was dependent on runoff. Now I use pipelines off wells or 
springs to fill stock tanks. This is more reliable. I had some cows at a neighbor’s place 
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during last drought, and the cows got so bad that they were eating stud piles. I had to 
move them in July. There was no water, no grass. Drought is very stressful. 
The cattle weaning weights go down, which leads to income going down. Body condition 
goes down, so pregnancy rates go down. There were more culled cows to sell that 
weighed less, which leads to income going down. You have fewer cows bred, so you 
have to replace more (if you’re out of the drought, just wait if not). Buying more cows 
means income goes down. We got down to 2,400-2,500 cows during drought. In 2001-
2002, we took 1,000 cattle to mountain pasture with more water. I put cows in a feedlot 
to winter one year.  
 
You can’t respond fast enough to drought. You need to either cull immediately or lease 
other pasture (which can be hard to find). Not responding fast enough gets hard on the 
range; the cattle eat it down. It’s especially hard in such dry areas. It’s hard to respond 
fast, because you’re always waiting for next rain to come, which creates damage to the 
cows and range in the meantime. It can take three to four or even 10 years to correct. 
Drought affects the range grasses; they get replaced by weeds and annuals (e.g., cheat 
grass).  
 
It’s very stressful, so I manage for drought all the time. During the 2002 drought, I leased 
other pasture. I try to buy hay early, which is expensive during drought. I hauled water. I 
do whatever it takes to make it through another day. We haven’t had to sell much. We 
cull down and don’t replace and wait until the drought ends. We cull all open cows, and 
in drought, we start culling older cows. We try to wean early to reduce the nutrition 
requirements of the cow. But then calves are lighter. We build up a reserve so we can get 
through. We always know there will be a drought.” 
 
Rancher P 
 
“Given our location, we have some drought flexibility. Our federal range goes up to 
11,000 feet, and in drought, the calves can actually come back heavier than normal, 
because the grass can actually grow better (warmer conditions). And we have senior 
water rights. My ranch is lucky because they have territorial water rights, so we can 
always grow a hay crop. We have two reservoirs in the area, and a couple of years, one 
reservoir was at only 20 percent capacity. In anticipation of drought, I will use 
supplement to stretch hay. I will use the pastures better. I’ll try to lock up hay as early as 
possible to get a reasonable price. I’ll also look into sending cattle somewhere else, 
though that’s more difficult now because freight costs so much due to the price of diesel. 
Some years we bought hay, because we couldn’t produce hay on a third of the place. 
 
Running yearlings gives me options. I usually buy 200-400 yearlings each year, but if 
things are short, I can buy less. When we wean calves, I can send them straight to lot if 
there isn’t any hay. We used to winter the cattle in California, but it is too expensive now. 
Now we winter in feedlots. In the drought of 2000-2007, we still had decent hay and 
summer pasture. Sometimes we just wouldn’t run yearlings on BLM land. We were able 
to maintain numbers. Hay got really expensive. We stretched hay by using supplement as 
well. We used liquid feed (Mix 30, also called “liquid gold”) as supplement. We try to 
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maintain numbers, because cattle cost a lot to buy back. We buy hay to keep them. 
Yearling areas can also be used for cattle if we don’t run yearlings.  
 
We take special care during conception time, particularly in drought. We will feed them 
longer and will use feed supplement. We’ll send them out a little later on the summer 
range so the grass is better. Closer to the mountains, the precipitation is better. We don’t 
have a problem with deaths. We’ll just shorten the season if necessary. In the 1930s there 
was a problem with poisoning from weeds, but that’s not a problem now. We have some 
pothole country, so it’s still green in drought, unlike in pastures. We’ve added more water 
storage and springs, so the cattle are spoiled. They rarely walk a mile to water, which 
comes in the form of lakes, potholes, streams, and seeps. We have much better water than 
some of the desert outfits. 
 
My folks helped me get into the business. Otherwise I couldn’t have done it. That first 
year, I bought cattle at $1 a pound, and sold them at 31-cents a pound, which was really 
hard. I don’t know how some of the more leveraged outfits make it through droughts. I’d 
estimate that in 90-95 percent of operations I know, one spouse works off the ranch. They 
go to great lengths to keep doing it. People often work in the schools, at the phone 
companies, or in the mines. They can get insurance that way, for one thing.  
No one in my home has had to work out, but we also went for years without insurance.  
 
In drought, you tighten your belt here and there, and save when you can. When making 
management decisions, we take a look at what it will cost us. Will we have to borrow? 
How much? We make sure the cattle are taken care of, so they take care of us. Wildlife 
takes a large part of the forage, which is hard in drought. Elk concentrate on upper 
pastures, so much so that we couldn’t use them some years. I took off 200 yearlings 
because of it. In drought we’ll make less financially, because we’ll have fewer yearlings 
to sell. But we’re logistically able to handle it. Drought hasn’t been an extreme financial 
hit. All we need is rain to recover. That ability is governed by nature. We keep livestock 
in concert with the amount of forage available during drought. We have to change with 
the times. That’s the name of the game.”  
 
Rancher Q 
 
“In anticipation of drought we cut the numbers of stockers. They’re easier to cut. We 
don’t buy as many calves. In both droughts, I had to sell my cow herds. I kept 
replacement heifers and bred heifers. I sold all three-year olds and older. It has taken until 
now to get my numbers close to where they need to be. I lost genetics that it had taken me 
20 years to build. We need compact, tough cows for this country, and you can’t just go 
out and buy them. Most are too big. I should be getting 96 percent bred back, but I only 
got 91 percent yesterday, and that’s because these new cows aren’t adapted to these 
conditions and tough country. I’m not quite back to my original numbers. Five hundred 
twenty-five cows is normal. I’m going into this winter with 500 cows, 100 replacement 
heifers, and 1,500 stockers. The average during this drought was 1200 stockers. Some 
years it was even less. We have enough wells, so we didn’t have to haul water. We have 
two separate ranches: one northwest of town and one 35 miles south of town. The 
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southern ranch is the summer country, and water is always running in those pastures, so 
the impacts of drought are not so bad.  
 
We bought extra feed once. Normally we move the cows to feed on November 1st, but 
one year we had to send them September 15th because there was no grass. There was also 
no alfalfa because it was still green (because it was so early). So we had to feed them oat 
hay until November. If I had known what winter and spring were going to be like that 
year, I might have sold them then, though they did look awful. I ended up selling them in 
March because there was no feed to come home to. You just do what you have to do. On 
the northwest ranch, we have well and spring developments. Sow melt helps us, because 
we have some dams and reservoirs. Reservoir water helps us spread livestock out. They 
do much better when it’s available. 
 
Financial impacts are important: 400 fewer stockers at $80 a head means that much less 
income. Cattle weights go down, too. That doesn’t affect us as badly because we have 
high country that always has grass. The number of cattle we can run is the big difference. 
Calf weights vary 40-50 pounds. For example, calves weighed 420 pounds in drought and 
468 pounds this year, which is a big difference. It helped this drought that cattle numbers 
were down in the U.S., so the price has been very good. If there had been several million 
more cattle, we would have been hurt worse. The Texas and Oklahoma drought was at a 
different time, so cattle from here went there. It would have been much more devastating 
if the drought had been nationwide and not just the Mountain West.” 
 
Rancher R 
 
“I used to operate such a big area that usually only one portion would be affected by 
drought. I’m very dependent on reservoirs. We can have good snowpack, and if it melts 
fast, the reservoirs fill up. But if it melts slowly, the reservoirs won’t fill up very well. 
My reservoirs are built into drainages, because my family has been here so long. I also 
have a few wells that I pump. An older neighbor once gave me this advice: “Always 
stock your range for the worst year.” So that’s the one thing I do to prepare for drought or 
other setbacks. I never stock at 100 percent of carrying capacity. It’s usually more like 80 
percent. I have never had to reduce because of drought because of that. I have enough 
range, and I’m able to manage my way through it. Though as ranchers respond by 
reducing their impact on the land, wildlife managers don’t respond the same way during 
drought. That’s frustrating to me. You don’t control the resource; you only control the 
use of the resource by your livestock. I had a group of USFS allotments, where I would 
rotate six groups of sheep through seven pastures to let one rest. And I swear the elk 
learned my system and would go to the rest pasture when the sheep weren’t there, sort of 
defeating the purpose. 
 
Also, I have fall range common allotments on the Red Desert that are helpful, because I 
have a number of neighbors who are almost all the way out of the business, so I have a lot 
of extra range. If everyone was still out there, it would be a different situation, so I’m 
lucky. This is an area on the Red Desert was being used before the BLM even existed. 
Then, when the BLM was first dividing areas into allotments, they recognized it as a 
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historic use. It’s particularly easy to share the allotment with sheep, because they’re 
herded. Though there can be some down sides, the people involved recognize the 
advantages of sharing – namely flexibility. For example, in the mid-1980s we had little 
spring moisture, and in parts of the area there was no forage, but in others it was okay, so 
we just shifted our sheep over there. But the key is, there aren’t that many sheep out there 
at this point, and if there were, it would be harder. 
 
I haven’t sold any sheep, and I haven’t seen any deaths due to drought. But drought is a 
major factor in pregnancy rates. I usually feed a grain supplement to get by, which is the 
greatest economic impact of drought. However, supplemental feeding happens more 
often because of high snow than because of drought. Supplemental feeding is more 
normal than not, but you can get the occasional perfect year where it isn’t necessary. I 
used to have to haul water in the fall on the Red Desert, but again, with my neighbors 
gone, less water is necessary, so I no longer have to haul. I winter my sheep out on the 
range, so I don’t have to bring them in and feed them hay.  I last fed sheep hay (through 
the winter) in 1966.  
 
The three main modes of coping with drought for sheep operations are: 1) communal use 
(for example, with the Rock Springs Grazing Association, it’s such a big area that we can 
use the part that’s not droughty); 2) operating at less than full capacity; and 3) being 
nomadic.  
 
People who reduced numbers, for some of them the drought went so long that they got 
gun shy, and kept being scared that it wasn’t really over, so instead they just started 
bringing in summer pasture cattle (yearlings) instead. So drought has changed the face of 
the industry in Wyoming. I have the sense that private-land ranchers stock more heavily, 
so they may be more vulnerable in terms of forage. However, they also are probably less 
vulnerable in terms of water, because they have more water development.”  
 
Rancher S 
 
“My dad talks about destocking in the Dust Bowl, when the dust was in the brush like 
snow. Back then they stayed on the ground all winter. They looked at the ground and 
based management on what they saw. With the most recent drought, only the area out 
west was affected. It was dry and we left it empty, but the far eastern portion was at 
capacity with standard weight gains. I keep track of conditions from year to year, and this 
year I don’t expect any water in the reservoirs. I’ll adjust rotations and stocking rates 
based on what I’ve experienced through the years and how many I can run safely. Our 
rotation system really helps us, too, because, for example, we’ll go to forage this year that 
hasn’t seen any grazing in 11 months. We can go to forage from the year before last and 
don’t have to wait for this year’s growth. 
 
I’ve adjusted numbers through the years. One year I didn’t buy any steers and ran no 
yearlings, so in that sense I reduced by two thirds. I have leased more property. I have left 
the herd at the feedlot instead of bringing them home. Out west, in particular, I have 
stocked very low. On one allotment I didn’t stock at all for three years. Many years I 
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maintained my numbers, but I was below capacity, because I had leased more ground 
during the drought. In the past, I destocked, but it was so hard to build back up, and it 
was such a financial strain, so now I try to lease more ground and don’t destock. New 
cows brought in at this altitude don’t build up and disease can also be a problem. 
 
We’ve done very little water hauling. When we were first married, we saw the benefit of 
developing water and drought-proofing the ranch, so we continued to put in a lot of water 
development. We’ve got lots of wells. We’ve done ongoing development of springs on 
the outfit. We pump most of the water, and use very little live water. In the last two years, 
we even started to notice a difference in the groundwater table at very low depths (around 
300 feet). We also did so much water development because the precipitation comes in 
such pockets that development needs to be spread out to take advantage of it. We’ve been 
hurting for drinking water lots of years. We usually get enough sprinkles for the forage. 
And our forage has more protein here than in wet areas. We run smaller frame cattle now 
because they’re more efficient on the drier country. We went from maximizing to 
optimizing.” 
 
Rancher T 
“We’ve hauled a lot of water. The reservoirs aren’t getting water anymore, but we’re 
finally having a normal winter. There’s no way we could run now what people used to 
run in the area. I just try to be prepared. In anticipation of drought, three operations 
bought semis and water tanks. Since we bought our tankers, we’re not as dependent on 
live water. I was the first outfit to get a semi and to haul water. I’ve done a lot of things 
ahead of the curve, and others have followed. You need to have some equipment for both 
ends: to haul water in drought, and to grade roads and store hay in snow. I wouldn’t 
easily see a major difference with less precipitation, because we receive so little anyway. 
In Georgia, if they get 30 percent less precipitation, it can cause major problems, but out 
here, that’d only be an inch or two. 
 
In drought I face feed shortages, less water, and lower lamb weights.  However, we 
always have irrigated hay. Out here, rangeland health isn’t an issue. We’re running so 
much less than we used to in the past. Financially, I haven’t been hit that hard by drought. 
I can store hay for up to three to four years. And I wonder why my neighbors don’t just 
buy hay every year, and sell it or store it if they don’t use it. That’s more for winter than 
drought, though. It’s also important to start feeding the sheep some alfalfa in November 
while the conditions are still good (called backgrounding). It gets the right bacteria 
working in their guts. Then if I have to quickly switch to feeding them all alfalfa, they’re 
prepared. I pregnancy-check the sheep and ultrasound them, and I sell anything that’s 
open. With drought, you just learn to live with it.” 
 
Rancher U 
 
“The quick weather changes make it very hard to plan. Freight costs are also a big issue. 
And there are wildlife issues. I haven’t hauled that much water. Feed shortage can lead to 
low weights. But on the other hand, during dry periods, the animals will sometimes gang 
up around water, and the pregnancy rates will be alright.” 
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Rancher V 
 
“From 2003-2006, the river went dry. Springs that have never gone dry went dry and 
haven’t come back. Some wells went dry. I think we just dried up the aquifer. We 
reduced the cattle by 800 head one year because there wasn’t enough feed. We usually 
run the cattle from May 20th to October 1st, but one year we came out 45 days earlier with 
800 less. With the sheep, we have enough ground to make do, and we haven’t had to cut 
numbers. We didn’t go on the range until mid-June with the cattle one year. In 2006, we 
had a dry summer and in the winter we had to send one band of sheep to Utah because we 
didn’t have feed for them. Some people have no choice but to reduce numbers or buy 
hay, and they overstock the range, which is hard on it. Our operation has so much ground 
that we can let some ground rest each year. 
 
Hauling water is a big impact. We’ve had to haul for both cattle and sheep. It gets pretty 
pricey. If we have to go off early, and feed the animals in a feedlot for 30-45 days (if 
markets are bad at the time they come off), it can get pretty pricey. And that can have 
quite an impact on an operation. Drought can also affect animal weights. Normally 
they’ll come off quite a bit lighter. That’s probably happened three times. Sometimes 
we’ll have to move them more often during dry summers because the pastures are dry. 
Moving the cattle stresses them, and the weights go down for that reason, too. Drought is 
emotional. It’s always unexpected. It affects the community as well. 
 
We want snow up in the mountains for runoff, which is where our water comes from. The 
river our water comes from has gone dry two consecutive years because it didn’t have the 
snowpack. We also get water from another river, and in the summer of 2005 or 2006, by 
the time the water made it to our area, it had gone dry. We do have reservoirs, and we’re 
fortunate that because of our water rights we can usually fill them. We have pipelines on 
wells and springs, which have sometimes gone dry. If we had lots of irrigation, like for 
crops, drought would impact that quite a bit. But since we don’t, it doesn’t impact us 
quite as much. It would be a bigger impact on a farming operation. Some guys only rely 
on rain and snow, and to not have that all of a sudden would be a big worry. I don’t know 
how they sleep at night. 
 
Drought also affects our operation later in the fall, because we usually like to get the 
ground irrigated one time before it freezes, to get some moisture down in there. But we 
haven’t had the water to get over the ground like we’d like to. It’s better if we do because 
the ground will green up better in the spring.” 
 
Rancher W 
 
“When we started our rotational system (around 1998), we set aside $20-40,000 per year 
for water development so that we would be able to be prepared and compensate during 
drought periods [Rancher W participates in a grazing partnership, so this money was put 
up by the partnership, not him alone]. We don’t have that type of development for our 
irrigation water. For irrigation, we’re dependent on the snow base in the mountains. We 
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have probably put in $1-2 million in pipelines and other water development to alleviate 
drought when it comes. Water development benefits wildlife too.  
 
During drought we’ve faced a lack of hay; if we’re 10 percent short on water, we’re 10 
percent short on hay. We don’t haul water because it’s so big and so rough out there. In 
the past we also had to reduce numbers or come off early, before we did implemented a 
rotation system. We noticed the drought a lot more before we implemented the rotational 
grazing system. Before that, the forage wasn’t being used as evenly, and the cattle were 
just standing on the creeks. There was a lack of distribution of the cattle. When we’re 
short on hay, we buy it. We either have to buy more or reduce the cattle numbers. It’s 
hard to reduce, because if we buy new cattle, they’ll be unfamiliar with the climate. In 
general, I try not to reduce very much for that reason, though I do have to sometimes. If 
drought makes you reduce, you’ll get two thirds of the usual price because everyone else 
is reducing too. When I reduce, I just retain more instead of buying new cattle. It might 
take longer to rebuild that way, and it might even cost more in the long run. I don’t know 
for sure. The number of loans and amount of debt are about the same for retaining and 
buying cattle. If I retain, I don’t sell those cattle, and then I don’t make that money. If we 
come off the range a month early, it can cost $80-100,000 because we’ll run out of feed 
sooner. In drought, the cattle don’t do as well. They’re lighter, and their condition going 
into winter is worse. For two or three years, it cost us $300,000 just for hay, not counting 
pellets, etc. 
 
What really affects you is that after two to three years of drought, we tend to get bad 
winters that come early and linger. So you have to pay a third to a quarter more in costs 
to feed them longer. In drought, the feed costs increase.  Conception rates drop, adding an 
unforeseen cost into it all; an impact besides feed. Sickness in calves goes up because of 
the dust. The percentage of open cows increases. You have higher riding costs because 
you need to make sure your calves are spread out better during the drought. Drought hits 
different locations. When there’s a drought in one river, it could be fine in another, and 
the rivers come out of the same mountains. And other times, it’s flip-flopped. In general, 
I don’t think the springs are running as much as they used to. I don’t know about 
groundwater. The partnership is helpful during drought. Being big is easier. We have 
enough land that you can find part that isn’t as dry. We can be big, but we don’t have to 
foot the whole thing individually.” 
